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but when Uncle John wa3 here
you aai<l‘Never loind, the blue
dishes arc just us welL’ and
you didn’t fell nie to get the straight pickles,
either. Hut auntie, I’m
sure
told me

very

.1Ut!e
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TWO

P^ywates just alike.”

NOW IS THE TIME

Concerning Laughter.
There arc tiui03 when the body craves for
laughter ac-Jt does tor food.. This is Ihe laughter which on some occasion or other, has betrayed us all into a scandalous, unreasonable,

Manufacturer

“A

Wisely”

c t.

reiiiorsclui gaiety. Ailer tong abstinence
Irom cheerful thought, there are tew occasions
so sad and solemn as to render this importune
revolt impossible, unless where grief absorbs
tlie whole soul, and towel's ihe system to a
uniformity of sadness. In fact, as no solemnity can be safe from incongruities,! such occasions ore not seldom the especial scene oi
these exposures—of explosions oi a wild, perverse hilarity taking tlie culprit at unawares,
and this even while lie is aghast at his flagrant
insensibility to tlie demand of the hour. This

No.

-IN THE-

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

Life Insurance Co.
Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
costs LESS to Insure

Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.

so often ascribed to Satanic inis the
rue nerves cannot forego the wantfluence.
ed stknulus, and are malignantly on tlie watch,
as it were, to betray tlie higher faculties into
Thus John and
this unseemly indulgence.
Charles Wesley, in the early day3 of their public career, set forth ono particular day to sing
hymns together in tlie fields; but, on uplifting
the first stave, one of them was suddenly
struck with a sene3 of something ludicrous iu
tlieir errand, the other caught tlie infection,
and both fell into convulsions of laughter, renewed on every attempt, to carry out tlieir first
design, till they were lain to give up and own
themselves lor that time conquered hy the
Devil.
There is a story of Dr. Johnson much to the
same purpose.
Naturally melancholly, he was
yet a great laugher, and, thus was an especial
victim to the possession we speak of, for no
one laughs in depression who has not learned
to laugli hi mirth, lie was dining witli his
friend Chambers in the Temple, and at first
betrayed so much physical suffering and mental dejection that his companion could not

ENGRAVINGS ! Good Tilings

ly compressed lips.
One by one, the youthful congregation

became alive to tlie awkward contortions and
futile stinggles of the long-legged
captive;
they knew that to laugh was to be flogged, but
after so many sermons the need was imperative, and they laughed, and were flogged ac-

One

Thousand

an

Are

offered, for a

time,

short

FREE OF COST,

Shaw

To

t

Pay for Framing Only

Clark’s

&

Second-hand Machines, in good order,
LOW PRICES.
Cotton. Twist, Oil, and all kinds of Machine TrimMachines
repaired and to let.
mings.
No. 137* Middle Street, up one flight stairs.
W. S. DYER.
Nov 14—eodlm.

!

Photographs

riROM Locket to Liie Size, by the best of Artists.
L All coloring done in my estabishment where I*
keep constantly era ployed a number of colorists. Call
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.

The Following

prices

of

the regular retail

arc

tlae Pictures we

of

some

are

Full

Mrs.

1.(0

Beautiful English Farm Yard,...
Beautiful English Homestead,...

1.00

Wholesale

1.00

..

1.00

MRS.
now

opening

glasses.

“But—but *

the earnest eyes, the
quivering
asked pel-mission to go on. Miss True’s
smile granted it.
“You have made toast, and cooked chicken
and put on the prettiest dishes tor Unde

lip

Aaron’

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

IS WINTER

BONNETS,

FLOWERS, RIBBONS, &c.

^^^H®

—aujo,—

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,
Rubber Belts, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, $c.

320

TO

7
of

ASSORTMENT

HATS, FEATHERS,

and fashionable stock ot

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
Hanover

of all kinJs WASHED and
without injury to the finest fabrics.

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

Eight by Ten.$1.50
Ditto in Rosewood

The Public

and Gilt,..
can now

4...

procure

.v/

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,

of

Pictures

X>enti»ty

1.25

PORTLAND, HE.

IMIERITI

R E .A. Hi
At

LOWER PRICES than
Portland.

As the

Ambrotypes

before offered in

subscribers wish to reduce

their Stock, and
their

ever

as they

Frames, they

at
THE

Manufacture

are

Monday,

On

A.

euablcd

284

NORMAL

STATE

Congress St.

FARMINGTON, ME.
Winter Session will begin Dec. 13, under the
direction ot Mr. GEORGE M. GAGE, Principal.
EDWARD BALLARD,
Superintendent of Common Schools.
nol8eodtdecl3
Brunswick, Nov 16,1865.

Hallotypes!

Where those under his charge will receive special
attention in Penmanship and Authography, daily? in
connection with other branches of the English department.
The Evening Session will lie open to pupils of both

sexe.s, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday Evenings,
from 7 until if o’clock, for Instruction in Penmanship
&c.f &c., ottering a grand opportunity to those who
may desire to improve, and thus devote a portion of
their winter evenings in a profitable and useful man-

Oct 3—cod&eow3m

Machinists,

am now

DR. F.

Office,

FANCY

a

new and

Copying

2

GOODS!

HENRY 2*.

Gk Ft.

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

Commission & Forwarding Merchant

£3r Consignments solicited.

McKENNEY’S. 284
In a superior
oct3eod&eow3hi

method,

Fresh

Oysters,

OF EXTRA QUALITY, AT

nov20d3wlgJAMES

AT

PAINE,

Fresh

LARGE

Theory.

PAINE’S MUSIC

Norfolk, Va.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Senior; Herrish A Pearson; John Dennis A Co.;
ao-816m
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

A

“

All

aur

All

war

“

Beat

Bleached

“

25c.

Priala at

guarantee to sell our ENTIRE STOCK in
the SAME PROPORTION.
we

IP' Please call and examine
No. 5

LEACH,

Hearing

yourselves

lor

at

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
the CHEAPEST,

Trimmings,

NETS,
Clasps, Jtc.,

Belt

A.

PUMPS,
all

ed.

St.,

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

the recent fire

Of all descriptions, by

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
sept2(kltl
ing bought and sold.
NEW STORE!

CHISAM,

where
Our

FIRST CLASS

CLOTHING

opened
STORE, at
Jo. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES
a

HAS

of

Corsets,
The ladies

are

DEALER

PIANO

IN

SKIRTS,

The

RSSBtII

Hosiery,

respecl iully invited to call and

purchasing elsewhere.

I

*

LL

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,
Gents9

Furnishing: Goods.

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
No.

96 Exchange Street.
Nearly opposite Post Office.

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

noloti

NEW

full

nounee

on

hand,

JJrliyr-Vi now occupied by the subscriber.—
«B iiarti aBT 1 >istance from Portland liileen min± utes by Rail.and thirty by the county
road.
J. B. TIIORNTON.
Oct 25,1845.—eodSw*

CARGO of

VJfiand
Retail, by
W

mile and half from the
It
in Gray,
THE
of land, divided into tillage,
contains about 07

dtf

keep

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

liAlli’i

I

an

assortment ol

At the

&

IIEALD

Builders of the Most Improved Pim Clam
Much! aery,
CIRCULAR SAWMILLS; Improved Wentworth
Jigger and Scroll Saws; Box, PowderKeg, Jointing and Matching Machinery: Pail and
Wood Turning Lathes; Water-Wheels; Mulay Saw
and Grist Mill Work; Snperior Corn and Cob Crackera, &c.
above Machinery can bo seen and tested
at Gio Works.

Beware of Counterfeits.

SE^-Tho

Ask

Barre, Maes.

A BABE CHANCE I
undersigned contemplating making a change
in their busings, would dispose of their Retail
Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts and Baking Implements, on reasonable terms ii applied lor
soon.

corner.

pasture and wood land. It lias mi it a story and a
hall house, well finished, and in good repair, togethThere
er witli barn aod other usual out-buildings.
is a mill privilege on the farm, with a good supply ol
cows,

two

Enquire on

GEO. DOLLY,

PEARSON

Oct. 3,1865.—dtt

~GORHAM

&

SMITH.

SEMINARY!

Winter Term ol this School will comment*
For lull
on WEDNESDAY, Nov. 29th, 1866.
particulars apply to W. G. LORD, A. M., Principal,

THE

or

to

J. A.

WATERMAN,
Sec. 'll Trustees.

Gorham, Nov. 17,1866—d&w2w

Poplins

and Thibet s,

down and to be sold at bargains.
C. K. BABB.
No. 9 Clapp’s Block.
distf

MARKED
novl4

H A. HALL
jnst received on consignment

Bankrupt
be is
HASStock of RUBBER OVERCOATS which
In want

permitted

should

to sell at *3.00 each.
call immediately at his

a

Any person

NEW RtfBBER EMPORIUM,
14T Middle St.
Nov. t—dti

AND

—

FUR

for Photon's—Tnke no other.
Sold by druggists generally.

Portland.

Academy J

WINTER TERM BEGINS NOV. 27,1860.
and Misses of all ages and attainments
received at any time in ths term. Persons desirous of taking up French, German, or any single
branch taught in the Academy, will And that they
can make satisfactory arrangements by calling on the

TO

MAKE

Street,

R.

Merchants’ National Bank.
Stockholder* of this Bank are hereby notified
that a Special Meeting will be holdcn at the
Bank on SATURDAY, Dec. 9, 1865, at ten o’clock,
A. M., tor the following purposes.
let—To decide whether they will increase the capital stock of the Bank.
2d—To decide whether they will increase the value
of the shares to one hundred dollars each.
M—For the transaction ot any other business that
may legally come before them.
By Order of the Directors.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 22,1865.
no23dtd

THE

WOODMAN,”TRUE

and

Al-

A

rTVHE

A HUDSON,
4 Freo St. Block.

BEST

OF FRENCH,

pink 4 SSI *KTM ENT
and

Nov

4—dtf

At
Nov

jan^ltl

JOHN F. ANDERSON.

4—dtl

VESTINGS,
A. D. REEVES’,Tailor,
38 Exchange St.

iTh.

dijpee
PHOTOGRAPHER !

be found at No. 122 Middle Street,
MAY
where he is ready to wait upon any
wish*
for
of themselves
one

or friends, at reasonaing
picture*
ble prices, for as good work as is to lie had at any
room fn the city.
Copying done of ail kinds ofpicture*, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
Especial attention jiaid to Children* pietuicm: alrto to picture* of hick or deceased persons
out of town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at
my
rooms, taken when he was in bu.iinegn; friends who
had them there will find them
from which
here,
conies can be taken without
recopying, at the lowest

prices.

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures 93,00 a l)o*m, as good as
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—<lifcw3m

38

Exchange

notice.
St.

French Fluting!

I

HAVE this day admitted

RICKER,

Nov 4—dtf

A. D. REE4'ES’,Ta.lar,
38 Exchange St.

and for the

as pavlner, D.
b.
future wilconliueln

ibe

Grocery

aujl

Produce

Business,

Under the firm name of DAN FORTH & RICKER
at 185 Fore Street.
A* OANPORTH.
Nov. ....
Portland, v,
7th, 1865.
nolSdiwti

"the

of
A FINE ASSORTMENT
Dres* Clothe.
At
*

#

The public are
requested to call and give me a try,
I am bonnd to make as
good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c.t will be found

A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,

/"TALL and see Samples at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
Y.V 40 Preble Street.
Notice one door below Oxford Street
Sept 21 —d3m*

in want

& CIVIL ENGINEER

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
17 dAwtf
Tenif io Sticet.

as

French Fluting !

F. WALKER.

of any kind ot PRINTING
yy
call at the Dally Press Office.
are

Kl', SILK.

4 l.I.V

your

Messrs. T. Sc .1, B. dimming.; If- O.
Conant & Co.; Watson
Newhall, »«.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor,
Esq.; Bangor, Maine.
N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
will be guaranteed a return cargo of Cotton. Present
rate, of Freight are one and o half cents per pound
(on Cotton I to Boston. An experience of flfteon
years here In the business justifies me In offering to
Correspondence solicited
secure cargoes as above.

I, yOU

ol

get
QENTLEMEN,
OVERCOATS

Agent,

Na. 68 Grarier Si., NEW ORLEANS.

annoffi!'yaMWUre‘1' THOMAS

D. REEVES'.Tnll.r,
No- 99 Exchange St.

CASSIMKKE,
FANCY

Merchant,

-and—

Shipping

AND

O OD S,

A.

Nov 4_dtl

Commission

ENGLISH

Hoofing

FLAT ROOFS.
E. IIERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

FOR

mch

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

P A N T

A

liaml.

WARREN’S IMPROVED

ESQ.,

A AMERICAN

GENERAL

on

mariatf

G ravel

Mobtox Block.

Nov 24—dtf

,

Middle Siren.

a

COMPOSITION.

BURROUGHS

WALKER,

CO.,

FIRE AND WATER PROOF FELT

Painted Chamber Bets,

HOWARD.

&

Agents,
54 and 50

*•*.

MEASURE,

May 3—dtl

At

THOMAS F.

SINGER’S

Patterns, SURVEYOR
FROM

CUT

COST l

\V,

Nov 10—dtl

1IOV0*65dtf

SEWING MACHINES!

Just Received and for sale by

Principal.

and Saturday afternoons.
Terms, for Winter Term of eleven weeks, $11.00.
C. O. FILES, Principal.
Nov 21—d2w

PORTLAND, ME.

By CHARLES CU8TJS A CO.

Hoop Sk'rts made from Washburn and Moon's
best wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
Rjr“ Don't forget the number, 1G6 Middle Street,
next above Hay's Drug Store.

Woolens,
Street,

E. CHAPMAN.

JOHN P. SHAW,
FREI) E. SHAW.
nov2dtf

CHASE.

Shirt

GOODS.

Free

F. DAVlft,

Head af U*| Wharf.
BRADLEY, CO&LIDGE «fc ROGERS.
d2m
Portland, Oct. 2, 1865.

MASTERS

Instruction given in Pencil or Crayon Drawing by
Miss E. JONES, at $5.00 per term.
In Oil Painting
at $10,00.
A class in Drowing will be lormed for Wednesday

T.

D.

Ladies ot

and

18

Arcade

-isn-

Shawls,

HOLIDAY

l>ry

—

1,1865.

ME.

nov9*65dti

Importers and Jobbers qf

have this day removed to

E

PORTLAND,

Goods

GOODS !

Nov.

Law,

Middle Street,

DA VIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED UY

Goods !

ROOM FOR

Office 111

copart-

Removal.

■yy

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

Needle* and Trimming* always

Portland,

AND

AT

BRADBURY A SWEAT,

tered*

HOWARD,

Fancy

Rooms, 110 and 11? Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
juneltf

Sale

SUPPLIED

OTPur* Exchanged, Repaired

1IOSTOX.

Hand-Knit Breakfast

a

HATS, CAPS,

HOOP SKIRTS,
A !■•* ExqnUite, Delicate and Fra.
grant Perfume, Distilled fram Ike
Bare and Beautiful Flawer fram
wkick it take* its name.
Manufactured only by PHAI.ON A SON.

PORTLAND, ME.

old stand of J. P. SHAW,

Where they will be CONSTANTLY
with all the LATENT STYLES of

NEXT TEN DAYS,

SOUS,

\

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

130 MIDDLE STREET,

18 and 14 Fraaklin Street,

ESTABLISHED IN 1S30.

KIM UAL L

TREBLE STREET, (Near Preble nouse.)

BROTHERS,

WILLIAM H. HORTON k CO.,

to the

juneldH

P.

“°dK imT’}

SHAW

A lull Stock ol Straw and Felt Good*, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
gale at the lowest market prices to dealers only, by

respectfully
Portland that he will gell for the
WOULD

Parilaaifl. .Maine.

Work executed in every pari ol tlie State.

New York and Boston Piano

have this day formed
the firm style of

nership

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

166 Middle

an-

and

Painter,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

are

fpHE
undersigned
under
X

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, QLOVES,

R.

A. S. Dana.

Johk

Fresco and Banner

Copar tnersh ip.

Black English Crapes,

W.

alt,

MAINE.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

March 8—d&wtt

-ALSO,-

OVSTERS, direct
For sale, Wholesale

S

Woodbury S. Dana,

Dana,

June ldtf

Stein way <C Sons, of New York.

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Sept 4—d3m

d

a n

MANUFACTURER

All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tunhur done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & GO.

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

announce

acres

water.
He will also sell a yoke of oxen, two
horses, and ether stock. Terms liberal.

PERFUME-

L. W. ATWOOD,
No. 305 Venire.. Street.

3000 Yds.

Fai'm and Stock tor Sale.
a

NEW

Luther

C.

hand

on

h

PORTLAND,

In

recommended.

undesigned begs leave to
that they are manufacturing

h

sell

Edge

RIBBONS

DA.TS\A.<& CO.,
F i

of

with all the modern improvements, which they can
as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to

ex-

Stock of

Colored Corded

Blaek and

Wldgery’s Wharf,
Portland, Mb.

ociiadu

Piano Fortes,

FALL GOODS!
Comprising a

by ourselves,

STURTEVAMR

Commission Merchants,

FORTES.

Lkccn constantly

Fortes, among which

which will he manufactured into Garments which
cannot he surpassed for style and make in the city.
AJfo a Fine asssortment of

manufactured

k

GENERAL

Grateful for the liberal patronage of the last
Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ol the favors ol our old
Wends and the public.
Boston, September 30, 1865.
ocl8d3mos

331 CONGRESS STREET,
amine our stock before
November 18,1866.

stock, mostly

and fresh stock

a new

or Price.
ity^Style
Everv article warranted as

FOLLETTE,

Gloves and

opened with

i^Lirniture !

IMPORTER,

HOOP

have

In every variety cannot fail to command theiavor
ol
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Oimlv

Which he will keep in full lines.

Tailor,

Station

Passenger

Brising

GLOVES,

RETAIL

CHASE, CRAM

over the
have taken the

the most faithful manner, of the Latest Designs,^ .n\DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
OOM and CHAMBER

Ladies' & Children's Underflannels,

AND

we

goods.

-AND-

WHOLESALE

a.

stand,

Hay market Square,

ADDED

L. B.

description of Water Fixtures lor I>wol*
EVERY
liug House Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

over

Boston and Maine

-FOE-

Second-Hand Clothing,

our

we

CORSETS!

HOSIERY,

&_ BANCROFT.

large and

HOOP SKIRTS
AJSTD

respectfully solicitaugddti

at
old
Worcester Passenger Station,
SINCE
beautiful Halls
the

And to his complete stock of

Silver Plated Cocks.

&

Ac., arranged and set up lu the best manner, and all
orders In town or country lalthfully executed. All
kinds ol'JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES,SHEET LEAL) and BEER
POMPS ol all description.-.
aprOdtl

PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

BUCKLEY

HAS REMOVED FROM

THIS!

IRON.

ME.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Magee Fufrnaees and Htovest

FOLLETTE,

154 Middle St. to 331 Congress

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANG-E STREET,

Bwwla, Bras.

LEAD

from the Country
Job Work done to order.

OF

PORTLAND,

HEAVY

ty Orders

Coat-Makers W anted.
Nov 2—dim

SON,

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

REMOVALI

MARKET AF-

No. 113 Ecchange St.

Merchant

OF

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 26—dtl

MAKER

&

AT

oT

A'o. 109 Middle Street.

Oaoking, Office and Parlor Stovea,

^

L. B.

Holloltor

P L U M B E H !

MAINE,

WORKERS

CLIFFORD,

WILLIAM A. PEA RLE,

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

I>OHTLAND.

COUNSELLOR

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Aug. 26—dtf

P. MORRELL & CO.

W. F.

NOYES

SEWING MACHINES for
of Maine.

WILLIAM H.

2wed

PORTLAND
Jtc.

FORDS,

NEW STORE,

N.

Ibr EMPIRE
State

as ndd 00 Middle SI.,
Sept 7—dtf

No. 35 Exchange Stfeet,

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

lull variety ol

A.T

HARRIS’,

80 E«ha„e Street,

Nov 23—(11m

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to auy in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such torms as will secure
their patronage.

CLOTHS,

GOOD as the BEST THE
at the Store of

at

W. Y>. ROBINSON,

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

Beltings,

Over and Under Garments,

as

Hat.

Presents !
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

GOODS,

Furnishing Goods !

CLOTHING AN D CLOAKS,
Agents

Christmas

Complete Stock

Storcr tf Co.t

G. L.

Manufacturers ol and Dealers in

FOR SALE!

spacious

HEAD

MiUiken & Co.,

And Gents’

BLACK, WINE and GRAY,
Opposite the Pul Odicc.
November 18, 1866.

lntoTm their friends and the Trade generally that their
store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now prepared to show a

FANCY

Deerinf?,

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Dunderburg

MERRILL & SMALL

New and

DEXTEll,

JOBBP.ES op

Lapland Hat,

Block.

Clothing.

aa

CAPS,

OFFICE.

West End Hat,
Dasher Hat,

novlldtf

Cloak. Dress, and Tailors’

a

POST

CHEAP FOR CASH, BY

BARTLETT & PARKER.

And

’

Saratoga Hat,
Dictator Hat,
Rusher Hat,

found at any other Store 1

WOULD

&

1*715 \Ilddle and. 11S Federal St a.
October 2—dJm

In

30 aad 33c.

Portland, Mr.

Successors to Chase, Littleield & Co.,
Inaparter* of aid Dealer* la all kiads at

Delmonico Hat,

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

25c.

Beat Devalues, at

be

EASTMAN.
Portland, Nov 10,18C5.

25c.

Imneljtf

Esquimeaux Hat,

prepared to sell at os
RATES

can

Manafsoturer of Mirror A Cloture Frames.
No. M MAHKRT stjVARK,

Successors to

E. D.

from Virginia.

THE

Of 70 acres, or more, on very favorable tonus, on Oak Hill, in Sc&rboro,

Gray, Sept. 15, 18«6-eod*w3m

“

OPPOSITE

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
B. M. EASTMAN,

FOUNDRT&MACHINE WORKS.

Farm tor Sale,

the premises.

Gawd yard wide Bra. Sheet lag at

Hale,

Ti IS

HATS AND

X, O W
As

T~

P I € K K 1

In

KING

11

MB.

Hardware & Window Glass,

FLANNELS!

nEALfi’8

STORE,

Mirror Plates !
ASSORTMENT constantly

one

standing prices are again Advancing, we will
give our customers the advantage of
ourgood luck. For instance
are selling

Julyl—eodCm

A. M- McREWEV,
284 Congress St.
Oct 3—cod&eow3m

run

H

A complete line of 3-4,7-S, 4-4, 5-4, and 6-1 ALL
WOOL and COTTON and WOOL.
A choice selection of BALMORALS and NUBIAS.
Our goods being purchased at greatly reduced
are

K.
Denier

CO.’S,

Gloves, Hosiery, and Woolen Yarn; 1(M aU Wool
BLANKETS, very CHEAP; Cottonand Linen Goods in all
varieties;Russia and Seoteh Crash.

have decided that notwith-

Arrival!

Nov 2—dlawlw

103 Middle Street.
Oct 23—eod3m*

A for sale by

we

FREEMAN.

Planers;

subscriber offers ior sole his farm, situated

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
_

|3T" SLATE

A

FOG°-

ST Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

M.

And Musical

COME ALL!

Nor 88-daw

A.

try it.

UNDER DEER1.VG IIAM*
H-

Street.

Pictures

new

To purchasers and

This day received the first cargo of

Nor. 20—d2w

Teacher of Piano Forte

And a flue selection of Thanksgiving and Christmas
Presents. Also a new article never before introduced
in this city.
I shall sell
my goodB as LOW as the lowest.
I would ,n„st
respectflillv invite the public to call
and exammo
my stock belure purchasing elsewhere.
NO.

NORFOLKJHSTERS!

^^ ^^

f*J
W

Surgeon.

3531-2 Congress

kind

choice

HOODS, SHAWLS, GLOVES, HOSIERY, UNDER-VESTS, DRAWERS, CORSETS, Ac.,

TO

find it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists, 160 Congress Street, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and tresh,
in large quantities.
For sale by all the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS As Co., Wholesale Agents.

ifNev

and

done at
any
OFCongress
St., by
call and

Consisting of

COME ONE!

the mother’s
deprived
milk, can be made healthy and strong by the constant use of this food.
And invalids, those who nre
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
of

arc

GEO. L. AEM8BEY.

WADSWORTH, JR.,

a

public

Infantswho

Berlin.

Resilience, Cor. of Oxford and Cedar Six.

l^eeriiig- Block,
the

INVALIDS.

highly nutricious and pleasant lood, so popular in Germany and England, was devised the
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig of

S.

CUSHMAN,

ready to offer

AND

ed to

manner;

I

PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREH

Nov 7—eodtf

taken one-hr If of the Storo occupied by

selection oi

N. GOURLAY,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters’ powerful,
double-acting, anti-freezing Force-Pump. Wairant-

Physician

New Goods !

No.3

100 to 300 Per C$nt. Net Profit.
Such opprotunities are seldom offered to the public. Any one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
a chance to make money Quickly, Easily and Surely,
by investing from ten dollars to three hundred as
capital, condo so by calling upon, or addressing the

No. 85 Federal Street.

Tuition per month,

New Goods,

MBS. E. T.
HAVING

BEFORE

Two Dollars per Gallon Ho 11<1.

NOYES* Instructor*

G* W.

Nov 28—dlw*

investing a large sum of money in a
business that is laborious and pays but a small
cent,
of
per
profit, give the subscriber a call and examine the RARE CHANCES which he offers to all
classes of men to enter a buainss which requires but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, and is not laborious, but
on the contrary, gives one a pleasant employment,
and which pays from

No* 4 Manufacturers Block, Union St*,

give satisfaction.
J. A. LIDBACK,
Oct 19—eod2m

on the very day we were in the market
for our first Stock, we are prepared to offer

PORTLAND,

IMtotocrapiiU; floods,
mirrors and Engrnvlngs,

PORTLAND, MU.

UNDER VESTS and DRAWERS,

Having fallen

Wait, Wait, Wait!

LIBBY, LIDBACK & CO.,

ner.

Pupils received at any time.

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

THE

IJ. T. LIBBY.

Dry Goods,

8TU0C0 AND MASTIO WOitKESS,
Oak
Street, between, Congress ard Free Sts.,

ly See Small Circular*.
Nov 27—d4w

LADIES CLOTH, Id all desirable Shades. Tlilbeta,
Poplins, Alpacas—plaid and plalu; Mohair Goods of
every variety; Prints, Delaines—a new style of silk

Y,

PI.AUT AND ORNAMENTAL

1

Street, 282 Congress Street,

Nov 24—dtf

most beautiffil picture ever made. The only
place in Portland to get them is at
A. M. Me KENNEY’S,
284 Congress St., corner of Ctntre Street.

STUART’S BLOCK,

$3.50.

N.

C. PARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

and German Dor,kin,
Caaaimrres.

luster finish.

Cnees*

THIS

SCHOOL,

Co., THE

Congrees Street,

fket all kinds ot

Notice,

Short

INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE, 80 Federal St.
Nov 25-dlw*
Portland.

Glass !

M. McKENNEY’S

Oct 3—eod&eow3ro

GOODS,

and

EACH

DOLLAR

Novelty

169 Middle

FEES

PLASTER E R S,

WM. GRACE &
Grand

&e.

Portland, Me.

BOSS

/

Consequently It is NO GIFT ENTERPRISE 1
BLACK WALNUT FRAMES made to order,
cheaper than the
cheapest, at

CkinchUla Cloths ol'all Shades,

APPLES,

Spools! attention paid to consignment* of all kind*
Produce,
scpaodlyr

MANUFACTURE our Frames, but
the above price for CASH.

sell at

IN

of

No Piet urea Given Away at thin Estubliabiaent I

Dry Goods! Cloaks, Capes & Cassocks,
Englisk, French,

manner, LOOK

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil

11th,

Dec.

At his Room 347 1-2

At

W.

Also, MELAINOTYPES

the City.

best in

on

of

DRESS

CLEANSED

subscriber IMMEDIATLY.

Ip

Sept 29—eodtf

Prices

DRIED

A’u. 3 Lime Street,

»

ONE

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

mf

We do not
can

part of

LONG AND SQUARE;

St.

GENTS’ ILIlSTEISr
Got up in the Best Possible

in

8 HAW LS!

Nov. 17—edtf

And

Ch.le. Kel,cliuu

—FOB—

ONLY

Commission Merchants,
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus.

Pictures and all, Complete

Direct Horn

Consisting

PliGlHJCE

INSIDE GILT, 8xlo.

receiving a

now

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

Cheapest!

OVAL

Boston and New York Markets,

CONVERS O. LEACH,
FRANK BARTLETT,
HORACE B. PARKER.

And

36

HAVING

Are

than the

A

purchased the Stock ol DRY GOODS
and taken the store formerly occupied by9 S. B.
GOWULLL.

BUSINESS,

In all Us branches.

Aa CHEAP

No.

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

the wholesale and

HALL,

Nov 9—d4w

Square,

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All OpOMHous warranted to give satisfied on.
augircSeodis&wly

Gilt!

and

Market

on

Nov IT—dtf

Gents, Boys and and Childrens
wear
every description.
Having for some years past been in the employ ot
Messrs. A. & S. Shurtleff *& Co., Shoe Manufacturers
and Wholesale dealers in this city, feel confident that
1 can sell as low as the lowest; and by strict attention and fair dealing, hope in a short time to gain a
good share of public patronage.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHOICE SELECTION OF

Waluut

Block,

GOODS

Congress Street,
a new

Cheaper

prices we

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment oftMeu’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Calf and Thick Boots, with a good stock ol
Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
»3P* Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS.

select from

DENTIST,

No. 8 Clapp’s

Pictures iu Oval Frames,

Business Cards.

PICTURE FRAMES !

CHOICE LOT of ENTIRELY NEW GOODS

DRY

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

ALL

A

Miscellaneous.

129 Middle Street,

retail

MISSES’ andCHIL-

Manufactory! LINEN

A- Hi G O

Fancy Goods.

and

New, New!

co.,

Extra Inducements!

Exchange Street.

8

AND
Ladies, Misses,
of

COLBY,

RICH

<&

Where they propose to carry

J. I C. J. BARBOUR,

No.

George and Martha Washington (ea).. 1.00
No. 4} Free St. Block, Up Stairs.
Archbishop Hughes,...,. 1.00
Nov. 7—eodtf
Feeding the Horses, (very fine). 1.00
A. M. McKENNET’S
Village Blacksmith, (very flue). 3.00
Fine View of Portland,. 5.00
Frame
Departure of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
284 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of Centre.
Landing of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner. Gilding done in a superior
Court of Death,. 1.00
tbe charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
under
style,
First Prayer in Congress. 2.00
lias had forty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best
Waiihington’s last interview -with his Mother, 3.00. of workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
oc3eod&eow3m
lor wholesale and retail trade.
Washington’s first inverview with his Wife,.... 3.00
Washington’s Inaugural,. 3.00
C. H. OSGOOD.
Washington’s Adieu to his Generals,. 3.00

dear”

“Aunt Lucy 1”
“What dear?”
“Do you love Uncle Aaron better than you
dofLncie John? Didn’t you tell me Uncle
John was a dear good man. Aren't they bctli
your brothers, just the same?”
“Indeed they are, and Hove them both,”
answered ALus True, quick tears
dimming her

HAMUKIi HilltL’S
found one of the best selected .tacks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and BUBBEKS that can he
found in this citv, which wiU be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL
Oct 24—dtf

Druggists,

A.
a

LOCKE

bo

OPPOSITE MECHANICS’

OPENING

recently occupied by

And in

J. M. JOHNSON’S

149 Middle Street.

WINTER

have taken the Store No* 5 Ueeriug Block,

And

e

GO

Nov 24—eod&w2w

1.00

JUST RECEIVED FROM BOSTON.

could not express.

No. 353 Congress Street.

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

General McClellan,.
Hou. Edward Everett,....«■..

The Crooked Pickles.

“Why did you tell me to get straight pickles,
Aunt Lucy ?’’
“O, because they look a little nicer for company. The crooked ones taste as well.”
Minnie tell back, pondering the idea she

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

W. F. PHILLIPS db CO.,

1.00

Dry

BROADCLOTHS,

1.00

1.00

LEACH, BARTLETTStPARKER,

GOING DOWN!

2.00

Lincoln,.^.

THE

Oct 13—d2mos

A

1.00

undersigned would respectfully inform their
friends in Portland and vicinity that they have
formed a copartnership under the name of

XTIP TOWIN'

f\f\ PRIME Cider Barrels, all in first rate or_L Y/\_/ der. Will be sold LOW, if called lor soon.

3.00

President Johnson,.
Hon. Wm. H. Seward,.....

that time forth.
No honest laugher knows anything about

—

REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
nov20eodtf

NEW

Day and Evening School

“Yes’m;” and back she skipped Wif,h a
plateful, so green,-so hard, so sure to he brittle
that even fastidious Aunt Lucy was satisfied!
Minnie dropped into her little chair, watching for an opportunity “to take a step for
auntie,” and as she sat, grave lines were
drawn upon the serious little face, and drew
Aunt Lucy’s eyes toward her, busy as she

ised.

FOR SALE.

Full length Engraving of Washington,. $3.00

R. J. D. Larrabee &

A,o! L,"Cy

PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishwhen promment, and all work ready for delivery

Barrels !

Cider

GIVING AWAY!

Notice.

Copartnership

To all of which they invite the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.

A. M. McKENNEY,
Preble House, Portland.

284 Congress St-., opposite
Oct 3—eod& eow3m

uow

manufacturing department.

jypN^WOMEN’S, BOYS’,
for sale at

Colored

purchaser Ix^fhg required

The

to give
biography,
belongs to master minds. Political and party feeling may raise, in stirring
GOOD BARGAINS!
times, any amount of animosity, oven in good-- j
natured men; but once bring about a laugli
betwoen them, and an -answering chord is
struck, a tic is established not easily broken.—
Something of the old rancor is gone forever.
No. 69 Exchauge Street,
There is a story of Canning anrl Brougham,
after hating and spiting one another through
Nov 25—tUw
POETrAND.
a session,
finding themselves suddenly face to
face in some remote district hi
Cumberland,
with only a turnpike gate between them. The
situation roused their
magnanimity, simultaneously they broke into laughter, and passed
undersigned will commence his Winter Term
qiHE
each on his separate way, better iriends from
A oi School for Boys,

of her little heart by allowing w
think
^
herself useful on tins gieat occasion.
1
the
get
“May
piekies?”
“Mind and get all the
straight ones

charge

No.

and

The sound of brisk
steps, directions in subdued tones, the
carefully laid tea table with its
china and silver, all confirmed Minnie Warren’s whispered “We’ve got
company. Aren’t
you glad, Dede? L ncle Aaron’s come.” Alul
f°'ld
l13;1 gra',lU'‘1 the inmost wish

of the

hour.

For doing the best of work.

Mare

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS

Different from all these ty pes is the grand
frank laugh that finds its place in history and

cordial triumphant laugli which sounds its
praises.—JSat. Keview.

None but the tost workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has

___

FLORENCE MACHINE!

Howe, Weed,

cordingly.

his own laugh, which is fortunate, as it is
apt
to be the most grotesque part of a man, especially if lie is anything of an original._
Chai-acter, humor, oddity, all expatiate in it,
and the features and Voice have to accommodate themselves to the occasion as they can._
There is Prince Dai’s laugh, “till his face is
like a wet cloak, ill laid up;” there is the laugh
we see in Dutch pictures, where every wrinkle
of the old face seems to be in motion; there is
the convulsive laugh, in which aims and legs
join; there is the whinney, the ventral laugli,
Dr. Johnson’s laugh like a rhinoceros; Dominie Sampson's laugli lapsing without any intermediate stage into dead gravity, and the
ideal social laugh—(he delighted and delighting chuckle which ushers in a joke, ami the

First Class Boots Made
a
With Fair Stitoh.

JL11

Union Button-Hole Machine !

following, together with

length Engraving ol Lincoln,.
General Grant, on Horseback,.
General Sherman,.u..
friend hud I General Sheridan,.

a no mis-timed laugliter of children Las often some such source as this, though the sprite
thatpossesses them lias rarely the gnome-like
essence.
A healthy bo.v, after a certain length
of constraint, is sometimes as little responsible for liis laughter as the hypochondriac.—
Mrs. Beecher Stowe, in describing, and even
defending, a Puritanical strictness of Sabbath
observance, recalls the long family expositions
and sermons which alternated ip her youth
with prolix meeting services, at all of which
the younger members of the household were
required to assist in profound stillness of attention. On one of tliese"occasions, on a hot
summer afternoon, a heedless grasshopper of
enormous dimensions leapt on the sleeve of
one of the boys.
The tempting diversion was
not to be resisted; he slily secured the animal,
and imprisoned a hind leg between his firm-

t

ONE OF LAMB’8 KNITTING MACHINES,

help boring him with remedies. By degrees
lie rallied, and with the rally came the need of
a general reaction.
At this point Chambers

laugh.

Family

a

have

Knits the whole of a pair of Socks in 1-2

laugliter

to say that a common
been with him that morning making ids will.
Johnson—or rather his nervous system—seized upon this as tlio required subject. J le raised a ludicrous picture of the “testator” going
about boasting ol'tlic fact oi' his will-making
to anybody that would listen, down to the innkeeper on the road.
Bearing with laughter, he trusted that
Chambers had had the conscience not to describe the testator as of sound mind, hoped there was a legacy to himself, and concluded with saying that he would have the will to
set to verse and a ballad made out of it. Mr.
Chambers, not at all relishing this pleasantry',
got rid of IiIb guest as soon as lie could. But
not so did Johnson get rid of his merriment;
he roiled in convulsions till lie got out of the
Temple Gate, and then, supporting himself
against a post, sent forth peals so ioud as, in
tlie silence of the night, to be heard from Temple Bar to Fleet Ditch. We hear of stomach
couvlis; this was a stomach, or ganglionic

and Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfhction.

CAN

Portland, July 18,186S-dtt

in

The

Fancy Goods.

AT

Central Office 30 Eaehange Street.

to

WORK,

CUSTOM

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.

CHEAP !

and

ME.

For Ladies

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

The necessary result Is, IT
in It than in any other.

St.,

Federal

Ill

PORTLAND,

PUMC^fJSE

FRAMED

and Dealer in

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

TO

Dry

J0ls¥s7~

H.

WHY THOSE WHO

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
to their own interest* before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
everv facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole Bultfect.

Wednesday Morning, Nov. 29,1866.

was.

Terms $8 per annum, in
advance.

_

you

VV ell, Minnie, I knew that Uncle Aaron
was more particular about his
eating than
tlnclc John. He is used to
having things
nice
at
very
home, and l) ncle John is not”
“1 know, chimed in the
flexible, expressive
child s voice. 1 know
why—because Uncle
John is poor. But,
auntie, if he don't ge
nice tilings
often, won’t he like them better
when he does?”
This naive home question, put with moist
eyes and deprecating tone, was too much fort
Aunt True.
She would have boxed a pert
child’s ears, but she answered Minnie (would
that all of us could he as wise!) humbly:
“Dear child, Auut Lucy Vas wrong; she
loves her brothers
just alike, aud means to
treat them so and when Uncle John comes
he
shall have a nice supper.”
again,
Ves, and I’ll get the straight pickles, too 1”
“I declare,” said Aunt Lucy, shutting herself into the buttery, while the four years of
experience outside walked away with a happy
face, “I declare, Lucinda, that child of yours
does ask such questions; did youhearher? I
shall never see a crooked pickle again, without
being ashamed of myself. You must be careful ; that pickle jar has taught Minnie more
about the sin of respect to persons than the
whole second chapter of James would have
done.”

Boots and Shoes.

Miscellaneous.

important

happened

NOVEMBER 29, 1865.

-.

JOHN T. GILMAN, Kdilor,

PUBLISHED

MORNING,

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY

Vol‘ 4'

novidtf

BUSINESS SUITS, of
best
Grey, made to order, at
A. D. REEVES,
02

t'aulda

Exchange S(,

Letter from the 1I'm West.
Iowa, y'
Cedab Rapids, TowA,?fov. 18, 1865.

> AILY PR ESS,
POKTI^AND.
—

_ _—^

—■

To the

1—■

Wednesday Morniiig, Nov. 29,1865.
■

—

daily

The

of

issue

bed circulation

of

»*» •

--—

the Press is

larger

all the other dtnhcs

Terms —$8,00 per year

C3T" Reading Matter

—

than the
?i»

the

com-

city.

in advance.

on

all Pour Pages.

out ot
that the heat and ill-feeling growing
fanned by tricky
the Trent affair were not
must have
a Came as
managers into sucli
nobleman coolburst out in war. When that
the explanatory dispatch of ilr. Rew-

ly put

ard into his pocket, and then proceeded to talk
about what lie knew to be the unauthorized
act of an individual, as a premditated outrage
to British honor by the United States Gov-

As soon as

four hours

possible

we

plain,” (have

I

quoted correctly?)

conse-

quence :

The lirst of these occasions was the Trent affair, on
which it is now no longer a secret that Lord Palmerston made up his mind to go to war with the Federal States. He had borne with impatience the
bullying and insolence of the United Stales on many
occasions, and saw with the clearness ef his earlier
years, that an opportunity was at length come oi
putting a stop to his bullying in time to come. The
Emperor ol the French,
long-sight ea, agreed
with Lord Palmerston, and had there not been with
him in the Cabinet men to whom the thought of war
under any circumstances is dreadful, the message
Bent to Washington would have required a short aud
categorical answer, because a fleet, equipped for action, would have escorted it to the mouth of the
Chesapeake, in the Cabinet, however, there sat at
that time, not only Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Milner Gibson
and Mr. Villers, Uhl Sir George Cornowall Lewis, the
most subtle ot iK>litioal reasoners, the most paciflc of
Ministers—one who could never be brought to see
that iu the lives of nations, as in those of private persons, there are moments when, though it can never
be becoming to do wrong for its own sake, it is perfectly jus tillable to anticipate others, and to avert an injury meditated on ourselves by inflicting it on them.
We had, when the outrage on the Trent was committed, a long list of outrages to be accounted for. We
had been cheated—for there is no other word for it—
in the Ashburton treaty.
The Stales claimed as
their own territory what they had in their possession
which
the clearest proof belonged to us; ami, as if
to cap tills out rage, the Island oi St. Juan, admitted
to be ours up to the moment oi its occupation by an
American force, was invaded, and kept military possession of. These, with other lesser, but not therefore unimportant, wrongs, rankled and festered, and
the Trent outr.'ige presented such an
opportunity
as could never be expected to occur again for
righting
them all by a process which would have benefitted
the whole world. Had we struck then, as Lord Palmerston was anxious that w e should do, the Southern Slates would have achieved their
independence,
and become to us faithlul allies as well as our very best
customers. But a section iu the Cabinet objected,
Lord Palmerston gave wav, aud we are, with the Federal victorious, conducting, through Lord Russell,
one of the most vexatious, and we fear
unsafe, correspondences that ever the Minister of one power
w as called upon to conduct with the Mi ister of another.

equally

not as other men are” at least we

am

to, if we didn’t,)
lor.”
we

The next

lonnd

ditto, so

without any “cot in the parmorning upon examination

pocket

our

we

of Iowa.

There is a dam across the river

The town is well laid out and the best built
place in the interior of Iowa—a majority of
the houses and nearly all of the stores being
constructed of brick. The residences of the

mostly on a hill, whereon grows the native white oak, and the houses are located
among the trees. The bill rises about forty
or fifty feet above the level of the
river, affording a fine view of the surrounding country and
furnishing the best possible mode of drainage.
The soil in the city is sdhtly, but two miles
are

back from the town comes the rich sand loam
and clay loam for which the Biate is celebrated. The Cedar valley is the
great wheat growing section of the State, the soil furnishing
sufficient lime lor the grain and silica for the
stock.

There

two HnHroads connecting the eity
Mississippi, the one to Clinton, and
the other to Dubuque. The Cedar
Rapids and
are

with the

Missouri River Road extends west 125 miles
to Boone.
A Railroad ig in process of con-

struction up the Cedar Valley toward St. Raul,
Minn., and another is now being located from
this place to the Southern Boundary of the
State, to connect with the North Missouri
Railroad, whicJi is finished from St. Louis to
within twenty miles of the northern boundary of Missouri, and $700,000 are already raised to push it forward to Cedar Rapids.
The country about Cedar Rapids is heavily

Well—we pity the plight of our short-sightcousins, hut we have no other comfort to
offer them.
ed

wooded for two miles
Jamaica Insurrection—1The other Side.

cause

race

is unfit to be trusted with

political privi-

leges.
But the facts respecting the condition of
the negroes in Jamaica begin to
transpire, and

it appears that they have been most
unjustly
treated, and that the real wonder is, not that
they have now revolted, but that
hkvc

they

not before been turbulent and
disorderly._
The planters have tried repeatedly Ur reduce
them to virtual

or

more

from the

river,

when we reach the open prairie, Fuel is consequently cheaper than in the prairie country.
The society of Cedar Rapids is mostiy that of

upon

and murdered their kind friends, the
English.
Tile moral they draw is, of course, that such a

N

is

eight feet high and eight hundred feet
long. The “power” is only partially improved.
It is said by W. W. Walker Esq., the Chief
Engineer of the Cedar liupids and Missouri
Railroad, that only ono thirteenth of the power is now employed.
There are, however,
three mills, one woolen factory, two saw mills
and a paper factory run by water. There arc
also, other manuluctories run by steam, a
woolen mill, machine shop, cooper shop &c.

city

New York and New England, and every day

one’s

fyeart

nounce

!

is

gladdened by hearing a

man an-

that be was born
auroug (he hills of

the good old State of Maine.
From Cedar Rapids ve took our departure
for Des Mome3, which I will endeavor to enlarge upon in my next.
Ives,
_

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.

—Tire band of the Thirty-fourth Prussian
regiment is attracting much
ip Paris,

attention

where the members are
paying a visit and giving concerts.'
Mr. S^ntley, the English
baritone, who is
constantly increasing in popularity, has just
appeared as Don Giovanni, and with unusual
success.

Max Strakosch’s company has been
doing
very well at Pittsburg in “Martba.” Eruani,
the tenor, as Lionel, is highly
praised by the
Pittsburg critios. Patti Strakoscb, Cauissa
and Susini were also in the cast.
—Mr. Grau’s company is still
playing at Chicago with good success. Some of the
Chicago
critics arc rathereevere on a few of the

new arslavery, and to obtain their latists."
bor without giving them compensatiou. Two
—Miss Prescott’s lines in the Dooomlj. r
numwriters who are perfectly iamiliar with Jamaiber of Oar Young Folks have been se. to
music
ca attairs, and one of whom has held
office
as a Christmas carol.
twelve years in Jamaica,
communicate, the
—SphoPs “Last Judgment” lias lately been
one to the London
News, and the other to successfully produced at Bradford,
England.
the London Stur, valuable information on the
L’A/ricaine is in full rehearsal at New York
subject. One says that according to the es- Academy of Music, and is to be brought out
tablished law of the island, every freeholder this week.
was entitled to vote, but the legislature forParepa is meeting great success in the
West.
bade any one to vote unless he paid ten shil—Coker, the boy soprano, failed to draw paylings, and that condition shut out most of the
ing houses during his recent concert tour.
freeholders, many of whom, regarding the re—Edwin Forest is
playing “Othello” in New
quirement as unjust, refused to pay. The ne- York this week.
gro has been taxed to bring in immigrants for
John Brougham has iua<1e a
very successthe benefit of the planter and to his own detful hit as Captain Ctrttle iu
“Dombey & Sou.”
riment. Only three thousand pounds sterling
—It is now definitely arranged that Rlstori
are expended on education, while
ninety thou- will visit this country next year with an Italian
sand pounds are devoted to the
support of company. The contract with the impresario
white

officials. Punishable offenses have been
multiplied and penalties have been increased
in severity. The
writer, who has held office
in Jamaica, says that it is not true that the
negroes refuse to woik for fair wages, but that
on the contrary they are the
only people who
will work there. He says also:

urther, they

do work on the

sugar and
other estates for most inadequate wades
Af
ter the abolition of slavery the planters of
Jamaica endeavored to force the negroes to
work
for Is. per day, wages to be
I
have often known the wages to remain
uupaid
for several months, and sometimes these
were
not paid at all.
The highest wages I have
known paid in Jamaica for a day’s
ordinary
field labor is Is. fid. The legislature of Jamaica scouts the idea of free trade in food.
I'he necessaries of life for the laboring
class,
such as iood and
clothing, are taxed to"a preposterous amount, and such articles cost a
price mostly 50 per cent, and sometimes 100
per cent, more than the same cost m this
country. H hat are we to think of Is. per day
wa&es ^ a country where such
a sta c of
things prevails? Jamaica is notoriously the worst governed dependency of
neat
Untaiu, and nothing hut the law-abidar,d lds
,vam>loyalty
totheBriti
Cr0Wn 1,as 1‘^eived
a
^ Ple m a aUlU; of
peaceable en-

paid’monthly.

oppres^
dK

W’Ue nT°

severely

Grau lias been made, and we may look for the
famous actress in October, 1866.
—The Norfolk Rost editorially remarks that

Maggie Mitchell has more genius than Charlotte Cushman.
—Gounod is writing a new five-act opera on
the story of Romeo andjalict. Three arts are
already finished, and are said to be more than
equal to “Faust:” They eoutain the duel, the
balcony scene, the scene of the grave, an episode with Fridr Lorenzo, and three love duets.
It is to be brought out soon with Adelina Patti
as

Aruippwfc of ilie Liuou fine, was

to

Queenstow

t! u‘ evening of the 15th. The Saxonia arrived at Southampton the same
day.
The Nova Scotian was detained at Moville
until the 2$th, iViuUug for the mails.
The Parser whiortg the first four
strong

days
variable westerly winds and high seas,; and

the last part ef the vpyage variable winds arid

The Hibernian arrived at Liveri>ool
14th.

on

the

The Times says it is reported that Mr. Cushing is instructed not only to co-operate with
Mr. Adams in bringing the
respective claims

,

ot the two Governments to a settlement—but
to ascertain the opinion prevailing in England
concerning American finances. Such a purpose would strongly attest the pacific disposition of the American Government; and as
good credit means sound policy and good admirustratioh, such views should be encouraged
as a benefit to the whole world.
The London Star sa- s there is bnt little
doubt that llussell lias determined to submit a
Ketorjii ’’ill to the ,Hpuse oi Commons.
It is
d that the cold weather hail no
effect on tie cattle disease. Frost and rain
rather agg
uled it.
Slephc: .tin Fenian Head Centre,' te again
reminded for further examination. Martin
iiig 'ins, porle I to be another Head Centre,
has bee arrest d> and had been committed for

trial.

Leaning Mail states that a person who was dispatched from Now York in September, arrived with credentials to appoint
another Head Centre in place of Stephens;
and that lie accomplished the mission and returned home. The name of the new Head
Centre is kept secret.
I Lie Dublin

SECURITIES.
Satterfhwaite’s circular of the 15th says a
fair amount of business has been done, aud a
considerable amount of Government stock
taken off the market on Continental account,
but without in any degree affecting prices.
Uncertainly prevailing as to the political situation of England and America, chocks a tendency to improvement. The following were
ttic latest quotations: Five twenties 63 1-2 a
03 3-4. Illinois Central 81 5-8 a 81 7-8. Eries
63 7-8 a 64 1-8.
AMERICAN

about

short-comings.”

The blacks, they say, have without
or provocation
inaugurated a rebellion

otn watches

Rapids upon the Cedar River, a dear
rapidly running stream which makes a fall at
this place of about ten feet, affording the best
and most extensive water power in the State

quite original doctrines of national
ethics. For instance, it is “ ‘never becoming to
do wrong for its own rake,’ but it is quite allowable when you wish to get the whip hand
of somebody else. In this case, we don’t pretend, bless you, that we had any real ground
of comp).uut, but it was so easy by a little
judicious misrepresentation to make tlie
English
believe
we
people
had, and so excite the nar
tional spirit to the fighting pitch. * The United States were a powerful rival, who had taken
the liberty to get ahead of us a number
of times, and here was a capital chance,
when somebody else had got him
dowu,
and was giving him as much as he could
mauage, tor us to steal up on the other side,
and, without any danger to ourselces, deal him
a fatal stab.
If we had only struck then, as
tbi.igood and great man desired,we should have
paid off our old grudge, rid ourselves of a formidable rival, and put money in our pockets.
But we didn’t do it; and now the fellow is
up
again, as lively as ever, quite capable, not only of defending bimself, but of calling us to

ernment.

safe,

THE TOWN.

some

impressiveiy solemn air they point us to the
murder ofa dozen English officials, and tell us
in a lugubrious tone that such is the result ol
permitting negroes to take a part in the gov-

books

concluded wo would stroll out and

cedar

Mere we have the whole thing in a nutshell ; and in addition we are favored with

remarking

ought

see—

by

the insurrection iu Jamaica, says: it is surprising to see how quick the Democratic papers have been t® find in the Jamaica rebellion
an “awful warning” to all men who believe
that the negro has at least a part of a soul,
and is entitled to certain rights in consideration of that rather interesting (act.
With an

It was

about 7 1-2 o’clock p. m., when Smith and I
found ourselves in the city of Cellar Rapids,—
Having heard that hotel accommodations were
not among the superfluities in Cedar Rapids,
we watched from the cars and were
greeted
with the salute—“American House, Free Bus
and Free Baggage.” We hurried to tlie “bus”
—soon the driver was upon the box and in a
twinkling we were at tlie American House.—
“Only a cot in the parlor” was the response of
the clerk to our inquiry in regard to a room
That night each of us “thanked God that I

—

on

left Clinton and in

loveliest village of the

~

leave about the saute time as the Nova Scotian
for New York via
Queenstown.
The City oi New York reached
n

t’EDAP. KAPID3.

“Sweet. Auburn,

sengers, and a full cargo.
We are indebted to Purser Newlands for files
'Hie St,

arrived at,

we

rived at this port «t 2- o’clock yesterday aiUrnoon, bringing 14 cabin and 297 steerage pas-

of papers.

Great River.

ernment, he was doing his very best to give
England an opportunity for paying old grudges.
If such a golden opportunity was within her
grasp, aud she suffered it to escape her, the
writer of the subjoined evidently feels that no

The Providence Journal in

[

public squares and in broad streets, but upon
visiting tlie localities of their parks and streets
they are found unenelo..isd,.balf a mile Irom
the river, reposing in wonderful iondsoineness
out on tlie prairie. I had tlie good ortune to
meet here lix-Guvcrnor Baker, formerly of
M. Hr, but now ot Clinton. He is the Adj
Gen. of the State, and considered the most
oonuiar man with tlie people, west of the

evidently

account for our

Steamship Nova Scotian, Capt. Wylie, from
Liverpool the 16th, anil Londonderry 17tli, ar-

The houses are scattered, stores on every
street in the city (?) and, few streets possess
more than two stores each.
They are rich in

In the November number of Blackwood's
Premier of
Magazine Is an article on the late
we cut the following
which
from
England,
here made aie
passage. If the statements
to doubt them,
correct, and we see no reason
Palmeioton s
Lord
of
fault
no
was

blame should attach to the Premier in

Arrival of the Sii'iniuhip Nova Scotian.

not been led to suppose that, when he arrived at Clinton, lie would ihid himself in Clio
most wonderful place this side of the sun ?—

Lord Palmerston and tho Affair of fclxo
“Trent.”

it

LATER FROM EUROPE.

Editor of the Tresis.

About a month ago the writer found himseh,
of the
with his friend Smith,' on the bank
Iowa.
at
Clinton,
Mississippi,
CUNX'ON,
side of Chicago,
like nearly all the towns OTis
in expectation. Who
wealth
possesses great
and the bridge over
has not heard of Clinton
? And who has
the Mississippi at that point

■

ITEMS OP STATE NEWS.

V FIVE DAYS

J uliet.

“English Justice.”

LONDON MONEY MARKET.

The discount demand at the Bank on the
16tli was rather below average. On the Stock
Exchange, short loans were in active demand
at six i>er cent.; an advance of one per cent.,
owing to the setnl-monthly settlement, and
large calls on Overend Gurney’s shares. Business at Stock Exchange continues dull. Consuls closed at 89 1-8 a 80 1-4.
SPAIN AND SOUTH AMERICA.

The Times says tlie general wish of leading
people in Liverpool seems to be, that England
should, in conjunction with Frauce and Arner
ica, take prompt steps to put a permanent stop
to.the proceedings ot Spain in South America;
and says, measures in support of that view are
likely to be adopted in Loudon, Manchester,
Glasgow, aud other trading centres.
The Vitili/ JVeus remarks that the arbitrary
conduct of Sjiain must sooh Occupy the attention of the Great Powers of Europe ami
America. Spain must he taught that the
practice of levying Mack mail must cease.

mian^e.

"*

Tlie Paris correspondent of the Times says
M. FouUl lias no intention to resign. No difficulty exists iu the way of commercial reform.
All

differences on tlie subject, in Cabinet
Council, have ceased. A reduction will he

made, with tlie Emperor’s bill approval, and
will be considerably greater than is expected.
It is said the saving will be about twepty-livd

millions of francs.
The Alotdteur says tlie Emperor is determined on a principal of reduction of the war
expenditures. The means by which this reduction shall be accomplished, arc not yet de*
cided upon.
i
BELGIUM.

Queen Victoria had received a telegram, denying the iilnpss of the king of tlie Belgians.

There was
health.

no

alteration in the state of his

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
A change had taken place in the views of
the nobility concerning tlie Reform Constitution. Several influential nobles had withdrawn
their opposition to the measure.
5he Norwegian Storthing had adopted the
treaty of commerce with France, without al

teratiou.

SPAIN.

The Minister of Finance had stated that the
on the home and foreign
debt had been provided tor without recourse
to fresh loans or negotiating fresh bonds.

payment of. interest
A

{(STRIA.

Parks papers announce that the conditions
of the new Austrian loan had been ratified—
the principal bankers iu Paris, Amsterdam,
and Frankfort, being eon tractors. Negotiations
for ttie issue of a loan in London, it is understood, have foiled. An amount of ten millions
steiljjig live per cents would be Issued at 62.
Latest via Londonderry.

Liverpool, Nov. 17.—The News is indignant
with tlie tone of the military dispatches, and

the newspaper correspondents of Jamaica,
whiah it thinks proves that the ferocity we denounce in savages can take possession of English breasts as thoroughly as by the Indian or
the Cossack.
v
The Times says the accounts from Jamaica
remind one of some slave insurrection in seeresy, the same ferocity of purpose setting before itself tho gratification of revenge, rapine
and lust.
The only difference is liiat the
leader was a man of property, Mr. G. W.
Gordon, a black member of the Legislative

Assembly.

The Times says the authorities appear to
have acted with considerable promptness, the
Chief rebels liaviug been tried by court martial
and at mice executed.
Seven Fenians were allowed to recognize in
sums varying from £10 to £100 each, in Dublin.
The Times City article says the discount demand nt the liauk yesterday was moderate,
but in the Stock Exchange advances were in
request at 0 to C 1-2 per cent.

Falsehood,” was it P
In the Argus of yesterday morning We find
the following:
But why the Press should resort to barefaced, palpable, deliberate falsehood, lor the
purpose of assailing us, cannot be easily explained. The Press's leader yesterday was
full of such falsehoods, either intimated or
broadly stated. We copy the following as an
exampio:
“Barefaced

The Aryus “within ten davs has
seriously argued
fclict die exclusion of unrepentant rebels Irom Congress would render our securities worthless."

What the Press could hope to gain by the

utterance of such> falsehood, is more than we
telj, unless .perhaps it reckons upon readers as stupid as itsell.

can

The Press made

slight mistake in reckoning ofjust nine days,—that b all. Had we
said nineteen instead of ten days, we should
have kept literally within truthful bounds, as
thy following will show. In the Argus of Nov.
8th, under tho caption—“Afraid the Union
will ba Restored,” we find the following:
a

Is it not strange that the radicals are so
much afraid the Union will he restored? Yet
such is the fact. -Tney want to keep the South
under military Tide and force negro suffrage
upon it. so as to be able to retain the political
power in their own hands. That is why they
seek to prevent a restoration of the Union. If

The Liverpool Courier, discussing the case
Shenandoah, and (he probable action of
the British government thereon
says: ‘‘What- they succeed in their revolutionary program
ever the
decision may be we are sure it will this winter (in keeping unreixmtant rebels out
of
be supported
| the lest in'ercsts of the country
by the unanimous voice of the willCongress our credit abroad
will de
suffer,
people. Wo have no desire to widen the difdepressed, OUR GOVERNMENT SECUferences between
England and America, but RITIES WILL GO DOWN IN FOREIGN
if the Federal*
exi>ect us to fashion English MARKETS.
The spirit and aims of this paragraph are
justice to suit foreign tastes,
they must have a
veiy false notion of the national characteris- so plain that we can afford to submit the case
tics.”
to an intelligent jury without argument.
of the

It is a

KifPn 3uudaj last,
t'uoj^arn of Thomas
Doiity on the Eisex Street5 road about two
miles from the city, was
destroyed by fire,
together with a borsu, a pig, anJ about twenty-

m.“£:

REVIEW OF

a
wagon, slefhti, harness, &c.
and wife were absent at church,
and there was no one in the house. The neighbors rallied and prevented the fire from extending to the 1 louse and to a neighboring baru belonging to Mr. Wni. H Bishop. [Bangor

Whig.
[Sijf—Our state exchanges yesterday were unusually devoid of state news. No murders, no
robberies, no burglaries, and tew fires. What
are we coming to ?■ Papers will become insipid

lloluers rely with a show of confluence,
tho general scarcity of merchandise.
Buy era come faitp market only for indispensable
supplies, and generally succeed hi getting something oil* for ready money. Tho financial stringency is somewhat relaxed, but by no means
over.
Simulators are growing anxious and shipments oi Western produce are more lib eral. Grain
la in bettor supply, though corn is higher, and flour
continues to accumulate. Fish tending down. Agricultural produce is firm.
Provisions quiet and
pork dull. Grocories have been dull and refined sugars are easier. Cotton goods are firmer. Leather
buoyant. Metals active and advancing. Receipts of
coal are light and prices firm. Lumber and building
materials are in good demand at previous rates.—
Freights to Cuba, quiet.
APPLES—Good lull ft*uit i3 ia better supply and
prices^ave receded to $5 5J^6
brl. Dried apples
are still scarce at 15o.20c
v tb for Western and

lost by death from diphtheria, his two children,
and his wife is very sick with the same disease
with but slight hopes pf her recovery. Should
she die, Mr. Foss will have lost bis whole

liidjeford,

was

at

work with a splitting machine at the 'tannery
in SomesVille on Saturday last, he oaught his
hand into the machine, lacerating it in a shocking manner, and fracturiug the bone i» two places. He was attended by Dr. Warren, who

obliged-to amputate to save
the patient’s life.—[Saco Democrat.lit"A tough eus-tomor; the man who says
in the last-1a/u«,“1 have read the Ary as fifty
years, and hope to do so a little while longer.”
thinks lie will be

i»5f“ Jacob Barker, elected to Congress
Louisiana, is 85 ycarsjold, was originally

from
from

BREAD
l)l f)k

mastodons, petrified turtle,
pud other palaeozoic remains, have been discovered in large numbers in D^cothli Territory.
“The Ger-

man farmers of Texas have again raised a cotton crop of superior quality to any grown by
slave labor.
It Is of a cleaner, fairer fabric,

AUCTION,)

Middle, Cor.

154

Nov 28—SNdlw

Wanted !

Portland,

^bridge's moulds are now quoted
Sperm are in moderate demand at

It Don’t Make

How much is said about “bogus doctors and bogus
the PEOPLE ARE GETTING TO
KNOW that SMOLANDKICB EXTRACT BUCKU
will CURE diseases Of the KIDNEYS, RHEUMATISM, GRAVEL and DROPSY. Price ONE DOLLAR pox bottle.
For sale by
L. C. C1LSO Y,
14 Market Square.
no24d6t

25 Cents per Set I

Brazil steamship line is more successful than its most sanguine friends in this
country and Month America anticipated. Since
the year 1850 our commercial relations with the
east coast of South America have been
greatly disturbed or diverted by the steafn lines to

1

Europe;

but tlierfe is now a prospect of speedy
resumption of trade. The Havana,the pioneer
of this line, left New York for Rio Janeiro on
the 30th of September last, and agencies have
since been established at St. Thomas, Para,
Pernambuco, Bahia and Rio Janeiro.

boltrope at 28£^2hc.

Market Square,

2G.

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

COWELL'S,
7G Middle
Nov 17—eodtf

New

Street.

sn

New Goods l

Goods,

JUST RECEIVED AT

;

DRESSER’S, 99 EXCHANGE STREET.
Photograph Albums from 50 eta. to $8. All kinds of
Jewelry going cheap. Poitmonnaies from 20 cts. to
$2. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 cts. All kinds of goods
going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at
his Old Stand above the Post Office, Exchange St.
Nov. 18—SNdlw*

PHOTOGRAPHIC

feyTlto Memphis Commercial of Nov. 19,
: “We yesterday met a large plauter of
high position from the prairies of Eastern
Mississippi, wh6 bas just returned from a visit

firm at

$1^1

JOHNSON'S REPRODUCTOR!
editor of Zion’s Advocate, of this city, has
llair Reproductor for several
months past, and in that paper of Nov. 8th, 1865, he
of
speaks it as follows:
Johnson’s Reproductor.—We know that it is a
most excellent article to keep the head free Ifoiu dandruff, and prevent the hair from becoming thin.
The

Portland, November 18th, 1865.
Six weeks ago, at which time I commenced using
Johnson’s Reproductor, my head was entirely bald,
and had been so thirteen years.
I now, alter using
one bottle, have a thick growth of hair all over my
head, and those who wish can see and learn these fhets
calling at my residence at Libby's Corner, or my
place of business at Brown’s Sugar House, York St.
T. B. THOMPSON.

by

50.

—

Portland, November 20tli,

quotable

1

worid,

is very general.
liif It 18 supposed that the object of the bridal party, who lately went up in a balloon from
Now York, wAs toseo the honey-moon.

LEATHER—The market is firm ami aetive.—
Hemlock sole closed at 32a)42c p lb, with a strong upward tendency.
Finished calfskins are in lair request at $1 50»rl 75.
L.1JHE—uonlinues very scarce at
cask. Demand less active.

jyin Cambridge, Vermont, six members of
the family of Andrew Chase have died with

$1 7oojl 80 p

within the short space of
A mother and daughter were bur-

ied in one grave,
tty The interior of Ford’s Theatre at Washington has been transformed into a three-story
fire proof building, and the contractor has
given the keys to the War Department. The

in

and taste.

tyAn immense iron idook at Chicago, five
stories in hight, and weighing with itscontents
about 60,000 tons, has just been raised tweutyseven inches, without in the least int* rrupting
the business of the occupants:

\

^§7'“Gen. Pope

thinks that many of the recent outrages committed on the stage coaches
and trains on the western plains were perpetrated by white men with painted faces. They
were after plunder.
tTA man named William Td. Smith was
arrested atNewark,N. J., recently charged with

robbing the body of

Mr. Gordon of $1500 at the
time of the late railroad disaster at that place.
ty Judge Ross Wilkins, of the U. 8. District Court, Detroit, is interfering with the ar-

price.

Demand

An exchange says “a gentleman in traveling along the coast of Florida and Georgia

and Retail,

CUSTIS

k

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress
Street, Portland.
July 22—endtf

land.

In Burlington, Vt, Oct 31,
Cook, of Portland, and Mrs

by Rev Mr Mix, Geo II
Jane E Hall, of HanNil.
In Pern, Nov 26, by G D Bis
bee, Esq, at the rosidence of the bride’s fhther, William H Bent ami Miss

over

E

Barrows,

both of P.

yoars 8 months.
In Harpewell,

yearn.

Nov 22, Mr Paul R Thomas, aged

LIVERPOOL. S'eamsliip Nova Scotian—2396 bam
Iron, A E Steven. & Co; 1$ ukgs mdse, Canadian Ex
Co: 7 cases indue, J E Prinille; 6 bale. Agl G T R28 pkg. nnlse, Tbos Paddock; 17 bale, do C M
Bailey
5 cases thread, 2 do fruit, to order; 27
Pkg. express
parcels, BAA Ex Co; and goods for Canada. Boston, and New York.
CARDIFF. Brig Iris—358 tons coal, to Montreal
Ocean Steamship Co.

Rub-

iN^EWB

ber Goode

MARINE
PORT

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
is made from the choicest
materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely bonefioial in its act upon the s>in.
For sals by all Druggists and
Fancy Good’s Dealers

OF

demand,

JunoMdlyf

A Pact Worth Knowing:,
can

be

repaired

lu

a

and

neat

substantial manner, at

HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
july21sntf
Hall’a Vegetable Sicilian Hair Beaew*
er has proved itself to he tho most
perfect preparation for the hair ever oflbred to the publio.
It is
rious

a vegetable compound,
properties whatever.

and

contains

no

inju-

RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
IT WILL

it

will keep the hair from falling out.

It cleanses the scalp and makes the balr^soft, lustrous and silken.
It is

TEAS—Stocks are light and prices are well suswho did not know whata newstained. We quote Souchong at 75.« 9:>c p lb, Oolongs
paper was. She had seven children and a pipe
at 95o/a>$l 13, and Japan at $1 2<KoJ 30.
inher mouth.” She must have had a
TIN—Is lirm at 45c p lb for English pi?, and has
capa- i
advanced to $15 eo&iep box for I. C. plate s. Decious mouth.
mand good.
A pains-taking genius lias discovered
TOBACCO—There is a steady demand from the
that there aTe one hundred and
trade
and prices continue to rule very regular as
thirty-eight
quobachelors and twenty-seven widowers in the ted elsewhere.
VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate
new English House of Commons.
sales at quotations.
ty Josh Billings says :
God save the
WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail $11 u:12 p
and soft wood $6 50^7 50. ManufiicturedkiiKlphools, and dou’t let ’em ruu out, for if it cord,wood
is still quoted at 35 « 50c |> box (containling
warn’t for them wise men could not got a living about a barrel) for soft and hard.
*
'■*
ing."
WOOL—The market continues very dull. Fine
is pretty firm, but there is little in the marty The passengers by the Atlanta, the wool
ket. Medium wool is not much wanted at this seacholera ship at New York, have been allowed to
son, and could hardly bo moved without a reduction
of the present nominal quotations.
land.
rather dull and rates are weaken
ty A dispatch to the N. Y. Times says the yetFREIGHTS—Are
there is business ottering for the
right kind of
statement that the President has pardoned
vessels, say SOO to 900 tons for long voyages. Ileal
freights are very low, t he outside being probably 65
John Mitchell is untrue. He did uot apply for
shillings, with hut little dlsjmsition to engage. There
a pardon while in
littlo offering for Cuba just now, and we have
Washington, but took the is butheard
of the charters of brig 11. s. Hassell for
only
oath of allegiance.
Matanzas.with box shocks at 25c, hhd. shooks at 37jo
t ff The recent murder of the Cuban Otero, and hoops at, $9 p M: and brig Jeremiah for north
side
with box sliooks at 25c, lumber at $8 DM,
in Brooklyn, aud the speedy arrest of the assas- and Cuba, at
hoops $10. About $4.50 is offered for molasses
a
from
Matanzas. New barque Eagle, at Kennobnnk,
sins,Is remarkable instance of tbe old adage
has been taken up to load liay hence to Mobile at $12
that “murder will out,” and the case is espeton. There is a filir demand for vessels to take
ay freights at about previous rates.
cially interesting from the tact that the only
trace left by the guilty men was a pair of gloves

a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

young, should fail to use it.
RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AVTIIORITY.
Ask for Hall’s blcllian Hair
Rcnewer, and
take ne other.
R. P. IIALL i CO.,
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
or

IT IS

W. F.

Phillips If

Co

Wholesale

Agents.

augUMndbw6m
DR.

Cough

and

H AS

C O M '8

Croup Syrup!

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis,
Congestion of tho Luugs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
anjr ot ior difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages.
* or the above diseases this is the best
remedy that
was ever offered to the
public, as any person who has
ever used n bottle will
testify. For Croup U has no
equal. ForCoucus and CoLlus, one bottle will satisfy sny one that it must be kept in the house. For
Consumption it will give relief when all other remedies fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepared an I sold by Dr. E. K. Basoom, No. IB
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & OO Wholesale Agents, No.

80

Commercial Street, Portland,

Me.

dlmsndtwSm*

Nov. IB.

tlT-A Physiological View of Marriage:
1 JO tine Plates
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and
ot the

Eer

Human Orand Engravings of the Anatomy
gans iu a stale of Health and Disease, with a Treaits
Errors,
ties© on Early
Deplorable Consequences
with the Author’s Plan of
upon the Mind and ltody,
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode ot
the
report of oases treated. A
cure, as shown by
truthful adviser to the married, and those uontcmmarriage, who entertain doubts at their physplating
ical condition. Sent free of |>ostag© to any aduress,
on receipt 01 JM5 cents, In stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Hr. LA CUOIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane *
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted
anv of 1he dis-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Immediately.

active, industrious, honest Boy, 16 or 18 years of
age, who resides in the city, and who desires to loam
the business of an Apothecary.
Address, Portland
P. 0. Box 68, with real name, and state where an in-

upon

upon which his book treats either personaU},
mail, and medicine sent

eases

I

ARRIVED.
Steamship Nova Scotian,(Br) Wylie, Liverpool lGth
via Londonderry 17th—was detained at Moville till
the 18th, waiting for the mails.
Steamer NowBrunswick, Winchester, St John NB
Steamer

Rubber Goode

by
OotO-HBN dftw6m

to any

or

part of the world*
^

PORTLAND.

Tur-triar, November 28.

JbrfBoston.

Lewiston, Knight, Boston.

Brig Iris, tBr) Murphy, Cardiff Sept 24.
Sch Gloucester, Morton, Gloucesser.
Sell Millie Holden, Emmons, Georgetown.
Sch Red Robin, Blunt, Cutler.
Sch Friendship, Crosby, Bangor.
BELOW

—

At anchor

Venus, irom Newport E.

Nautlcoki

tor

Bangor
ft— w°odbury, Young, Sullivait
,Hpk "“’J;
ra"hf0‘,or'; Lo.Ua, Lord,
BhluLU1
< ur.l
w’

nm

B.!wdohdia,TH’

Norfolk; Bremen,

27th, schs Gen Kicbcr.Tnr
K|'nB,PAr
^
*»d Advane.

Currfor,URaaigor!^
SM 26th, brig Russian, for

PbiladelTdi'n

POUTSMOLTH—Ar 25th. schs o5vo
Avery
° Wil
•—.New York; Augusta, Geleh.il, Boston.
Sid zttli, sobs H Clark, Prlsbec, and
Willie Lac
Gray, Bangor; Talisman, Puller, Tlu.maston
Gleaner, Mavhew, Bancor tin
llojow 2Mh,,Jaaseliii
Dorchester:
(.’Donahue. Gilpin, do for K&I R.v
er, Elizabeth, Jordan, Ellsworth for Burton
-Pearl
Gist km, and

Augusta, Getchell, fm Bouton for Sian

Imogono, Brown,

Buck sport

lor

Richmond

May

Carton. (Jloue* stcr lor St George; Svlph. Soul.* Bos

S‘*,'UP*n lur Boston
*U“‘,£
foi Ipswich* K
Bangor
Wil\

\vr Pfc»rve

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at

NSW Sept 25, barque
Sydney
Now York.

General Cobb
Brianl.
Cld at Malaga 13th Inst, brig Alberti, iv,w Ne*

York.
At Re nedios 3d

inst, brigs Hyperion, Lewis trow
from Boston, disi/.
Cld at St John NB 18th lust, brig JennieVloi k,

Portland; Harriet, McAh-vy,

[Per steamer Nova Scotian, at this port.)
verpool 15th, Pioodom, Bradley, lor New

.SM fm L

York.

Ar at Queenstown 15tb, El Dorado, from Callao.
Ship Ocean Hanger, Iroin Liverpool lor Savannah
totally wrecked near Houth. CTew saved.

was

SPOKEN.
Oct 21, lat 30 46 N, Ion 38 50 W,
ship Addison, fror
BasHein for Falmouth E, 148 davs out.
Nov 20, lat 34 50, Ion 65
65, brig Leonard, Berry, fi
New York for Bermuda.

New

Advertisemets.
SOTICES.

T* all person* inleresled in either ol'
tin
Enates hereinafter uumed:
» Court of Probata hold at
Portland, wlthh
and for tho County of
Cumberland, on «... thir.
Tuesday of November, In the year of nn, ,,,,
eighteen hundred and slxtv-Hve, the loltowW mat
tors having been presented lor the action
tHereui*o
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby
Ohpekfi.,

AT

persons’interest

That notice thcreol be given to all
ed by causing a copy of this order to be
publish.three weeks successively In the Maine
State I'rcand Eastern Argus, papers printed at
Portland alb re
said that they may
at a
court to b
held at said I ovtland, on tho probate
third Tuesday
December next, at ten of the clock hi
™
and be heard thereon, and
object If they
cause.

apyear

Oharies K. Barker, late of Brldgton,
decensed. P.
titlon tor license to sell and
convey Ite il
,,r.
sented by Benjamin p.
Barker,
Petition for allowance present.-1
Barker, widow ot said deceased.

Admlnlstrah*.’Ah.
by Elizabeth h

Orlnda Knight, late ol Sfcindish, deceased
Fir
^^^ ;,llow‘u*tc
by Jo1,

\VebtI\ Jmlnb.tra5ur

John ReeJ, late ot
Brunswick, deceased.
lor license to sell and convey Real Estate
ond account presented lor allowance

by’

Politic
and s.
Sarah

Seed, Administratrix.
Sally Ballou, late of Brunswick, deceased. Pel
tlon for Administration do lionis nun, with the w
annexed, presented by Mary Ann Kendrick, ui
another.
James Pennell, late of Brunswick, deceased.
P
tltiou lor all iwaiioe presented by Julia C. i'enne
widow of deceased.
Sewall N. Gross, late of New Glouce-tcr, deceaar
Will presented for probate, also petition for sdniini
tration, with the will annexed, no Executor bavii
been named fu said will.
Winthrop T. Bradbury, late ol New Gloncesh
deceased. Will presented for probate
by Wiiithr.
True, named Executor therein.
John M. Babb, late of Gorham, deceased.
W
pressnted f .r probate by Locady Babb, named Ex.
utrlx therein.
Zebadiali F. Jackson, late ol Gorham, dccoas.
Fourth account presented lor allowance
by Josh
Pierce, Administrator with tho will arm.-zed.
Wlntteld -. Morse, uiinor heir of Enoch Morse, In
of North Yarmouth, deceased.
First account pr
sented f .r allowance by Joseph Cleaves. Guardian.
Jonathan Leighton, late of Falmouth, ilece:is.
Petitl.ni fir administration presented by Mary
Leighton, widow of said deceased.
Enoch Stover, late of Freeport, deceased.
Fir
and Huai account presented for allowance by Isa:
N. Davis Executor.
Ezra T. Williams, late of Falmouth, docoased.
Second account presented for allowance
by Jol
Mayall, Administrator.
Stephen McGowan, late ol
deceased.
Portland,
Petition lor allowance presented
by Margaret \!
Oowan, widow of deceased.
Charles H. Place, Charles II. Kinsman, and otlie
minors. Petilion lor license to sell andeonyev It.
John J. W. llceves, Uuar.llai
Jacob Suss, late of Portland, deceased. Ivtiti.n.
Administrutb.il presented by Christian F. Pud.
creditor of said deceased.

FranccsH. Woodward, minor heir of Moses W.s
ward, late of Portland, deceased. E'irst account p
sented tor allowance by Solomon Myrick, Guardi*
Adeline M. Walker, late of Portland, deceased
First account presented tbr allowance by WUUani
Ohadbourne, Executor.
Sarah Hasty, lato of Portland, deceased. Petit
for mlmlnlstration presented by lluldah Brooks.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register
48w3w*

STEAMER FOR HAVANA
The first clam

STEAMSHIP CORTEZ,
A. W. Sampson, Master,
Carrying the U. S. Mail, will sail trom end of Li
Wharf, Boston, at 3 o’clock P. M., on SATURDA
the 2d day of December.

For freight or {tassage, having superior State
accommodations, apply to
W. II. KINSMAN & CO.,

No. 3 India Street
LORD & CO.,
No. 6 India Street: or t

ISAAC EMERY,
Long Wharf, Portlan*

nov29 tf

Head uf

Seizure

near

NOTICE

of Goods.

hereby given

that tho

Sbip Bertha, (new, ol Yarmouth, 954 88-100 tons)
Humphrey, Savannah—master.
Sch Dehonaire, (Br) Tobin, Walton NS—master.

C R

Sch Coresco, Smith, St George NB—N J Miller.
Schlko, Crockett, Bellawt and Castiue—Eastern
Packet Co.
sch

foUowing

scribed goods were seized at this
port, on
days hereinafter mentioned, lor a violation of
Revenue Liws:—
November 10,1805. on board Steamer ‘‘New Yw
1 bundle Cloth, marked “H. S. Osgood & Son, 1
ton.” 1 bundle Cloth, marked “Mr,^. Sarah I*.<>r<
Boston.” 1 bundle Cloth marked “Mrs. Kate Bn
Boston.” 1 Silk Velvet Vest, marked “N. E.
Blakosleo, New York.” Nov. 11th, at Grand Tri
Depot, 1 barrel containing Beans and Nutm*
mark* d “J. Whitney, care of N. D.-B. Bosn
Nov. 16tli, on board steamer New York. 1 Ti
marked “E.”containing 12 bottles Brandy; 1
containing 8 bottles Brandy; 2 packages f^>nt.iin

Spirituous Liquors;

Fort Gorges, barque

SAILED—Brigs Castillian, P 1 Nevins;
Shot, Ax el da & Laura, and others.

is

6 bottles
Cloth. Nov21st, on

CLEARED.

ro

BRIDGE,

can

THIS

That

J®‘», Merrill, Bath

RJver

In the Nova Scotian, from
Liverpool—Capt Wickham, Capt Ackloiu, Geo Burlce and wife. Mm Hone
and two daughter., Mr Hughes, It W
Horton, Mr
Clarta and wife. Mm Taylor and Infant, Dr MeFeely,
and 297 In the steerage.

be procured, at Manulkcturcrs’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and
Fancy
Goods is really maKniOcent.
juni23tt

IS at

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
147 Middle Street, where every
variety of

in with h.ss ol

Estate, presented by

Miuiature Almunnr.November 29.
Sun rises.7.08 t Moon sets.3.08 AM
Sun sets .1.29 | High water. 7.20 AM

powdered.

j

Iii tills city, Nov 28, by Rev Mr Walker, R P Staniels, ol Concord. N H, and Miss Selina A, daughter
of G H Cook, Esq, »f Portland.
In this city. Nov 25, by Rev Dr Graham, N A Hersom, M D, late Snrgeon of the 17th Maine Reg. Vol.,
of Farmington, Nil, ami Miss Jennie S Lord, of
Springvale, Me.
[Boston i*apers please copy.]
In this city, Nov 28, by Rev Dr
Shailer, Charles II
Ford ami Miss Henrietta C Loring, both of Port-

__IMPORTS.

CENTS.

-BY-

CHARLES

a woman

terview can he had.
Nov 21—8 N dtf

HAIR.

THE

FIFTY

Wholesale

good.

Wanted

_MARRIED.

PASSENGERS.

For solo at

PLASTER—Tlie market Is steady at $2 50:0.3 f>
ton for soft.
Stocks light and but little doing.—
Ground plaster is held at $9 with moderate sales.
PRODUCE—The supply of fresh meats Is
very good
and prices rule without material change. We quote
beef by the side at 9@13c p lb and lamb at 9a>11c.
Poultry continues to come in freely. Chickens" arc
quoted at 14@16c, turkeys 15a. 18c, and geese at
14S10C. Eggs are very scarce and lirm at 38<£42c
P dor. Potatoes are steady at 65cr75c }?bu. Sweet
Potatoes are selling at $5.5,5 50 p brl. Onions bring
$3@3 25, and cranberries $12 60@13 p brl.
PRQVISIONS^—The market here is quiet,with light
stocks and a moderate consumptive demand. In New
York beef is steady; the pork market, however, rules
dull with increased receipts and a disposition to realize on the pavt of speculators and wWtern holders.
The principal Western markets are also very dull,
ahd ;tackers show no disposition to operate. Round
hog is held a* about 17«18c p lb. Lard is without
change; we quote at 31@3Sc p lb in kegs.
RICE-Is steady at 12@14c for India aud Carolina.
RUM—Prices are nominally unchanged; there is
now little or no sale.
SALT—Several cargoes have recently arrived for

An

Sales at the Brokers Board, Nov 28.
American Gold.
147|
United States Coupons,. 146?
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
United States 7 3-10 tin* Loan, 1st series.
do
2d series. 964
do
3d series... 96j
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 101
do
1864. 99 j
do
1865. 99
United States Ten-iortics. 104
United States Debt Certificates, Nov. v7j
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 38
Ogdeusburg First Mortgage Bonds. 90
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 65
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 81
Boston and Maine Railroad. 118
Eastern Railroad. 99}

May

put

she

lbm
e'u
;
Bangor lor New
fcr^»rwlch; Maria Bunt, Boynton,.!.,
rill’Jr
Kt<,n 'Vui

o

~

PRICE

SOAP—American Castile is steady at 18c. For priof Leathe & Gore’s soaps see quotations.
SPICES—'The market is quiet, and prices Ire
without noteworthy change. Sales limited to small
jobbing lots.
S UGARS-*-Thc market is quiet and we continue to quote Muscovado at HfeflGc, and Havana
brown at l<*a 174c. Refined sugars have still further
declined to lO^lO^c lor crushed, granulated and

gler.

List*

Boston Stock

_

BEAUTIFYING,

DRESSING

ces

cheap clothing. He decides that £ uum
who crosses tn Windsor, buys a new
suit, and
wears it home is something
very tike a smug-

LIFE I

-AND-

hitherto,

cure

—

57

Magical Preparation

RESTORING,

this market. Prices show no change
and we
continue to quote Turk’s Island at $4 250 5^ hlid.
and Liverpool aud Cadiz at $ 45} 150. Table salt remains steady at 33c p box.

pro

THE MERCHANTS OF PORTLAND I
I have served my
Country during tlie war; have
recently been honorably discharged; und now I
desire a good situation.
I am a good writer; am
quick at figures; have a good education, and ran procure the best of references.
I am
prepared to devote
my whole time to the interests of my employers.—
Any person wishing the services of a sober, industrious and faithful man, in any capacity, may address
J. N. A. WILLIAMS,
Post Ofiice, Portland, Me.
Nov. 24 SNd2w
TO

-FOB-

PAINTS—Desirable brands of dry leads continue
and firm.
Union lead in oil is still quoted at
SIC 50. Other paints are steady and without change

Typographical Messenger, a by-monthly
publication, published by James Connor &
Sons, the celebrated Type Founders in New
York. It is priuted with tbeir uew-face type,
and is a perfect model of typographical neat-

HAIR

Calais, (where

thHbreiooi

Special Notice

In Kennebunk, Nov 28. Mm Eliza
G, aged —: 25th
Ida, aged 5 yearn; and a few days previous, Henry
Lincoln, age 1 7 month.; all of dlpthcrla—wife and
children ol Henry B Foss.
In Bath, Nov 25, Mrs Lydia Kingsbury, aged 76

scarce

&3F* We have received the first number cf

Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruption» of the Skin, l'rlce 50 cents.
Fur
sole by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be torwarded by mail, free oi postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1865.—s x d&wlyr

_DIED.

sjffing

tiie

Scratch l

Scratch,

AV ln*ii ton'H
Ointment
Will Care the Itch la Forty-Eight Hours*

Manufactured and sold, Wholesale and Retail, by
HORACE II. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
St., Portland, (Up Stairs).
discount to dealers.
nov2isutf

A

NAVAL STORES—Southern turpentine is
in small lots at $1 6') D1 gal. Rosin
rangos from
$10 for common to $2*2 for No.. L Coal far pitch
quiet at $3 60«>3 75. North Carolina tar is jobbing
in large lots at $6 50@760 aud Wilmington at $8 5o«,
10. Oakum steady at 12>«)16cf)’ ib.
OILS—Portland kerosene has ailvanced to 871c for
1000 gate, 90c lor 6 brls, aud 92 jc for 1 brl, at the
factory. Winter sperm oil has 'gone up to $2 88.—
Crude fish oils are lowor, prices ranging from $30o)
37brl for Pogic, Shore and Bank. Castor oil lias
advanced to $3 83.

insure their early completion.
ey Russia is an excellent country to build a
telegraph in, because Poles are so plenty.

ITCH !

This certifies I have .’sed Johnson’s Reproductor
for five weeks only; in that time it has produced for
me a full, line growth of hair, where before 1 was a
most bald.
JOHN CLARK, Portland Co.

SEELE’S

scarcely any in first bands, and the market, though
dull closes steady at 6Q@B2e for prime Cuba clayed,
and 70Oi75e for Muscovado. Clenfuegos commands
76^86c, and Porto Rico 90o@l 00 with little of either
in market. No arrivals reported during the week.

exterior of the building remains unchanged,
!iy The St. Paul and Pacific road has two
divisions, one runs northwest to tile British
possessions, and is to leach H ndson’s Bay. The
other runs west through Idaho.
These roads
have secured sufficient capital in England to

1865.

liberal

LUMBER—The market lias been more quiet, hut
stocks are still light and price?, are unchanged. Shipping boards are quoted at $2Jkg24. Spruce $17@19.
Hemlock $14<a>16.
Clapboards $265 27 for extra
Laths at $3 26a)
spruce; pine are out of market.
3 50 for spruce and 3 25@ 1 for pine.
MOLASSES—Stocks are very light, there being

malignant dipllieria

using Johnson’s

been

IRON
The market is
firm and active.—
Stocks of both foreign and domestic aro vory light,
aud the difliculty experienced in filling orders still
continues. Domestic iron is higher, though there is
as yet 110
advance in this maricet. Russia
sheet iron 13 especially scarce, and has gone up to &0(u)
55c. Cut nails are firm at $3£$S 50.

for himself and
neighbors. In a conversation be stated tiiat
the destitution in that section of country, which
has hitherto been one of the, greatest granaries
corn

GALLLERY,

MORE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF

ton,

arc

ITCH I

9C|

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tf.
Copying done in the best maner.

we

t.anport v*a

Higgins, Ellsworth: Louisa,
5}!,,* “V>; Warrington,
Prod Wanen, Robinson, and Oeiai
v?r. Vr’ ,,ruiK°v;
York:
"mtnl"g».

no!4sNd&ww6m

loftl

PORTLAND

GUNPOWDER—Is steady at $6 60 for blasting and
$8 50 for sporting.
HAY—There is iow an active demand for pressed
ton for shipment to Southern marhay at $15a*lG
kets
Loose hay lias been selling for about $11^16,
aud straw lor $9 fi&olo 50.
HIDES AND SKINS —We continue to quote
Buenos Ayres at 3(*»*32e. Western dry salted at 18.u)
flc.
19, and slaughter at
Heavy slaughter
hides are wanted at our outside figures. Lamb skins

says

In these
this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus etfic cions it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all vges.
The Cough Balsam poeeeesee the two-fold ail vantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a i*re von talive of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market

Scratch,

OF ALL KINDS!
Made from the best matorial, and in the best manner, and warranted equal to the best made in tbq
city, and at the LOWEST PRICES, at

FRUIT—Lemons are in moderate demand at $7 50
&8 p box. Havana oranges are selling for $3 p 100.
Raisins are in good supply at $5^5 25 p box for
bunch, and $5 25 for layers. Figs have declined to
2S@30c fl>, and peanuts to $3 75 U bu.
GRAIN—The corn market is firmer as the close
of navigation approaches. Western mixed has advanced to $1 05^1 08
bu, and Southern yellow to
$1 08@112. Rye is scarce and tirm at $1 30(0*1 35.
Barley is 4(Hot with shading at 90c @ 1 00. Oats
steady at58«;G3c p bu. Shorts very firm at$28(0*30

I*

luttaiuiMiitiou of I hr Limfit,
aud Whooping Cough.

ITCH 1

GENTS’
First Class Custom Boots!

hear of sale of 500 brls Canada extras
Saturday at an average price of $12 p brl. Com
meal has advanced to; $1 o5 q 108 p bu.

5i4^"Tho

Asthnan, Bronchitis. CoiiMNiiiptiou, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, ['iit umuiiia, or

At

ANDERSON’S

octl8snd2m

(SLLJTnB;

MarrSln

PROBATE

NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET STORE
2G

«*d({?ar£![i:

Elevators!

Dress
•

A!»Ha!Li **ff*j**f

Roberts, Newport.

DIPHTIIERI A,

Square, Bangor, Me.

#

ton than has ever been raised before.”

Lungs and Thorat,

complaints

Any Difference

druggists,'*

at If.»

BALSAM!

BEST REMEDY

St.

CcniurU.Xed

liams, Willard, Portland for Gloucester;
Pierce, Bangor Ibr Boston.

WARREN3S

Has been found by experience to be the

Cross

*)

Hartford, .Met onuick;
"i
Vorrlll: Medford, Jordan, and
Banffor; Lucy & Nancy, Rilling*;
Siittult,
Pendleton; Mar*Hill, Blodgett; J
Paid Breed, Blake; L?cll(wc. Burgess
Variiiuu, Bangor; JessieBenton.Seller, i. ",
i.
Catharine, McNenr, Wlscamet; Ranger n"1’1,
Comet. Hodg.a. Bath; Boston, Day,
of,.*
‘wfort, Nag*
naw. Richards, Yarmouth.
Cld 27lli, shill Gen Grant, Langhlin, Melbourne
Ar 28th, schs Sea Pigeon, (bslfrey, 8t
N c 11 arris, Kelley, MuM|iuuh NB;
well
and Huntress, Curtiss, Drnnysrfile; w,7„i,1„nn.
Wooeter. Hancock; J P Mcirtam, Clark Hellas';
Shooting Star,-, Mt Desert.
cld 28th, brig Jeremiah, Lord, Portland*
yhs
surka, Kimball, Belfast.
DANVERS—Ar 17th, sell T R Hammond * Cram,
Now York.
Ar 2flth, sells Rocket, Marshall Eliza,

Mn|t“mlekrM
M
It. mick. Maubcws,

For the various diseases of the
such as

Agents

FLOUR—Receipts are still pretty large, and with
light sales Stocks have been steadily increasing.
Spring wheat Hours aro scarce and wanted. White
wheats dull and heavy. Prices are mostly nominal,

Thq delusion that cotton cannot be cultivated
by free labor will produce more and better cot-

Relief and Health to your Infants.
We have put up and sold this article tor over thirty
years, aud can say in confidence and truth ot it
wiiat we have never been aide to say of any other
medicine—AVvcr has it failed %n a single instance to
eject a cure, when timely used.
Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
ami speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. Wo speak in this matter
“wiiat we do know,••after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost
instance where the
infant is suffering ironi painevery
anil exhaustion, relief
will be tound in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is administered.
Full directions for
using will accompany oach botGle
None genuine unless the fae-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New Yortc, is ou the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 36 Cents per Bottle.

COUGH

To sell the BEST PRIZE PACKAGES in the
Country. Call, or address
L. DRESSER 99 Exchange Street,
Nov 27—d4w*
Me.

15</;20e. The market is tirm
good demand and fair supply.

though

and

“Red Stocking Sign,”

continue to quote
square at ft'adlc, ship at
at 55<rG0c
loo.

steady

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
it will give rest to your-

Depend upon it, mothers,

junc3snd&w6m

THOMPSON’S HOSIERY STORE,

now

withuit change.

and will bring the highest market price. When
the farmer works his own cotton, it is tended
and bandied at every stage with the utmost
care; and this care brings out tbo greatest skill.

MORNING !

teething

children

Which we shall Retail at 33cts.

DRY GOODS—Cottons are considerably firmer.—
Wo reduce our quotations of bleached sheetings
about 2to to meet the market.
Cotton flannels,
prints and delaiues are also quoted a little lower.
Prices have evidently touched bottom for the present, and business is perceptibly Improving. Woolens are quiet with moderate stocks.
See quotations.
DUCK—Portland duck continues to be taken up as
fast as manufactured at $1 20 for No. 3 aud 85c for
.NO, 10.
FISH—Dried fish continue to arrive freely and
are taken as ftst as offered. Western orders arc slack
for the time being, ami the market has been rather
heavy and dull at quotations, which wo continue

&y Remains of

fbund

(FROM

DRUGS AND DYES —There is a fair demand
for articles under tliis head, and previous rates are
generally sustained. Seo quotations elsewhere.

We don’t care about investing in red skin
scalps at these figures.

THIS

Howe’s Best Ladies C. and Wool Hose,

COOPERAGE—The market is without noticeable
change. There is ail detive demand for city made
shooks at full prices, aud the supply is still inadequate
to the demand. Both ash and red oak hoops are in
good supply as heretofore quoted, llard pine headings
are steady at 3l%33o ; there is little or no demand for
soft pine.
COPPER—Copper sheathing has advanced to
plump 55c ^ tb. Yellow metal sheathing lias also
gone up to 36c, and yellow metal bolts to 38c.
CORDAGE—The market is quiet and steady. We
quote American at 204 o>22c
lb, Manila 2G‘«27e,
and

Hosiery.

TWO CASES

COFFEE Stocks of Java are now very low and it
has become almost impossible to replace them. Prices
unchanged at 53@06c p !b. Rio steady at 34(a37c.

reau, it appears that the average cost to the
Government of killing Indians is as follows—
each he-ludian $500,000—each squaw $200,000.

to

OPENED

Syrup,

which greatly facilitates the process of Toothing, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

selves,

with-

Howe's

i
ij—Receipts ip Philadelphia continue very
large, and with lew cargo sales tor Eastern ports, the
market is dull and depressed.
Cargo prices have
declined fully $1 t> ton during the last
month,
but freights to this port have increased
by the same
sum. Dealers here contiuuu to soil
Lehigh, Red ami
White Ash at $15
ton, delivered. Cumberland
remains steady at $42.

ding sc last that a dozen guardians can’t remove
them.”
85P"By an official report to the Indian Bu-

rangements of the citizens of that plaoe

a

it.

W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
21 Market Square.

W.

wo

fccuwrcheese is
™CK*:JiSET£ermont
2(k;
lb and New York at
with

irin

Prol'. W. D. GUNNING,
Dee tutor on Geology.
To W. w. Whipple,
Druggist, 21 Market Sq.
Nov 29—SNdlm

..CBMENT—-The

Hy A wag says it is “folly to expect a girl to
love a man whom everybody speaks well of.
Get up a persecution, and her affections will

ness

lb.

THF

BUCKU will
Price One Dollar. Sold by
3

out them.

demand for home consumption,
though diminished, continues quite active for the
season, and prices rule firm at $2 70^2 75 p brl.

Times.

weeks.

21c

45%48c.

usurper.
Reconstruction pays weiL Ex-Governor
Cummings, who was old Buck’s secesh Governor at Utab, and went
men, body and bones
to the rebels, is in Washington, demanding his
balance of salary. Who wouldn't be a repentant and reconstructed rebel ?—[Jersey City

two

and crackers

at

as a

of the

and

OF

«broken £

ANS,
EXTRACT

taky deasure in saying that 1 have used CarleTROCEHS, and find
Gn.,S.to""veXV'HI'ORATE
be all they promise. I would not he
them

28&31c.

Chief Magistrate.” This is a mild way of backing away from Ibe President, and denouncing

purchase

firm

for

Stilly Night

r^KnfohMmm,!^boauSJSl

Hancock ; s’a
L>"‘
don, Smith, Dcnnysvllle; Polly.DiXtr ul. T"*1
Webster, Grant, Ca|.o
PurpoW; Cane*i*11 eM'r,!;

Prees?'^

WINSLOW,

Soothing

I

BUTTER— Receipts of choice family butter are improving, though prices can hardly be quoted lower
than 42q£45c t> lb. Store butter rules with lard at

native of N e w Hampshire, a graduate of Dartmouth College, and though not yet fifty years
of age, has been Governor of his adopted State
four yoars, and one of its Senators since 1859.
The New York World regards President
Johnson’s dispatches to South Carolina “as the
counsels of a friend,” as in any other light they
would he “the unwarrantable' Commands of the

to Illinois to

remedy that. Tut
every Apothecary.
Mli.
no29d
.tsN

MRS.

EXTIilUKHClil* N UHSE auj Female FUysician, presents to the attention of Mothers her
AN

H. IoBEAlo

.yBIHABT

llv|tl3c ip* lb,

7^8c

&3f“llon. James W. Orimes, Senator from
Iowa, is at the Revere House, Boston. He is a

:

Is

JXIliRKSI ON DEPOSITS.

CONGRESS STBBBT

Persons troubled with DISEASE
™
ORG
rest.
SHOLANDER'S

holding
85c,
Freights are a
trine lower, but prices In Cuba do not warrant
large
shipments at current rates fhrstocs and freight.
—

FBOM

Oit in the

good

two or three months.

!iy The Nashville Union says

FIRST BOOR

Nov. 29—SNdtf

j

,

PORTLAND.

THIS Bank will Inane CortlRcatea of Bepoi.it, payable on demaud, bearing Interest at favorable rates.
\V. W. ftOl'LD. (
Portland, Nov. 13,12G3.—dti s n

PHOTOGRAPHS,

the New Store, No. 30
Centre Streot.

25.

ova. dmuukJ)—manufacturers are
nine boxes at
with light sales.

PUE8ENTS !

for the old folks and the
young.
of
going
and be convinced,

if?I^lar8eCOlk'ttion
Come

At

—

OF

Articles

variety

CHEAP.

ASHES—Pot ashes aie in active demand for exportation, and have advanced to Ma lie 1> lb. Receipts light and quite inadequate.
BEANS—The local demand for white pea beans
continues quite active, and prices are firm ut
92 75a3
bu.
Marrow's are in demand for
shipnieut at $ 2 75a 3, Blue pods quiet at about

Nantucket, of Quaker proclivities in religion,
but very strongly given to money making.
S£yOn Tuesday evening last some thieves
entered the now Methodist church on Saratoga
street, East Boston, and Btoie the carpets from
the side aisles. The carpets bad been used but

him

A large

Eastern.

ORIGINAI, AND SELECTED

Fancy

NOTICES._

The First National Bank

your

NEW STORE.
As Cheap as the Cheapest.

IIOEtday

fhture.
upon

&

can get

tho

upon the general markets.
Trade continues very
quiet, in view of the uncertainty of the commercial

E,ly*"Tlie Democrat says Mr. Henry B. Foss of
Keunebunkport, lias, during the past week,

of

At

r

SPECIAL

Wili You Go Down Town?

Stationery

MARKETS.

The extreme quotatious of gold during the week
have been 1463 Friday and 148j} Tuesday. The
fluctuations between these limits have been Inconsiderable and have exercised no special influence

if not seasoned with blood or crime.

i.l
.*!',/
Mr. Banks

PQRTf.AKm

Note.—Our quotations represent prices of large
lots from first hands, unless otherwise staled^ and in
filling small orders, 1 uglier rates have to he charged,
For figures see quotations In another column.

—

a

Why

Week ending Nov. 28, 1865.

Dority

lit"Ax

SPECIAL NOTICES.

When you

five tons of Tidy,

Mr.

point already pretty well understood
.[Correspondence of tlio Proas.]
that English “justice” is a
type of that article
itF“The first stone of~St. Paul’s
Ori’aT £alls, N. H., Nov. 28.
and one which the whole
wholly
peculiar,
cathedral in
To the the Editor of Press:
civilized world outside of
England finds it hard
to recognize.
Last night the dry good’s store of Mr. CarWhen carefully examined the I
s,*» >*■*
tiling is generally found ia be & magnificent ter, in tlii3 place, was broken into, and fifteen
„
ry, out of which lie had to pay f,)r the
amplification of the principle “Head s, we win: cloaks, and other articles stolen. Tho goods
models
and drawings he required. It Was
bo(J(ln and tails, you lose.” Nohody at thiaday has the faint- are a “gone sucker.” The village supports no
completed under line architect, by one master est hope ot
extorting from England any larger night watchmen, and the regular police force
with blood and cut across the fingers,
mason, and while one bishop presided over the measure of
only get a shilling a day, or $50 a year. That stained
justiee than her fears compel her
is
which had been thrown hastily aside after the
diocese. The entire length 810 feet the to yield. The “national characteristics”
dexij not pay for
broken heads, or lor
are
many
breadth 220. From the pavement in the street too
crime was committed.
well understood for that.
going out after dark, or on rainy days.
to the top of the brass cross on the
mighty
5,-y Congress meets next Monday. Mr. Col
The mills here employ about
1,500 girls, and fax is understood to have a clear track for the
dome is 404 feet.
The whole expense of its
6iF* The
Mississippi river is changing its more are wanted. They compose the prettiest Speakership, so that the organizat on will not
erection was $7,500,000.
It covers two acres
“
“ "ear
Memphis, and threatens to wash crowd ever congregated here. How could it be delayed. The Message will bo delivered,
and sixteen perches of ground, and there are
y a arfie portion of the
be otherwise, as about two-thirds of them come
upper part of the
probably, Tuesday, so that we can give it on
steps from the floor to the dome,
ClIJ.
from Maiue ?
T.
Wednesday morning.

,\n‘

Among other ingenious contrivances for
defrauding the revenue on the Canadian frontier are.tin babies which are filled with liquor
and then so dressed as almost to defy detection.

2

R-dls

Hoims]

Commercial St, 3 Jugs Spiritu

Liquors. Nov. 25th, on b >ard steamer New Yor
Crates Wool-Skins, containing 1 case Brandy an

case

Gin.

Any person or persons claiming the same are
quested to appear and make such claim within n
ty days from the date hereof; otherwise the ?
goods will be disposed ot in accordance with the
ol Congress approved April ?, 18+1.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
CoBecto
Nov 20, 1865.—<llaw3w

Grape

Hallowed

Academy.

Winter Term will commence MONO
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
Dec. IS. and continue thirteen weeks.
K. PULLEHTON, Princtis
KENNEBUNKPORT, Nov 26—^1, barque Eagle,
C. Spaulding, Secretary.
(of New York, late of this port) Wilkinson, lor Port- |
48w4w
land, to load lor Mobile.
Nov 27—Ar, sch Concert, Drown, Boston. Sid. sch
Olio, Hickman, Boston.
Nov 28—C d, sell \Vm A Grozier, (new. 117 tons,;
Young, of aud lor Province:own, to lit for whaling.
""dot-signed, having formed » copart
Sid, schs Martha. Alice, Maria Cousins, Trank,
and others, for Boston.
Sch Eliza Matilda, of Salem, before reported ashore
and
the
rooks,
with
dispatch. We also put In complete
at Caj*e Porpoise, w as sold as she lay on
Skates, Scissors, Knives, Arc. ‘‘Give
to Capt B Oakes, of fhis port, “"d was %oi °“ *****
***
brought to this port. She will
TIKEV &. WATSON,
n‘Pa*reJ'
tons. 8 months
Ship El Dorado, of Kennebunk, 11<>0
« D"“» •*.. Co,. Mlddl
old. has been sold to Messrs Page, Richardson & Co,
Not 29—dtf
of New York, (br $81,0W.

THE

Copartnership

Notice

WKk?h®

^Ai-Rhters^.»ssLtS
us?(’all.”

disasters#
Blanchard, from Boston
Brig Martha Washington,
blown on to Delaware Breakfor Philadelphia, was
and on Monday
Saturday,
on
water
slipped off and
will be a tofal wreck. [The M W was a good vessel
at Surry in
built
was
tons,
of 277
1853, aud owned in
Portland.]

For Sale.
HOUSE

containing eight rooms, heated
A Cumberland
St., tiiroe minutes walk from
Office, (ias
throughout, furnace,
W. J.

New England,

Heteher,

ni?/^l)LLPlllA'"Ar
nangor.
5S2yiS?JS“e
*

from

THE SCH. .JULIA NEWELL,
Plying at Commercial W hai f, bis ,
well
found In sails and rigging,
[
suitable for the ttslilng or coasting I,

Snow,

Providence.

ness.

25th, ships Southampton,
;rOKK—Ar
North American,

““"Ion;
DeJ’
Ar acth bri

WhitTowart, Liverpool

OtU'e, Buck, k'hila.iolpliia. for
of part of deck load); AlUtuii.

.ii

ton, (with loss
yer, New Haven.

Will be sold
Apply to

dout lor Boston.

barque
Jpld
brigs Maclnas,

Tejuca, llerriman, Charloton;
rates, Cardenas; Mary Cobb, Duncan. Port
Royal SC.
PKOVTDI&fCE—At 27tli, sch Mary Lnngdon,
Pierce, Norfolk.
Sid 25th, schs Cornelia, Randall, and Adeline,
Hatch, New York.
( Id 27tli, sch E u<l ora.
Lord, RRaabetbport.

NEWPORT—Ar 26th, brig Timothy Field, WUProvidence for Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE— Ar 24th, sch Cosmus, Stetson,
New York for Port and.
Ar 25fh, brigs Reporter,'Warren; Circassian, Tuck'er; Alfaratta, Bibber, and Alamo, Steele, Philadelphia (hr Boston; llobin, Hopkins, Itondoul lor do;
Anglo H Curtis, Merriman, Philadelphia for Portland; sch Abbie, Knight, do for Boston.

on

Nov 29—tllw

BurSaw-

Below, ships There«a, Kobinaon. Iron) Biirtol E:
Tawn, Nelson, from London.
Ar 27th, sch Elizabeth
Arcularius, Jackson, Ron-

well.

FELCH,

For Sale.

Hodaon, Liverpool;

Pendleton, do.
25th’ *ch Pavilion,

».

of Claim Agency, No. 2 Fox Block, (up sta
Nov 2tt--dU

Offloo

DOMESTIC PORTS#
SAVANNAH Ar 18th, sch A F Ames, Ames, ftn
New \ork.
baDiue riios

t

hard and soft

For futtber information apply to

very favorable terms.
JoNH CHASE,
Commercial What

Notice.
FORBID any one trusting or harlniring my \
Albertina V. Libby, on mv account, as I shall
no bills of hor contraction after this date.
Nov 2tt—dlw*
8. B. I .IBB'

1

Farm for .Sale.
flAHE Farm well known us the “Mors** Farm, *’»
A Dunn'* Dp]>ot in North Yarmouth, eon tali
one hundred and ten acres Is offered for sale. TV
easy. For Particulars enquire of
D.C. LOR IN G, on the premia*
no2tkI
N. Yarmouth, Nov. £8tli, 1865.

Wanted.
to do, by one who understands Fr*
and English, ami writes a neat and legible h
Address Copyist, P. O.

CIOPYING
>

Nov 2i»-dlw*

Wednesday Morning, November 29,1865.
POIi TLA yjL>

IJCIMTY.

AW

a*

tr u^rlmrs will b nAl
us, by seitminy in

accommo lat
at an earl#

their

advertise

hour iii the day.

New Adverli.emml. To-Day.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Beal.
Stationery an.l Fancy Articles-!}-1..
Oft in tlie’sUily SltW-B -IS11''
" “M»<
!'
Chlorate TroMhee-W.
COLUMN.
NEVy AOVEllTISEMEM
Probate Notices.
Farm for
Seizure of Goods—I.

Sale*—p.(•

Wanted-Copytog.
Hollowol! Ac tdemy—W ini or Term.
f^onartnoralilp-;’! ukey «& Watsm.
Soboower for Sale—John Chase.
House for Sale—W. J. Feleli.
Temperance Lectures.

resulting from in-

temperance have been on the increase.
At
the same time the
temperance sentiment of
this community has
appeared to he asleep.
All true friends of tile cause.have
deplored
this increasing evil, ami hoped'"for something
to take place to arouse the slumbering ener-

gies

of the

people,

and warn friends and

Murry and James Gamer were
brought up for drunkcnimas and disturbance.
Five dollars, and half the Costs each, was the
sentence of the Judge. Neither of them had
the “wherewithal,” having spent their last
“red” for lightning whisky, and they were
obliged to go jail.
Abner Paine pleaded guilty to a search and
seizure process, and paid $22.20 fine and costs.
Wearing Bats.—Some people wear them
for ornament, others because they cannot help
it, as was the case of a well-known and distinguished gent living at the West End; for,
as he was entering his residence on Monday

Washburn, Jr,

For some years the evils

MUNICIPAL COUBT, NOV. 38.
Slicliael

evening, a large rat sprang in, and run up the
stairs. Taking a lamp, lie followed the animal
into a small room, and, while hunting, he
found the fellow in the most roomy part of his
pants. Securing the chap in a vice-like grasp,
he pleaded for help more emphatically than
eloquent, which came In a very promiscuous
manner, and with tho aid of buckskin gloves
he was relieved of the un-fashionable ornament and the

neigh-

bors before it is too late.
The Good Templars, feeling that one great
want hi this city for some time past lias been
that the

equally un-fashionable attitude.
Pace Pry.

The M. L. A. Lecture;—Our readers will
not forget that Rev. G. H. Hepwofth, gives
the lecture, to-morrow
evening. This Unitarian clergyman of Boston, is a strong and talented man, an able writer and eloquent speaker.
lie is a new man in the lecture field of
this city, and will come fresh before a Portland audience in City Hail.
His subject is
Our dangers, and our way t'nroujA them,”
and our readers may expect it to be handled

subject of temperance has not been
brought before the people in so attractive a
manner its it might be, and the evils resulting
from the use of the intoxicating cup, have not
been portrayed a; vividly as the ease demands,
and beiieying that a course of lectures on the
subject, by some of the most eloquent and
jiopular men in the country, would call out the
in a masterly manner.
lecture going public, and thus bring the whole
No doubt a full and
matter before them in its true light, and be
brilliant aulience will greet him on this occathe means of great good to the noble cause,
sion.
have accordingly, at great expense, engaged
Gift Extertrise.—Those who wisli to sesome of the best talent in the land, and on
lect some engravings, lithographs, photographs
Thursday evenings, the citizens of l’ortland or
any pictures which are to he given away
will have an opportunity to hear the subject
at Larrabee & C'a’s, will please call and examdit-.eu-sed eloquently, and to tile point.
ine their stock. Tho only charge is the reguIt remains now for the temperance portion
Some of the eugravlar price for framing.
of the city to see that the lectures are fully
are very fine, varying in price from fifty
ings
sustained, that the City Hall is filled on Thurscents to five dollars. Pictures of Lincoln, the
day evenings, not only, that the Good TempGenerals, and others, in oval frames, 75 cents,
lars be saved from
pecuniary loss, but that the $1.00, $1215, and $1-50 each.
all
hear
a good word on the subpeople may
A great rush for these at Larrabee & Co., 69
ject so deal' to all their hearts.
Street.
Exchange
men

Temperance

and

shall the lectures be productive of good to this community ? It remains for you to decide. Your duty is plain. Go to the lectures, and take your
neighbor. Make it a personal matter to have
women

the hall tilled.

The first lecture will be

on

Thursday

eve-

ning next, by Judge Russell, of Boston.

Sabbath School Exhibition.—An exhibition will bo given at tho church in Sumner
street this evening by the ladies and children
connected with the Sabbath School of that
Society. It will consist of recitations, music,
Ac., and is got up for the benefit of the church.
For

worthy an^pbject,
a large attendance,

it is to he

so

will he
Army Committee of the Y. M. C. A.
Tlie Army Committee of the Young Men’s
Christian Association, acting for the Christian
Commission, desire to return their hearty
thanks to the churches, societies, sabbath

hoped

and

patronage from all friends of the

there

a

liberal

Abyssinian

Church.
We understand

our

old friends, the “R. F.’s,”

of their reeherche entertaingive
ments, for the benefit of the Freedmen, next
week. Whatever they have undertaken has
are to

one

schools, and to the public generally, who have
contributed so liberally during the past three
years to carry out the objects of the Commis-

could it be otherwise?

sion. Tbe larger pai l of tbe fluids and stores
received have been sent direct to tlie central
office in Philadelphia, although wo have

posed evening’s
leaux from Teunysou’s ‘•Princess.” We
dict for the young ladies a great success.

always

met all calls for aid from soldiers hi
camps and hospitals in our own district.
In
addition to tlie amount received in money
there lias been also a liberal supply of vegeta-

cheerfully

bles, fmit, preserves, clothing, bandages, &c.,

valued at $10,000.
The Treasurer’s account stands as follows,
viz.:
Cash received from all sources,
$21,555 13
Paid drafts of George II.
Stuart, President of
Christian Commission, $1(5,079 01
Donated to the Ladies
Branch of C. C.,
1,402 04
Paid out for Sundries,
1,904 10
Cash on hand,
1,510 031*21,555 18
Tlie balance on hand has been invested for
the benefit of those sick and wor.dded soldiers
and their families in our owu State who are in
especial need of aid. The above report docs
not include the amount received from other
sources by the Ladies’ Branch of the Commission, the members of which have been inde-

fatigable

in their labors for the good of the
soldiers in our army since their organization.
The Committee have endeavored by correspondence with the agents of the Commission
in various quarters to obtain early reliable information from those who were sick and
wounded during the progress of the war, and
foci assured from letters received from tlie
friends and relations of such soldiers that their
efforts have been appreciated by them.
Thouah II. Hayes, 1 Army ComCYBOS STURDIVANT, I
Henry H. Buboess, v mittee of P.
Andrew J. Cuame,
I. B. Mathews,

j

J

Y. M. C. A.

Another Golden Wedding.
We had the pleasure of attending at one of
these rare occasions, on Monday evening, at
the home of a friend, in State Street/We
found assembled tlie children and grand children ot this happy couple,
forming a beautiful
groupe, of which, any parents might be justly
proud. The gentleman, though past his 73d
year, yet not apparently aged, was town bom
and town

married, and

with his loved and ex-

excellent life partner, wear their crown of
years with quiet and easy grace. They received the assiduous attentions and the
golden
gifts of their children ami friends, with a hap-

recognition of reciprocal affection. A family of six children, twenty-one grand-children,
and one great-grand-child, the fruit of this auspicious union, rise up to cheer and bless their
venerable heads.
A scene so pleasing, so full
of patriarchal simplicity and affection, is not
often met with, and could not hut make a
deep and abiding impression upon the party
assembled.
How gratifying it is, amidst the
turmoils, tlie straggling passions aud bitter,
strifes of the outside world, to find in a serene
domestic circle, a peace which the world cannot give, where we can launch our bark of
Hope, and find
py

me
The

gras

been done iu the best

They have our benedicfciou; our fervent
wish is, that their remaining days may he illuminated by the light aud waunth of mutual
afleetiou, and the increasing kindness and attention, which old age always needs, of children and gr.uid-chiklren, until
01J Lijiic shall lead them to Uicfrcnd,
And goodness and they fill up one Monument.”

How

manner.

part of

the proamusements is a series of TabOne

Look Out.—A night
one

or

two

since,

pre-

some

entered the residence of one of our citi-

article,

before the theft was discovered.

should

serve as

another

“

the

readers,

to

keep

This

gentle reminder to our
latch string inside.”

Supreme -Doubt.
No
sent in to the Executive

Judge of the
nomination was

—

yesterday by Got. Cony to fill the vaIt is expected
cancy on the Supreme Bench.
a nomination will be made either to-day or to-

Douncil

morrow.

Discontinued.—The early trains on Monday mornings, from Augusta, and the late
trains from this city, Saturday evenings, to
Augusta, have been discontinued.
Fob

Washington.—Senator Fessenden,

Lynch, Representative from this District, left for Washington, Monday morning.

and Mr.

Beoent

(Criminal) term.
(Criminal) of the Supremume Judicial Court opened iu this city
yesterday. In the absence of Judge Barrows,
Judge Davis presided. Prayer was oiiered by
Iicv. S. II. Merrill, late
Chaplain in the army.
J he grand jurors were
given the usual charge
by Judge Davis, after which they retired to
November

enter upon their duties.
The following is the grand

for the

jury as composed

TO THE DAILY PRESS.
-----

From

Washington, Nov. 28.
The question of the seizure of French
in
tobacco
Richmond, having becu presented
to the consideration ot the Government by
the French minister, is now undergoing in-

vestigation.

Among the

This is the title of a pretty little book, published by Henry Hoyt, Boston, aud sold by It.
Packard of this city, in which are related some
of the trials, the experiences, the joys r.nd sorrows of a Scottish pastor. The scenes and incitile humble ones of a poor and rethe simplicity and homely pathos with which they are described invests
them with a peculiar interest. It is one of

mote

who have arrived
to-day, is Senator Trumbull. No one here believes that any of the members elect from the
late insurrectionary States, will he admitted
before the organization of the House, except,
perhaps, those from Tennessee and Arkansas.
Colfax and McPherson, for Speaker and
Clerk ot the House, seem to have no opposition at present.
Cv. Powell, the State
agent of North Carolina, who recently arrived at Raleigh, was the
bearer of a letter from
Secretary Seward to
Gov. Holden, in which the
following passage
The President sincerely trusts that
North Carolina will
by her Legislature promptly accept the Congressional Amendment to
the Constitution of the United States abolishing slavery. He relics upon you to exercise
all your
functions, as heretofore, with the same
wisdom and the same spirit of loyalty and devotion to tile Union that lias marked your administration hitherto. The President desires
you to feel entirely assured that your efforts to
sustain the administration of the government,
and give effect t* its
policy are fully appreciated, and that they will in no case he forgotten.”
The military commission which tried Capt.
Wirz is not yet dissolved, and this gives color
to the report that it is to be retained, with one
or two changes, to
try Capt. R. 11. Winder and
Duncan tor cruelties to prisoners at AndersonviHe, Ga., aud for similar conduct at Salisbury.
The case of Commodore Craven which lias
occupied the attention of the Farragut Court
Martial, for several weeks, was submitted to
the Court for a verdict, after the reading of
a lengthy defence by the counsel for the accused. Up to two o’clock, P. M., the Court
was engaged in deliberating upon a verdict,
which when rendered, wil! await the approval
of the proper authorities, liefoie it will hie promulgated. The Court will doubtless be dissolved immediately, as It is understood there
are no other cases to be brought before It.
The total receipts from Internal Revenue
since the 30th of January, amounts to $140,-

500,000.
Tlie

listed

Secretary of War has ordered all

are

grown person can read without emotion
without benefit.
nor

or

Hours at Home fir December contains a
very interesting article on “Gustavus Adol-

phus,” from

the pen of Archdeacon French, of
which we have only one complaint to make,
and that is that it is cut short much too soon.—
The publishers should have given us more of it.

Indeed, we

think the managers of this magazine have often erred in makihg articles too
short. “The Story of a Hymn” is concluded iu
this number, and “Geoffrey the Lollard,” continued. G. M. Towle contributes a paper on
“France and America," Dr. Gillette one on
“VV'iliiam Wirt,” and Dr. Alden treats of “vEsthetic Culture.” “White’s Sbakspeare” is re-

viewed by Professor JohnB. Hart, end

a

great

number of luterestiug miscellaneous articles
also enrich the number. “The Greek Slave,”
‘‘Mv Moonbeam,” by Geo. B. Peck, “Hagar’s

Farewell,” by Augusta Moore, and “October,”
by an anonymous writer, are tlie-poetical contributions.
Received of A. Williams and Co.

For sale

by A. Robinson.
The Lady s Friend. The December number of this magazine is a tine orie. Theheading steel engraving, in illustration of the text,
“Children's children are the crown of old men,
And the glory of children are their
fathers;”
is beautiful and touching, and the
engraved title—page, representing tl)e past and the Future,
a line work of art.
There are the usual Fashion plates and now music. The
literary matter
of the number embraces contributions from
Miss A. Frost, Florence Percy, Mrs.

Margaret

Hosincr, Louise Chandler Moulton, Miss A. L.
Muzzey, and other favorite writers.
Published by Deacon and Peterson, Philadelphia, at $2.50 per year.

Golden Hair: A. Tale of TnE Pilgrim Fathers.
By Sir Lascelles Wraxall, Bart.—
One volume lGmo. Illustrated. Boston: J.
E. Tilton & Co.
This is a story of New England two hundred
years ago, and abounds in scenes of danger and
romantic adventure. The personages of the
are

Indians, trappers, Cromwellian refu-

gees, lovely damsels and early Colonial dignitaries. The late Sir Lascelles Wraxall having
tea'll a man of considerable literary preten-

prepared, on seeing his name
upon a title-page, for a somewhat higher degree of merit in point oi style than we here
find. He writes like a well-bred man, and he
sions,

en-

of the volunteer service now imprisoned by reason of having been found guilty
of desertion, to be immediately released from
custody, and furnished with transportation to
enable them to report to the chief mustering
officer of their respective States, who will furnish them with a discharge with the facts
endorsed thereon, including their crime, sentence, &c., and such other papeis as they may
be entitled to. In cases where no pay is due,
transportation will be furnished them to their
homes. This order will be understood to apply
to all enlisted volunteers of the class in question, of whatever corps or arm of the service.
The following, among other troops, are to be
mustered out of service: Conn. 8th and 11th
infantry; Mass. 1st and 4tli companies tinattached heavy artillery; N. Y. 41st and 103d
infantry; and Pa. 188th and 213th infantry.
men

Railroad Track tom Up
Rridge Rumcd—
Trouble Apprehended.
—

Milwaukee, Nov. 28.
The track of the La Crosse Railroad was
torn up, and a bridge burned near Germantown, last night. The mischief is supposed to
have been done by the farm mortgagees, who
have mortgaged their farms along the line of
road, to the amount of $1,000,000, which mortThe mortgagees
gages are being foreclosed.
threaten to destroy the entire road, if the
Company fail to make provision for the payment of the mortgages. A great deal of
trouble is apprehended.
Tobacco Seizure.

Louisville, Ky., Nov. 28.
Last Saturday, the Collector of Internal
seized
the
stock of a manufacturer
Revenue,

of tobacco here, for alleged frauds iu his returns, and for not keeping his book as required by law. Yesterday, the stock and implements of another manufacturer were seized
for the same reason.
These cases are now under investigation,
both in New York, where part of the stock is
held, and in this city.
The railroad depot at Labnow was burned

this morning.

From North

Carolina.

Wilmington, N. C., Nov. 28.
The schooner Henrietta, loaded with lime,

which was reported on fire on the bar, arrived
here to-day.
Her hatches have not been
opened. The Captain reports nothing serious.
An order lias been reiBved to remove all
the colored troops to posts on the coast.
A detachment of the 28th N. Y. regiment
remain as the garrison of the town.

Items,
New Yoke, Nov. 28.
Tho London Star says the diplomatic correspondence is chiefly remarkable lor the withdrawal by Mr. Adams of the oiler of arbitration.
The grand jury lias indicted Gonzailes and
Pellicer for the murder of Otero. The trial
commences to-morrow.

parish, but

those books for children which grown people
ought always to read, ivn.1 which neither child

tale

Congressmen

Various

The Scottish Minister.

dents

Wash ington.

Publication.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
The November Term

TELEGRAPH,

zens, on Federal Street, and taking a valuable
overcoat from the entry, made off with the

lorever cauu

aides forever clear.

possible

SJY

we

were

From

Fortress Monroe,

FoKTBESb Monboe. Nov. 28.
Schooner Helena, from Georgetown, S. C.,
for Boston, was abandoned on tile 16th Inst.,
160 miles off Hatterus.
She was leaking badly, and her rigging had been carried away.
Her crew have arrived here.
Schooner Twisdeu, from Boston, 45 days
out, has arrived here.

From Toaeae.

New Yobk, Nov. 28.
Steamer Wilmington, from Galveston has
arrived.
Gov. Hamilton has issued a proclamation
for an election on January 8tli. The convention meets February 7th. Judge Paschal publishes an address to the people.
Respited.
Nashville. Tenn., Nov. 28.
Frank Gurley, who was sentenced to be
Murderer

hung on Friday next, at the request of numerous citizens of Huntsville, has been respited by
Brigadier General Whipple, until sueli time as
further facts in his case, can he submitted to
ttc

the President.

Does the dog belong to the inferior or to
the superior race of animals? What other
dumb animal will leave the society of his own
species for human society ? What other animal, dumb or articulate, so faithful to his
friends ? The dog is the last to leave his master. No matter how poor or how low sunken
into disgrace, the faithful dog “sticks closer
than a brother,” and remains steadfast when
all other friends fall away. He will follow his
master in iris wanderings, sharing his poverty,
sharing hi3 roofless home, sharing in his misfortunes, and sharing, too, in the kicks and
execrations of the more humane (?) animals
which pass him without notice, or only to
render his life more wretched. He will follow

sunshine,
snowbank, and lick

through rain

and

lie

his
down with him in the
face and close his eyes should death overtake
him in his cold and dreary exposure. Though
tire empty rum-bottle be found grasped in the
dead and nerveless hand, the dog will be
found true to his vigils, the last to forsake
the disgraced clod which humane beings bury
out of sight only to get rid of the nuisance.
Such is the poor dog, which so many are
anxious to make an outlaw, and which every
low-bred rake feels at liberty to kick. We do
not wonder that Byron, with his misanthrop-

spirit,

Both houses organized
until to-morrow.
Governor HoUlen is
to sit up in his room.

to-day,

and

felt and

appreciated

his

able

Commercial.
steamship Nova Scotian.] *
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Nov.
16.—1* lour is active at easier prices. Wheat
easier,
and prime barely maintained.
Corn unsettled:
mixed 3 Is « 31s fid.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Nov. 16.—

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Nov. 16.—

Rosin unsettled. Spirits Turpentine—The market Is
bare and holders demand an advance. Petroleum
reduced; refined 3s 6d. Sugar uomiual but with au
upward tendency. Coflee firm.
The newspapers report Wheat dull and declined 2d.
Flour dull ana Is lower.

LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Nov. 17, P. M.
—Cotton.—Tlio Cotton Broker’s Circular reports tlie
sales for the week at 40,000 halos, Including 8,500 to
speculators and 9,000 to exporters. The market has
declined 12d per pound, closing nominal. The authorized quotations arc: Orleans Fair22$d; Middling
Orleans 20d; Mobile Middling 19*d; Upland fair 22t£
Stock In port 294.000 bales, of which 74,000 bales
are American.
Sales on Friday were 8,000 bales,
the market closing firmer but unchanged.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Nov. 17, P. M.—
Consols closed at 89j for money.
AMERICAN SECUR1TJKS-U. S. 6-20s 63$ @ 04.
Illinois Central Sliares 81 (a) 81$.
Erie Shares 64.

Markets.
New York, Nov. 28.
Flour- extra State firm, other kinds dull a\d lower;
sales 10,200 bbls. State at 7 90 (6) 8 76. Round Hoop
Ohio 9 00 @ 11 60. Western 7 75 @ 8 75. Southern
easier; sales 1500 bbls. at 9 20 @ 16 00. Canada drooping; sales 3000 bbls. at 8 4QC«^ 12 00.
wheat—a shade tinner; sales 3000 bushels; Chicago
Spring, 1 67 (a) 1 62; Winter Red Western at 2 44
New York

2 45.
Corn—lc better;
ern at 95@ 9G$c.

sales 186,000 bushels Mixed West-

Boot—dull.

lower;
Pork—decidedly
29

sales 9400 bbls,
@
12, closing at 28, cash.
Lard—lower; sales 7500 bbls. at 18 <S> 23c.

27 75

Whiskey—heavy;

2 35.

mess

at

sales 120 bbls. Western at 2 34 (a)

Oils—quiet.
Petroleum—lower; sales 10,000 bbls crude
Freights to Liverpool—quiet and firm.

at

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Nov.
and

40c.

We have been led to these reflections by
reading the following anecdote of this faithful
animal.

We dare say

some

of

our

readers

them, and curl their nicely perfumed mustaches, but we shall enjoy the satisfactory consciousness that the dog is infinitely their superior in ail the elements of
real goodness and worth, so scowls will be

may sneer at

for this brief tribute to one of the most deserving and faithful
of God’s brute (?) creation. The anecdote referred to is told by a friend of the late HudHe says:
son Gurney.
One morning I was sitting on business with
wasted if bestowed upon

Mr.

Gurney,

us

when I heard

the

of

pattering

feet behind, and the door silently opened.

I
turned to see who was listening to us, and the
Newfoundland dog quietly entered the room,
and standing in the centre, looked on me
boldly and on his master kindly.
“This,” said Mr. Gurney “is one of my
most faithful friends; he has come to pay me
his usual morning visit.”
Turning to the dog, he continued:
“I’m a little better to-day, hut not much.—
One morning you will miss me: I shall be

dead.”

The dog, as though endowed with human
instinct, gave a low moan, and advancing to
his master, placed his huge paw, with a geujtiene-is that would hardly have crushed a fly,
on Mr. Gurney’s knee; and that done, he
raised himself on his hind legs, and placed
the other on Mr. Gurney’s shoulder, and, licking h'si'ace, seemed to pat him on his back, with
an expression which almost said, “Come, come,
don’t be down-hearted! You are very badly,
but you’ll get better by and by.”
Mr. Gurney perfectly understood him, since
he replied:

“It’sno use; I tell you I shall die.”
The dog moaned again.
“And now,” continued the owner of Keswick “you must go; for I am busy with the

gentleman.”
The dog looked at his master, then
and then silently quitted the room.

at me,

A Card.

Portland, Nov. 24,1865.
The undersigned take tills method of expressing their appreciation of the prompt manin which Messis. John E. Dow and Son
have adjusted and paid their respective losses
by the tire on Sunday morning last, and we
heartily recommend their agency to all in
want of Insurance.
J. B. Carroll.
Signed,
Charles Walker.
John Wall, Jr.
Charles Richardson.
3t
Charles Fobes.

ner

For Throat Diseases and Affections of the
chest, “Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” or Cough
Lozenges, are of great value. Iu Coughs, Irritation of the Throat caused by cold, or Unusual Exertion of the vocal organs, in speaking
in

public,

or

singing, they produce

beneficial results.
their efficacy.

the most

The Troches have proved
nov27mw&f&w

Young Ladies and Children of the SUMNER

THESTREET SABBATH SCHOOL,

will hold

an

EXHIBITION!

28.

,,

WilliamH.Hill,Jr^’andU*o'*tod'—

..

Slaughter

36
42
42
47 @
60
50 @ 1 75

..

75

Lumber.

On

Wednesday Evening, November 29th.

Everything will

done to make it agreeable to
those who may fhvnr us witli their patronage, as it is
fora good cause, (the benelit of their church.)
The
Exhibition will consist of
be

Recitations, Music, &c.
Tickm* 20 Cents—To bo had at the door; Children ball price.
Door.i open at 6X. to commence at 7 o’clock.
Not 27—dtd*

BRIDG-TON ACADEMY,
NORTH

THE

BR1D6TON, MAINE.

WINTER TERM of this Institution will
Tuesday, Dec* 5th, and continue

commence

eleven weeks.

C. E. HILTON, A. M., Principal.

TnoMAS H. Mead, Secretary.
November £>, 1866.

eod&w3w

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

FANCY ARTICLES, far sale at
A. M. McKENNEY’S,
Oet 3—eod*eow3m
284 Congress St.

AND

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

DR. w.
Nledical

Subject—Our Donors and

Nos. 1 & 2..45 00
No. 3.38 00
No. 4.18 00

Clapboards,

Spruce Ex.2u 00 @27 00

Shingles,

Cedar Ext. .4 37 @ 4 50
Cement.
Cedar No.1.,3 25 @3 37
V hrl.2 70 @ 2 75
Laths,
Cheese.
Vermont p tb 18 @ 26
Spruce.3 25 @ 3 50
Pine.3 25 @ 4 00
Now York.... 15 @ 20
Molasses.
Coal—(Retail).
Cumberland.il 00 @12 00 PortoRico.... 9u @ 1 00
Chestnut.... 12 60 @13 00 Cienftiegos.... 75 @ 85
Lehigh.14 50 @15 00 Trinidad. 75 @ 80
Bed Ash.14 50 @15 00 Cuba Clayed.. 60 @> 62
White Ash. .14 50 @15 00
Clayed tart. 50 @ 63
75
Muscovado. 70 @
Coffee.
Java p lb. 53 a 56 AmberSyrup,l 25 @ 1 30
Nails.
Rio. 34 a 37
Cask.6 00 @8 50
Cooperage.
Naval Stores.
R.Oako.u.v..o oo @56 00
Tar
brl.. .6 50 @10 00
iIhd.Sb’ksi-1 ds,
Mol. City.. .1 87 @ 3 00 Pitch (C. Tar 13 50 @ 3 75
Rosin.10
00 @22 00
75
.2
60
2
@
Sug. City..
Sug. r’try.. 75 @ 1 25 Turpentine
60
gal.1
@
C’tryBiftMol.
Oakum.
Uhd.Sh’ks.150 @ 175
American_ 12 @
Hhd. H’d’gs,
16
Soil Pine... 20 @
22
Oil.
Hard Pine.. 30 a 33 Kerosene,_ 87J@ 92
Hoops,(14 ft).56 00 @40 00 SpermWinter2 88 @
Whi.Rcf.Wtr.l 90 @ 2 00
Copper.
Bank.35 00 @37 00
Cop. Sheathing 55 @
Shore.33
00 @35 00
36
@
Y.M.Sheatliing
Y. M. Bolts... 38 @
Pogio.30 00 @32 00
Linseed.
1
52 ;«■
Cordage.
Amcrlcanpib 201@ 22 Boiled do.1 58 @
Lard
27
Manila.
Oil.2 20 @2 55
26J@
29 Olive Oil.2 25 @ 2 75
Manila Boltrope28J@
Castor Oil_3 83 @
Russia
do
@
Neatsfoot Oil.2 00 @
Drugs and Dyes.
Alcohol p gal 487 a
Onions.
Siv skins |p hi.3 00 @ 3 25
Aloes p ib
42 @
Alum. 6J@
Paints.
Arrow Boot... 35 @ 70 Union Lead..lu 50 @
Portland do.16 50 @17 00
Bi-Carb Soda 13 a
Pure Dry do. 16 50 @
Borax. 40 a
....

Soft, |p

ton...2 60 @ 300
Hard.2 00 @ * 25
Ground.
@ 9 00
Produce.
Beef, side t> lb 9 ffl 13
32 Veal. 10 @
12
Lamb. 9 @
11
Chickens. 14 @ 16
Duok.
Turkeys. 16 @ 18
No. 3,.
@120 Geese. 14 @ 16
No. 10,.
@ 86 Eggs, |p dor.. 38 («> 42
Ravens.none.
Potatoes, Ip bu 66 @ 75
SweetPotatoes
Dyewoods.
Barwood. 3 @
Vbrl-..5 00 @5 50
Brazil Wood.. 13 @
Cranb’r’s.brl 12 50 @13 00
Camwood.... 9 a 10
Provisions.
5 Mess Beef,
Fustic,. 4 @

Hypernic.
Logwood,
Cam peachy.

@

3

@

St. Domingo
Nic.Wood_

2; q}

Poaeb Wood..
Quercitron Bk
lied Sanders..
Bod Wood....

8

3

@

Pork,

7 @

7J@

@

Cod, ^ qtl.

V'

SlioreS 00 @ 8 25
7 00 @
Small.4 60 @5 00
Pollock.5 25 @ 5 75

LargeBank

Haddock.none.
Hake.3 75 @ 4 25

Herring,

bl.7 25 @ 8 25
55 @
60
No. 1. 45 (a) 50
Mackerel pbL
Bay No. 1.. 16 50 @17 50
Bay No. 2. .15 00 @16 00
Bay No. 3. none.
Shore No.1.22 50 @23 50
ShoreNo.2.15 00 @16 00
Shore.

Scaled, |?bx.

none.

Flour.

@52

00

lu-

U

^

11

Bum.
Portl’d distl’d2 50 @
Saleratus.
Saleratus p lb 13 ffi 15
Salt.
Turk’s Is. p
hid. (8 bus. )4 25 @5 00
Liverpool.4 00 @ 4 50
Cadiz.4 00 @4 50
Gr’nd Butter. 33 @
Seeds.
Herds Grass..3 50 @ 4 26
West’n Clover 15 @ l®
Bed Top.2 50 @2 75
Shot.
Drop.p lOOlbs
@16 00
Buck.
@17 oo

75
25
@11 00
@12 75
@13 00
@16 00

St.Louis,..14 00
Canada,
Superfine .9 75 @10 00
Fancy.10 25 @10 50
Extra.11 25 @11 75

Castile.
Crane’s.
Soda.
Oleine.
Ex. No. 1,pit

Family

Oh

BY

00
50
30

Cloves.

Ginger.

Double Ex.12 00 @13 00 Mace..150

Buckwheat,.,

none.

Corn Meal. ...1 05

@ 1 08
Fruit.
Almonds—Jordan p1 lb.
Soft Shell...
@ 35
Shelled.
@ G5
Pea Nuts.3 75 @
Citron, new... 38 @ 40
Currants.
@ 17
Dates.
@) 18
Figs, new,.... 28 @ 30
Prunes,new.. 33 @
Raisins, new,
Bunch,|>bx 5 00 @ 5 25
I^ayer.5 25 @
Lemons,box. .7 50 @ S 00
Oranges 1* 1 00.. @ 3 00
Grain.
Corn, Mixed.. 1 06 @ 1 08
SouthYellowl 08 @ 1 12
Rye.1 30 @ 1 35
Barley. 90 @ 1 00
Oats. 68 @
63
ShortstJ1 tou.28 00 @30 00

@

Nutmegs.160
Pepper. 3u

@
@
@
@
@
@
@

Pimento. 30
Starch.
Pearl. 12 @

Sugar.

Muscovado...

14 @
10 @
18 j@

Hav. Brown
Hav. White...
Portland A A.

35
40
33
13

none.

cash..

Straits, cash..
English.

A

n7 deming,
Electrician!

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been in this city? we have cured sane
of the worst forms of disease in persons wjbo have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly arkipted to chronic aiseaBes in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not
fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dvspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we care
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
174

WHERE

SHEETING.

Good Bleached Sheeting,.36.324/S) 35
Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.40'(fc} 45
Medium Sheeting,.36. 25 (g 30

32.22kcg

274

Heavy Drilling,.30.32k@ 374
Medium,..30.274^ 32}
Corset Joans,.30‘(a} 33
COTTON FLANNELS.

Heavy Cotton Flannels,.3740

Medium Cotton Flannels,...32}^! 35
Bleached Cotton Flannels,.50 @ 62}
STRIPED SHIRTING.

Heavy Striped Shirting.30. 33 @ 37}
Heavy Striped Shirting,.27.30 ^ 35
Medium Striped Shirting,.27.20 («g 25
TICKING.

Heavy Ticking,.55 @

60

COTTONADES.

By giving

.35

@

56
40

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.

Colored Cambrics,.22 K2) 25
Best Prints,.23 «) 25
Medium Prints,.20 @ 22}
DELAINES.

DeLaines,...30 @ 32}
21

Wicking.

75

AC.

BATTING, WADDING,
Cotton Batting, p lb,.25 @ 37}
Cotton Wadding, p lb,.30 (w 35
WOOLEN

GOOD8.

Kentucky Jeans,.50 @ 65
Satinets,...<0 gg 87}
Union Meltons,.75 (a 1 00
Black Union Cassiniercs,.80 (qj 1 00
Black all wool Cassimeres,...1 50 ^*2 00
Black Doeskins,..150 (a 2 00
Fancy Doeskins,..1 25 (a. 1 50
Repellant, 6-4,...#.1 37*®1 50
WOOL FLANNELS.

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels,.374 a}
Blue and Scarlet,.42] u)
White, plain,.3-4.45 r«g
White, plain,. 36 .75 (jg
Printed,.45 (<g
Fancy Woven Colors,...*.35 (g)
Portland Dally Press Stock
CORRECTED

BY

WM.

n.

WOOD &

60
60
56

87}
60
85

List*

SON,

Stock and Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
For the week ending Nov. 28.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
Government G's, 1881,.106.106
Government 6-20,.100.102
State of Maine Bonds,.9*4.96
Portland City Bonds.94.,93
Bath City Bonds,.90.92
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.. .90.92
Calais City Bonds,!...:.•!.' 90. .,..92
Cumberland National Bank,... .40..40,.,43
Canal National Bank,... 100.,.,, ,102,,103
First National Bank,
..100, .,,.,100.101
Casco National Bank,..,..,. .100.100.101
Merchants’ National Bank,.,.. .75.74.75
National Traders Bank.100.100.101
Second National Bank.190.90.95

Portland Company,.100.100.105

Portland Gas Company,.50.52.56
Ocean Insurance Company,... .100.106.
At. a St. Lawrence R. R.*,.60
.70
At. A St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100.83..86
A. a K. R. R. Bonds,.
83.85
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100.9.11
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,.*.80.86

Androscoggin
Androscoggin

It. R. Stock,.50.worthless,
1st Mor tg’ge Bonds.... .75.,85
Ken. a Portland R. R. Bonds,. 100,,..,. .96. ,,.,.100
Portland a Forest Av’ri’e R. R„ 100. 95.100

Portland Glass Company...,. 100. 95.100
Port.Shovel Manutac’gCo,,. ...100.nominal.
Richardson's Wharf Co,,.100.IX).100

The Casco National and Merchants
Dividends
National, declare Dividends in April and October; tho
Dt National,Canal National, Cumberland National
2nd National and National Traders \i\
jw ^ July’
—

It is a
large anil thoroughly finished house, with gas, water
in abundance, a good cellar.
House pleasantly i tinted In a very desirable
with u good
stable. The lot Is sufficiently large tor another hottre.
it contains about 6/,' D feet. Sale positive
nov24dtd
HENRY HAILEY & CO., Auct’rs.

a

Public Assembly,

on

At 8 o'clock.
Friends of the Society are respectfully invited to
attend.

Friday

SILKS.

AT 2 1-2 P. M. BACH DAY.
scRm i<m consists of works irom ihc pencils
European Artist* of merit ami geniu*,
iruTi.miT ,u‘ ofstudio t;f M.C. Krieghoff whose
i_ J •Iei!i‘l*tlon
Canadian character ha* justly
,w
„fi n'l'i^'babtrity and distinction. By those
witw

One Price

JJ,1*'

Tickets for Balance of the Course $1.
LECTURERS

BLACK WOOL

INDEPENDENT LECTURES

BEAVERS.
BLANK E T S.

One Price

Thibets,

Poplins,

Dress

Ellen

On Friday

M.Thiyuisy,

M.,an.l

Hall

on

Thursday.

nov

PATTEN, Auctioneer,

12

-,

Kxehaugc

jtj
Street.

Wootleu Riiilrtlnifs on State Street
at Auction.
/''VN MONDAY, December 4th, at 3 P. M., on the
"

nremise* 4d State .St, will be Hold the two storied
wooden dwelling rocentlv occupied by Samuel Rolf,
Ehu. It teabout HO feet long by ubout 20 ft. ui width,
ant! large
enough to make two good single tenement*;
is in good condition and will be sold in one or two
parts.
Also the one storied wooden dwelling house next
west of the same. Size 22} by 38j.
Built lings to he
removed by first day of February 1-^00. A deposit of
the purchaser will be require'1 at time of sale.
After the alm'e, McGregor Furnace, Wood.n (*lstorn ami Gas Burnt r».
For information in regard to above call at Auctioneer** Office.
nov24dtd

PREPARE lor THANKSGIVING!

Goods,

FLANNELS,

BE IN SEASON!
%

DOMESTICS.
Goods

Remember!

White Goods,
and have

a

glorious Thanksgiving

Give them

and

GLOVES.

War is over--and” tie Boys and Girl*

all to meet around the table at the old homestead,

are

HOSIERY,

Harper,

Scarce,

are

Prices Advancing !

One Price

Third Lecture will be delivered by Mrs.

a warm

this yenr.3
reception, and do not tail to call

secure some

Presents !

Valuable

MARYLAND,

OF

gisslpkinits,

lip to hour of sale.

day

“The

The Portland Freediucn’x Aid Association

lov

Ladles and Gentlemen are invited to examine there
works of Art. Every Painting must he sold. Cata-

K. M.

IN AID OF

Frances

Kr

ou

ENGAGED.

MRS. FRANCES ELLEN HARPER, of Maryland.
MA.J. GEN. KILPATRICK, of Now Jersey.
FRED DOUGLASS, of New York.
REV. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
REV. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
HON. JAMES HARLAN, See. of the Interior.
GEO. W. CURTIS, ESQ., of New York.
MAJ.GEN. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. Army.
Per Order of Committee.
Portland, Nov. 28, I860.—dtf

•

u“}'0**llcclloiia

oi'portunn, should not is' neglected.
Hall wtU be ooeu and tl,o
Paintings on exhibiHonlroin 10A.
u. til lop.
alia,
1 he

THOS.MoEWAN,

INDEPENDENT LECTURES!

os-

<f- Saturday, Dec, 1st it ‘id,

T®

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
MANAGERS.
ALEXANDER TAYLOR,
PETER MORRISON.
S; L*S^M1NUS>
W.
JOHN MASTERTON,!
TAYLOR,
TIIOS. BURGESS,
JOHN POKTEOUS,
Tickets $1.00,admitting one Uent. and two
Ladies,
to be had of the Managers and at the door.
Clothing Cheeked free.
Nov 24—dlw

d

OLD OITT HALL, MARKET SQUARE,

logues at

HALL!

-AT THE STORE

Eve’ngr, Dec.
H A. X. X.
the

Colored Race

Tickets for the Course,.$1.00.
Ticket for one Lecture,.
26c.
For sale at the Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,Grosman & Co.’s, Lowell &
Senfter’s, and at the door.
Doors open alG o’clock. Lecture to commence at
7].
Committee qf Arrangements.
Jacob McLellan,
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
Israel Washburn, Jr., Oliver
Gerbisu,
M. A. Blanchard.
Portland, Nov. 28.
dtd

Mercantile

Library

OF-

No. S

Free Street Block
ONE

rilHE Thirteenth Annual Series of Public
Lectures,
A under tbe direction of the Mercantile
Library

HALL,

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St.

Remfember!

PRICE

manufacture

We

matter of

ELDEN & WHITMAN
November 21,1865.

<it

t

In the trade.

Remember!
If you want HOOP SKIRT'S buy them from the
Manufacturer and save 20 per cent.

A Nice

Ladies Skirt for

-ON-

Wednesday Evenings.
The following gentlemen have been
engaged for this
Course, viz.:
Rev# Henry Ward Buecher#
l>i*liop IWatthev# Siuipyou#
Rev# A# A* WillctN,
Rev# Bdw# H# Chapin#
«!• De Cordova, K£»q.,
John 11. Gough, Esq.,
George W# Curtin, Esq.
The

l'..*'

Ten

Street.
Members’ Tickets to be bail at E. C. Andrews, Exchange Street. Each Member is entitled to two
Course Tickets at Si.110 each.
Jakes Bailey,
John C, Procter,
Geo. H. Smardom,
Lecture
iCHAS. II. Flino,
John Q. Twitcuell, Committee.
Chas. E. Jose,
Edw. P. Uerrish,
The opening Lecture will be announced in a few

•lays-

novlSdtl

Tbe undersigned Committee in behalf of

Arcana

“

“

A Superior

“

“

Dayel

A

CORSETS!

A

AT COST.

WE
100

Having determined to reduce the large stock of
Hoop Skirts and Corsets now in store,
WILL COMMENCE THIS

CHASE,

Sale!

Closing-Out
—OF—

•A.3ST3D

SKIRTS,

CASHMERE

H0M^^^t^MAS

COST,

be

Evening

iffiS.'

ticke&wiU ii^J^ted
_

Evening Tickets,

LorUm’s'*!?

Stores8.

NovS^du

l*1®,,Comr“ittec
^ "alley
AndreW9.

*1AJ?

and also at

QO“meilC0 at

Short &
& Noyes' Book

7io’clock.

draml Fancy Dress, Mask &
BALL!
At Lancaster Hall,
Thanksgiving

Novelty

days

Prof.IIeller’sCelebrated Colored Lights
will

be used in Cotillons for the tirst time In tliis city
lhls Ball will be
opened with a Fancy Dance in Full*
Costume.
Also during the evening the Highland
Fling and Sailor’s tlurni>i|>o will be danced in Costume. Also Ifiah and National Comic
Pance«
\?.e Hagers wiil spare no labor or expense In
am* S™*8'

"ovWe.

Sv^nthfsriiy
or

Eui'L Quaubii.i.e Ban...
and two hullcs * 1,26,
*° ®ent4' t« all part* of the house.
Co-’N Bartiugton’s, under
Hail, and of the Managers at the door.

Dancing
o'chwk**
clock. Clothing 7i:
checkod free.

o

to

commence

at

Manaoebs—J. H. Barheriek, G, F. Qoodridge. Q.
J. C. Colley, W. W.
nov 23 dtd

A .1,I1ana;m' T- W. Burnham,!
J. Abbott.
Knight,

or

tive nice

HORSES fcr SALE

either lor Harneae or Saddle, or both
at ihe RIDING SCHOOL
May lw seen
STABLE, South Street.
noy., d4w

GLOVES!

40 rents i«r pair.

Knit Woolen Goods by the Case, and
afford to sell them At y» ry LOW PRICES.
IOO do*. Hood* hi t5c each, worth 1 ,0O
lOO dor., flood* at 75c each, worth 1.2S
10O doz. Hood*at 1*00 each, worth t
1OO doauCloud*at 1*00 worth everywhere! .55
We

buy

our

can

'Remember,
have

tew mow

a

Remember!

Remember,
We Manufacture Hoop Skirts to
best qualities of French Corsets
% 1.7 5 per

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

Skirt8 at l~io marked down to 1.00
“
“
“
1-25
1.50
“
“

1.75

«

“

1.45

2.00

“

“

1.62

AND OTHERS IN PROPORTION.
ty A splendid 33 Spring, extra clasp tape skirt,
only 1.50 (ormor price 2.25.

Centlt at 1.00
“
“
“

,88

to

1.50

“

“

1.23

1.75

«

“

1.50

2.00

“

«

1.75

~

MUSK 10 TS !
of PRUSSIAN MUSKETS, and WINDA LOT
SOU RIFLES, juat the things lor Dm-kini' and
For sale

of the

CHEAP,

Turkey Sh<tf>ting.
43

EXCHANGE

*VL!

opportunity.

at

STREET.

a X. MAIHSY.

Nov 27—isd2w

-I____
Shingle* and Clapboard*.
Hashes

AT

8

and

CENTRAL

-C*

Machine

llllmlM,

WHARF.

URHABKE.

Stitching

LADY who has lrad seven years'
A the
bUMineiM, in prepared to do
Of every
the most

Ladies, avail yourselves

sell lor

Remember,

Kovg-dlw

marked dens

Keep the
we

We keep the best line ol Ladies DRESS BUTTONS In Portland, and our place of business is
No. 148 4c 150 Middle St*. Portland. Mr,
FITZGERALD & HODS DON.
Nor 13—<ltf

COB SETS I

COBSETS !

order.
which

pair.

Uoont,
COB SETS!

Ladles Vest*, high neck, long

Ladies, it will pay—if you want to buy a new
Cloak, we have got them beauties—Mauulactured by
Paine, Berry «& Co., oi New York. New ones in
every day.

Skirt and Corset Store!

!

experience in

MACHINE STITCHING,
description, in the best manner, and

favorable t« rms, at.
N°* 3* Wl'“#‘ S,r‘
Nov JSd-dtf

on
’•

kindergarten.

COME AND GET A BARGAIN!

SCHOOL lor CHILDREN on Ihe KINDt.ltGAUTEN PLAN will I* opened TUKSDA1.
Nov. 23th, at the old I R, Government Budding, corner of Congress and LimoSt*.
For part&nlnrs Inquire at 217 Congress St.
Nov 21—d2w
___

A

THE

GOODS

fiND

MUST

OTJT

BE

SOLD!

THE place

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY

Frcijrht lbr Norfolk, Va.
.1 V

m

and EH S O KT’S

New York Skirt and Corset Store,
80

Horses for Sale Cheap.
Four

NEW YORK

Evening,

in which the Firemen and
Military axe requested to appear in Uniibnu.
The hail on this occasion will be
splendidly
decorated with Flag*, Bunting, Pictures, and
other new features never before introduced
ill this city. Mr. J. Wilson and Lady will be
at Dancx'itu? Hall two
previous to the Ball, with
the splendid Wardrobe of the Boston Museum, comprising some of the richest dresses ever worn on the
American at,ago; also character dresses of all nations,
Pancy and Comic Dresses of all description; also a
iarg§ assortment of Dominoes and clioap Masks,
where alJ who wish may select, day or evening.

I

ANDERSON'S,

ty Judge

MUSIC BY SHAW'S
QUARTETTE CLUB.
An extra Lecture will he delivered
nmCA‘
REY, on Sunday
Dec lTth
sons holding course
P"‘
frre.
Committee of Arrangements:
Rufus D. Bean,
!. G. Rich. E.a.sawtfb,
Tickets for the Course,
t. nn

!

sleeves, for .2.00 eaoh.

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN

*»*»•

HON. S. L. TILLEY, Provincial
Scc’y ofNew Brun-slKi announce,1 her,alter.
xx,-,,^10}1.',
*
77 DUE
of California Jan.
!7
ERYE,
25th.
ITtc Course will consist of
eight or more Le tures
Th
commencing
ursday Evening, Nov. 30.

do*. Ladies, for

SO

CONTINUING FOR TEN DAYS!

1*

0f

^COMPETITION

do* Ladles ALL WOOL RIBBED HOSE,BOr pr.
\

COESETS 1
AT

Penn., Dec. 28th.

U,:SSKLL-

DEFY

.,r.

Remember!
A Great

SS§• f- CAHEJ, Of Ohio, Doc. 14th and 17th.
HON. S. B.
ol

JS®1 °f Wi9conaln.

Bargain.

DAY

Shearing*
“

DRIVE!

do* Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and 1\

100

HOOP

EVENINGS.

BIO

do*. Ladies Cashmere all Wool Hoho, former
price 01-50, 'pnesetit price *1.00.
Call and see
them, they have no equal.

-AND-

CITY HALL,
THURSDAY

1.50

.•»

We

ON

1.25

100

Independent Order of Good Templars,

During the coming winter. It is with no small degree ot pride that the Committee invite attention to
the follow
111^ eminent orators, comprising as it «loea
some of the best talent in the
country, many of whom
01 Portland hftv0 never
pleasure

.75

“

Remember!

HOOP SKIKTS,

Lodge, No. 1,

Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland that they have made all
necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS
Teinperanee
Lectures, to take place at the

A Better

We carry the largest Stock of HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the Stab ; do
not resort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

remaining Lecturers will be

announced as soon
as arrangements and dates are flxed.
Tickets for the Course oi ten [10) Lectures.
$1.26,
to be bad at tbe Bookstores on
Exchange Street, at
Paine’s Music Store, and Crosman & Co., Middle

Hoop Skirts, and as a
and do sell them LESS than

our own

course we ~an

any house

ONLY.

Association, will be delivered at

OITY

No. 5.

Lectures.

CRASH.

Crash,.16 @

55

no

story wooden house No. 21 Blown Street

—

Society!

THURSDAY EVENING, NOV. 30,

DENIMS.

Medium Denims,..

Nut. 3t>ih, at 3 o'clock i\ hi.,
ONtheTHURSDAY,
shall sell the valuable thro
premises,

-AT-

SHAWLS,

(CHARITABLE,)

LANCASTER

f,.r anil

Valuable Oil Paintings by Auction!

PORTLAND

Andrew’s

A.M.,

KXtWD M. PA'ITEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange si.

Priee

Assembly!

-AT-

Heavy double and twist,..50 @ 80
Heavy Denims,..... .45 @

One

at 71
no28td

lyceumIectures !

Price.
Heavy Sheeting,.37.30 @ 33
Fine Sheeting...•.36.25 S 274
Fine Sheeting.
40.28 @ 30
Medium Sheeting,.37.29 @ 30
Light Sheeting,.37.23 (w 25
Shirting,... .27 to 30., .23 @ 24

to
DRILLING.

St.

at 10

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.

ELDEN& WHITMAN

commence

Will hold their 8th Anniversary (St. Andrew's Day,)

COTTON GOODS.
Inches.

Shirting,.27

THURSDAY, Nov.30tli,

on

cts.

THE

the Press, to Nov. 28.

BLEACHED

Evening 25

Grand Scottish

Portland Dry Goode Market.
for

Au«ii«„Vcr,

C7

Vocal Concert l>y Shaw's Quabtette each

20 @ 130

@ 51
@ 48
@ 45
Char. I. C... 15 50 @18 00
Char. I. X... 18 50 @19 00
Gunpowder.
Tobacco.
Blasting.6 50 @ 7 00 Fives & Tens,
Sporting_.8 50 @ 9 00 Best Brands 70 @ 80
Medium_ 00 @ 65
Hay.
(Common... 55 @
PressedfHonlo 00 @16 00
60
Loose.14 00 @16 00 Half lbs. best
Straw.9 50 @10 50
brands. 75 @ 80
Hides and Skins.
Nat’lLeaf, lbs.1 00 @ 1 25
Buenos Ayres 80 @ 32 Navy tbs. 75 @ 85
Western. 18 @ 19
Twine.
9 Cotton Sail...
Slaughter_ 8
@120
Calfskins.... 18 @ 20 Flax.
@ 75
Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 50
Varnish.
Iron.
Damar.3 50 @ 4 50
Common. 5 @
51 Furniture_2 75 @ 3 00
Com. Refined. 5*@
6] Coach.3 50 @ 0 50
Swedish.
9
W ood.
8*@
10
Haru, retail. 11 00 @12 00
Norway.. 9*@
Cast Steel.... 28 @ 30 Soft.6 50 @ 7 50
German Steel. 20 @ 25 Klndllngpb >x 35 @ 50
Eug.Blis.Steel 25 @
Wool.
Spring Steel.. 12£@ 16 Fleece. 00 @ 65
Sheet Iron,
Pulled. 60 @ 75
81 Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 50
English..... 74@
R. G. 10 @ 11}
Zinc.
Russia..... 50 @ 55' Sheet MossclRuss.Imit'n 30 @ 35
maun.
16J@ 18

Expressly corrected

CLOAKS,

—

Doors open at 6]—Lecture to
o'clock.

l’lar“

Auctioneers.

M. PATIKV,
Kxcliaii^c Sir on.

12

Tickets for the Course of eight Lectures, $1.00: for

Tin.

Banca,

SPBV

V

\£.‘"*'*>

BAILE* 4

31—dfcf

(V*

tk A

carrlaBe, **‘,r

vyaccount of whom If may concern, fo pav eartsue.
ritorago, au«l other bills of exiiense, (Mice (hairs, Tublo. Books. Papers, Racks, £e.
No lHWtpoucuicut.
n 25til

evening.
the

Sleigh.-,

neighborhood,

BOSTON.

OF

1®
17*
19

Crushed. 19J@ 19J
Granulated... 19J@ l»j
Powdered.... 19$@ 19*
Teas.
Souchong_ 75 @ 90
Oolong. 95 @ 1 00
Oolong, choicel 10 @ 115

Japan,.1

Lecturoa

Hon. Judge Thos. Russell,

SUBJECT—Claims of
Under Reconstruction.

121@

lb..

CLQTHS,

s

-IN-

15j@

Spices.
1

Cassia, p

uyh Hi,

s.

■MMUHf Blanket*, Rob,
Oct

Thursday Evening, Nov. 30, *65,

CITY

15! @
15! @

No. 1.

Boston.

First of the Course of Temperance
will be delivered at the
THE
CITY HALL,

@
15*@

13

of

way thr

GOOD TEMPLES' COURSE.

18

do.

we

KUWABP

Nov 24—dtd

Soap.

Western,
Superfine...8 25 @ 8
Spring Ex.10 00 @10
Choice do. 10 50
RedWinterll 75
White do. 12 00

00
00
00
00
17

@47 00
@38 00
10
@29 00
@ 18
8} Round Hog..
Hams. 24 @ 26
Bice.

£ ABU.

LargeNo.3.

00

Portland ..16 00 @17 00
Portl’d extl8 00 @19 00

ExtraClearSO
Clear.44
Mess.37
Prime.28

@

2J@

SapouWood..

Chicago,...1600 @17

9

SATURDAY,
11
shall
IIWKBY
11 Horse,
I* Uine St.,

One Price

o- Tickets tor the Course $1.2h
Doors open at 0—Lecturo to commence at«J l*. m.
l»er Order of Committee.

Clear pine,

21
48

66
80

5 lIort>et>, Carriages, Harnesses, &c.,
AT
AUCTION!

HALL,

Hepworth,
the

H,

G.

Rev.

@ 1 80

@
@

48 @
60 a
00 a
Rhubarb.0 50 a
Sal Soda. 6 @
Saltpetre. 17 a
Sulphur. 8 @
Vitriol. 18 @

BARGAINS!

Wednesday Evening, Xov. 20.
-BY-

On

L'ah.1
Lime.

Rcckl'd,cask.l

Auction Sales.

at

Light. 32 @
Mid. weight 39 @
Heavy. 39 @
Am.

LECTURES ! 5

CITY

IT

IN THEIR CHURCH,

ensuing year:
Flour—dull
neglected.
Wheat-quiet, opening at a decline of 2 3c, but
William W. Cross, Bridgton,Foreman- Urirallied and closed at 1 34 for No. 1; No.
subsequently
ah A. Berry, Slandudi ; William Caruev
complaints.
2 declined 5 @ 8c: sales at 95 o> 96.
Ephiaim Coding, Nathaniel White, PortlandCorn—very dulland declined 5 w) Gc, saloe at 46 for
Marshall S. Oram, Baldwin; Randall nov|e’ lias a fair descriptive power, but his concep- No. 1, and 48c for No. 2.
JBy Electricity
Oats—quiet at 26 o> 26$.
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
Brunswick; Daniel A. Fogg, New Gloucester1 tions of character have little vividness, andliis
High Wines—declined lc: sales at 2 24.
with
P.
leap
joy, and move with the agility and elastic
Samuel
Hancock, Otisiiehl; Nicholas Han- dialogue lacks spirit and dramatic reality And
Provisions—very dull. Mess Pork held at 28 (3> 29, tty
of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostson, Scarborough; James Jordan, Raymond-, we venture to
buyers oiler 25 00. Dressod Hogs—nothing doing.
none
that
hut
an
limbs
bitten
restored, the uncouth deformities resay
English
Receipts-4,400 bbls. flour, 75,000 bushels
Simeon Sawyer, VVe tluook; Francis W. ejeamoved; fhlntncss converted to vigor, weakness to
writer would have shown sucli looseness of ge- 39,000 busfiols of corn, 21,000 bushels of oats. wheat,
the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
strength;
burv, Yarmouth; Dennis M. Stullin, L'upe
bbls
of
Shipments—2,900
flour, 23,000 bushels of the
palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
Elizabeth; William Varney, Windham; Jo- ogvaphloal knowledge as to talk about the wheat, 62,000 bushels of com, 104,000 bushels of oats.
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Ule
seph II. Walker, Naples; Samuel S. Water- pruirivg in Connecticut 1 Despite, however, of
the calamities ot old age obviated and an
prexented;
Western mnd Southern Markets.
active circulation maintained.
nouse, Gorham; Benjamin White, Cumber- these drawbacks, the exciting character of the
land.
narrative with its
LADIES
Milwaukee, Nov. 28.
changing scenes of danger
Floor dull.
declined lc; sales at 1 27 @ Who have cold hanas and
feet; weak stomachs, lame
Judge Barrows came in during the forenoon, an doling, love and murder will secure for it a 1 27L ReceiptsWheat
1,300 bbls. of flour; 87,000 bushels and weak
nervous and sick headache: dizzibacks) in
The traverse jurors
and will hold the term.
of wheal.
great many readers
Shipments 1,700 bbls. of flour; 16,000 ness aud swimming
those who relish
the bead, with indigestion and
among
bushels
wheat.
do not come in until Tuesday, December 12th. this class ol novels.
constipation of the bowels; pain in the skip and back;
leucoi rhtea, (or whites) j falling of the womb with inWilmington, N. C., Nov. 28.
Bailey and Noyes have it.
There is a much larger amount of business to
Cotton—sales at 43$. Rosin mixed No. 2 t»
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, mnl all that lone
pale,
19 Oo. Spirits Tuipcntine dull; crude firm at 5 25.
train of diseases will find Ip Electricity a sprg mean*
come before the
than
usual.
Grand Jury
Tar at firm 10 35. Timber 10 @ 18. Lumber scarce
Sweet Clover; or Nellie ua.
of eure.
Eoj painful menhir nation, too profuse
About thirty persous are e infilled in jail awaitand in demand at 24
40.
inenqtfuotiop, apd all of those long line of trouble*
keeping. One’ volume 7«m« 'em
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
Boston:
ing action ujkon Unur several cases.
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
Stock M.arluitSi
The touching story of a little
vigor of health.
gin
havNew York, Nov. 28.
lost
her
Tee attention of our readers is called to the ing
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
mother, became her father’s h’ouse- Second Board.—Stocks stronger.
Dr. D. still continues to Extract feeth by Eleckcaper, and the carefnl guardian of her young- A met ican Gold...148
advertisement of Messrs.
United States 5-20 coupons, 1862,.101$
tricity without pain. Persons having decayed
Tukey & Watson, er brothers and sisters. The
who are prepared to repair or manufacture
history of the lit- United Statos 5-20 coupons, 1864,.98| teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetand Rock Island.1082
tie maiden’s trials and discouragements in
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
this Chicago
Fairbanks Scales in the best
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
manner.
Keeling.115
They difficult field is well told, and will he
Coal
followed
Cumberland
Co.
for family use, with thorough instructions.
433
have a thorough knowledge of tlieir
Y°rk Ceutra^.
business, with interest by all young and not a few older
Dr. D. can accoiuiiYidate a Jew patients with board
Frie
96| and treatment at his nbuse.
and any work entrusted to them will
he done readers,
Hudson..... .* \\
.’io§
QtHee hours froip 8 b'clopk A, M. to 12 M.; from
in a neat and faithful maimer.
Mlelb^an Southern
76
For sale by Bailey and Noyes.
’...........................
tq 6 P. M., and 7 to 0 in the evening.
rninois
Gopsidtatfon Ore#.
novllf
Central.;.„i33j
....

20
45

York,

New

_Miscellaneous.

LuctHrc °f the Course will be (leKver-

32

a
a

Candles.

Mouldplb...
Spenu.

Lead.
Sheet & Pipe. 16 @
Leather.

A.

31

@50 00
@42 00
@29 00
Shipping-21 00 @24 00
45 Spruce.17 00 @19 00
31 Hemlock.14 00 @16 00

Magnesia.
Naptha p gal.
Opium p lb. 10

f Per

Beef firm at id finer qualities improved. Pork scarce
—sales small.
Bacon eonskieiably lower with no
sales. Butter less firm. Cheese advanced 2s. Lard
stiU declining. Tallow quiot and slightly declined.

Family

8 00
6 50
60

Lard.

Barrel, ^ ih.. 30 @
Keys, p lb.... 31®

mTLl

..

“To mark a friend’s remains
These stones arise;
I never knew but one,
And here he lies.”

adjourned

improving, and is

Butter.
p lb... 42
Store. 28

that he erected to his own faithful

NOTICE!
Raleigh, N. C., Nov. 28.
,
Hon. Thos. Terrill, a staunch Union man,
was elected Speaker of the Senate, to-day.—

Green p brl. 5 50 @ 6 00
Cooking p bu.l 00 a 1 25
Dried p lb..., 18 @ 20
Western do. 15 a 18
Ashes.
Pearl p lb.none
Pot. #{@ 11
Beans.
Marrow p bu. 2 75 @ 3 00
Fea.2 75 a 3 00
Blue Bod.... .2 00 a 225
Box Shocks.
Pine,. so a 86
Bread.
Pilot p loo lb s 00 @1100

friendliness,
Brimstone, roil, @ 7 Am. Zinc,.. .13 50 @14 00
Rochelle Yel..
.1 45 a
4 j@
dog a Camphor
Cream Tartar 35 a 65 Eng.Ven.Hcd. 41®
monument with the laconic yet significant inIndigo,.1 50 a 1 92 Red Lead. 10 @ 18
Logwood ex... 18 a 19 Litliarge. 16 @ 18
scription :
Madder. 19 @ 20
Plaster.
ic

or

Organization of the Forth Carolina Legitluture.

Entertainflients.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Pkess, to Nov. 28.

Ship.7 00 a
Crackers pbrl 6 00 a
Crackcrspioo 55 a

Tha Fidelity of the Hog.

his master

The Markets.

JfEAK

MARKET SQUARE.
THE

OLD

20.

Cl T T HALL!

—

GEO.
Oct 20—disgiu

ANDERSON, Agent.

Nov. 18.

The St IKHiNKlt CARRIE MELVIN,
Master ttnls-rt G. Watt, 192 tons burthen, will -ail from Burnham’s Whart,
Tuesday, 28th inst, for Norfolk, Va.
For Weight apply •<>
u, T. S. BICE & CO.,
Commercial St.
_

till'_tu
Lout!

A largeBlack N.-wfimmllond I tog, with
curly hair, and a brass Collar mi bis neck.
V sY
The Under will be suitably rewarded by
giving inlormnti.m wliei o lie can be found,
BOSS & BROS.,
it
Commercial St.
Nov ‘.3—dlw*

Half Million Dollars Worth

Request.]
National Th» lksgivina Hymn.

TO BE DISPOSED

EDWAltO P. NOWHLL.
nation!
the Lord, O, ransomed
Him all, irom sea to sea;
r'Praise built
a firm loundation,
H hath
BY

to receive.

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
All to be Sold for ONK UOL.I.AU Eucl* J
Boxes,
*90 to $130 each
«
with Bolls and
Cash n»u,
2(io to coo
500 Silver ’1 eapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to 50
300 Musical

150

5oo
1000
2500

Infiuite Jehovah! aid us,
While we in Thy favor stand,
To remember Thou hast made us
A regenerated land!
And while time shall with us linger,
May we love the J ust and Right,—
Seeing Freedom’s guiding finger
Pointing to eternal light!

HUMPHREYS’
HOMCEOPATUIC SPECIFICS,
PROVED, from tins most ample experien«, aoeo.ire success; bimplc-Prompt-Elliare Use only Ucdioines
cieut, and Reliable. Ttioy
use—so simple that
perfectly »dap e.l to popular
iu
made
be
thorn; so harmless
using
mistakes cannot
and so ellicieut as to be alas to be free from danger,
the
raised
cornhave
ways reliable. They
meadation from all, and will always render »a tibiae

HAVE

highest

Ct8.
25
25
or
of
25
Crying-Colic
infiu|t8,
£5
Dior rut a of children or adults
25
Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting.. 25
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
25
Neuralgia Tootliachc, Faceachc,
Headaches, Sick-lleadache, Vertigo, 25

No. 1 Cures Fevers% Congestion, Inflainatinns,
2
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
11

3
4
5
6
7
*•8
9
10
ll

Teething

4‘

•*

44
44

Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
Suppressed or painful Periods,

“12

[25
25
25
25
25
25
50
60
60
60
60
50
50
50
50
50
60

Whites, too profuso Periods,
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing,

*•

13
14
44
15
‘*16
"
17
44
18
19

Erysipelas Eruptions,

Salt Rheum

Rheumatism, Rheumatic Fains.
Ague. Chill Fever, Agus,
Piles, bliud or bleeding,
Ophthatmy, and sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh acute or chronic, lidlueuza,
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges, impaired Bearing,
Scrofula enlarged Glands, Swellings,
General Debility Physical Weakness,
Dropsy. and scanty Secretions
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
50
Kidney Disease. Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
I 00
involuntary Discharges,
Sere Mouth, Canker.
00
Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed,
50
even
with
Painful Periods,
Spasms, 50
1 00
Sufferings at Change of Life,
St.
Vitus’
Epilepsy. Spasms,
Dance, 1 00
60
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
Fever and

“20
•*

21
22

“23
“24
25

*•

“26
27

“28
29
“30
•‘31
“32
33
“34

41

5000

Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
Studs, &c.,

GoldTobthpick?,

In all transactions

we

shall charge for for-

Liberty St», New

Nov 4—d3mos

OF

COMPANY.

ease.

City*

York

july2C’65eod)y

the 1st day of November,
ot State of Maine.

1665,

to

Nov. 14, 1865.

W. D.

$34,554.70

LESTER, Secretary.

Agent,

PORTLAND.
Is open Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATI6N, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal lias had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that
my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, ere good all
over this great world ; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) in
any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Rooms
lor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, §c,

full, thorough, complete, practical and

expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.

This Is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, ho that
no one can pass through the course without obtaining a thorough counting-room education.
Mr. Browu would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude lor
their kindness and liberal patronage (lie past 11 teen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicits otherfavors!
R. N, BROWN*

Bepl9dcod&wly

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States

of America,
Maine, ss.

l
)
lo Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge ot the United States District Court,
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Informations a-ryl
Libels have been filed in said Court, viz:
An Information against TWO BABRfcLS OF
NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized by the Collector of
Internal Revenue r the first Collection District oi
Ma ne, at Portland, in said District on the eleventh
day of August last past.
An Information against FIVE BARBELS OF
NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized by the Collector of
Internal Revenue for the First Collection District
f
Maine, at Portland, in said District, on the eighth
day of August last pa3t.
An Information against ONE HORSE; ONE EXDistrict oi

PURSUANT

PRESS WAGON; ONE HARNESS; TWO KEGS
BRANDY; ONE KEG JAMAICA RUM; THRICE
KEGS WHISKEY; TWO KEGS WHISKEY;
FOUR CASES GIN, seize 1 by the Collector of the
District of Bath, on the thirtieth day of
August last
past, at the Forks of the Kennebec River, in said
District.
A Libel against THE SCHOONER MARY LIZZIE and TWO HUNDRED and TEN BARRELS OF
MACKEREL, seized by the Collector of the District
of Portland and Falmouth, on the twelfth
day of
September last past, at Portland, in sail District.
A Libel against THE SCHOONER LUCY
NEAL,
her tackle, apparel and furniture, seized by the Collector of the District of Macliia3, on the tenth
day oi
October last past, at Jonesborough, in said District.
An Information against FIFTY CASES OF
GIN,
seized by the Colleclov of the District of Portland
an l Falmouth, on the twentieth
day of October last

dasL at Portland in said District.
Which seizures were lor breaches ol the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in said
Informations aud Libels; that a
and trial
will be had thereon at Portland, in said District,
on tho Sixth day qf December next; where
any per
sons interested therein, may apj»ear and show
cause,
if auy can be shown, wherefore the same should not
be decreed foi feit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-second day of November, A. D. 1865.
F. A. QUINBY,
Dep. U. S. Marshal,
Nov 22—did
Dist. oi Maine.

Copartnership.
der the
THE

a

and firm of

name

KING

&

copartnership un-

DEXTER,

Ami having purchased the itock of Chase, Littlefield
‘'ontinue the general HARDWARE BU?wS°*'
SINE S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.
—^
«

PorUand, Sept. 22,1865.

^r* 5* *?*

Chase,

so

long and favorably known

to the Hardware trade of
Portland, will remain with
the new firm
gc*p29 ’65 tf

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have Oils day formed a conart
nersMp under the style at
8. k. JACKSON & SON.
lot the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Shwyer’s Whart, foot of
High Street.
8. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
„
Portland, Jane 12,1805—tf

THE

t

Cough., Cold,
Be careful

to

Throat and

I*ure

Cod Xjiver Oil
Me'Uclnal use by REED
J°lhave
TLER Sc CO., who
facilities for obtaining nil

CVTlvi

^ Bottles,

NovT^wt',gqLiallly'

pi JVp;

M^UCIIanti?

pOMMISSION
n o' Cf’
K
(j York, execute ordere Lr wwi
way'.N®w
of

required dimension with despatch
terms.
to

are

ot

order.__oclSn
Copartnership^

Dissolution of

Staples,

tual consent.

LOCKE.

Portland,

under the

Comp’y,

OF PITTSFIELD, Ma r.
In conformity with the Laws of the Stale of Maine.
Capital Stock, (all poiil up,)
$150,000.00
Loans on Heal Estate, (worth $9.'>,000)
90,221.70
Bank Stocks,
29,820.00
Loan on Bauk Stocks, &c., collaterals)
49.009.6i
Bail Boad Stock,
100.00
Pittsfield Coal Gas Stock,
1.575.00
Uuited StatesJSevcn- thirties,
32,000.00
Massachusetts 7 3-10 per cent. Loan,
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,

17,139.00
20,943.91
1^03.47

Personal Property,

Total,
Surplus

$241,720.70
*91,720.75

Capital,

over

Premium Notes,
none.
Losses adjusted and due,
none.
E. H. KELLOGG, President.
Signed,
J. N. DUNHAM, Secretary.
Commonweal Mi of Massachusetts, I
e
o
Berkshire, ss, Nov. I860. j
Sworn to before me,
Samuel E. Howe,
[Stamp.]
Justice ot the Peace.

w. JJ.

LITTLE,

Gen.

Nov 28-dtf

Agent,

PORTLAND.

Nov.

H. F. LOCKE,
HORATIO STAPLES.
nolldJw

11th, 1865.

Wanted.

Two Schooners trom 50 to 100
burthen to load for Boston.

three-story BllICK TENEMENT, No. 14
Brown Street—a very desirable residence—in
complete repair.
Also—The two-story Brick House No. 23 Fore St.
Inquire of
D. H. INGRAHAM,
101 Middle Street.
Nov 4—dtf

U. T. S. HICE & CO.,
63 Commercial St.

M

Mov 17—dtf

Agents

EITHER Ladies

Address
onC(1» with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
1«1 Middle“J
St., Portland, Me. P. 0. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3ra

Wanted.

Coat
CUSTOM
prices paid.

and

Makers—HIGHEST

Pant

w. F. CHISAM, 96 Exchange St.
Portland, Nov. 15—d4w

Wanted.

Agent

town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient aud useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call
on, ov addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO..

ishing Village

State.
To one who understands the business thoroughly,
permanent situation will be given.
The best of references required. Apply to
S. T. CLEVELAND & CO.,
novl4 d3w*
No. 4 Free Street Block.

An Owner Wanted.

left at this office
than
goods
six months ago, which had been previously adAPIECE
lost. Unless
vertised
within four
more

10—dtf

on

of two lots in one,
For particulars,

for
water
Box

one

BY

JPIIN E. PALMER,

Middle St.

fiunily without children,

To load lumber at

same

place for Galves-

Must

44
44

Spirits Turpentine,
Wilmington Tar,
Wilmington Pitch,

44

s

Oider, Butter, Pickles, Buckwheat Flour,
Apples, &c.,

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails.
*

PassexgeiicI Booked to

Londonderry

and

Liverpool.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
MORAVIAN, Capt. Aiton. will
sail from this port for
Liverpool, SATURDAY, 2d
December, immediately ailcr the arrival oi (lie train
of Ills previous da;/ from Montreal.
To he followed by the North
American, on the9th.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$C0 to $80
Steerage,
§26
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
it. & A. ALLAN,
5 G. 1. R. Passenger
Depot.
Portland, Nov. 25lh, 1805.
no27tf

Bradstreet’s

Rubber

Moulding

AND

Weather

&T

CO.’S

Sept 27—dtf

more

desira-

ble ,han double windows, ami afforded at
one-fourth
the cost. Ii has never in a
single instance failed to
giye satisfaction—and peifeci satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will bo refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not tail to
have it applied to their Dwellings not onto as
regards
health and comfort, but as a matter ol economy, foi
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-half the fuel that would
otherwise be required to make the appartinent comfortable.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S
EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips* and
Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to bounces if desired.
Parties in the State desiring largo or small quantities of
Weather Stripn and Mouldings!

WD1 please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be filled for the Stato of Maine;
when sent by Express Companies C. O. 1).
In ali
other cases the money must accompany the order.
A gonf* Wanted throughout the State. Information will be

given in regard

to terms upon applica-

tion by letter or in person.
WHITTEN & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
Nov 28— d3m

Inducements

FOB r A BILES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale
large quantity ol
THEdcrfrable
building lots in the West End of the

A

Real Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.

of Waterville
Sts. Terms easy, io suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37 ,l Middle St.
corner

:ity, lymq on Vaughan, pine, Neal, Carltou, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushuian, Lewis, Bramhall, Monunent, Danturth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
f desired by the purchasers, and to
parties who will
>uU<* l'ousca of, satisfactory character,
will addemred, one fourth ql the cost qfthey
Utncf,
y
building, on
house.
From pari ies who
completion qf the
build .n
cash

paymkntJ“

Apply every day except
from nine to ten
h. M., at the office of the
where obiiis
Jiay be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J B. BROWN & SONS
Portland, May 3, 18C5.

Sunday,
subscribers,

•nayitf

J.

KIKES,

W.

as

and Shcrbrook

SALE.

finely located Real Estate, on the

cor-

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF
8 BEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTEK, and tVKSTKKN PRODUCE generally.

Apples!

J illy 6.—dtf

Real Estate for* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.
VERY desirable residence in (Jape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland Bridge.
The house is

closets, &c.,

all in

complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, aud for beauty of location isthisui^assed in this a icinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire atj
208 Congress 8t.
july25dtf
Portland, Me.

ELEVEN
To Let

Lease for

a

The Wharf

b.

with

Apples

Whit

Union Wharf and
about 1500 square ft.,
For fur-

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6£ Union Wharf.

LEAD, Dry

LITHARGE,
Lead,

McGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS,

No. 1G1 Comm< rcial Street.

Boat-House for Sale.
Customs Boat-House at Main Wharf,
rjlHE
M. sale.
ot
Inquire

ct ’3

dtf

a

Red

Glass-m: ers’

by Druggists

&

General

CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs.

ontlSdtt

■J-HULW 2U01 PB8H

AT A

SALE

THE

-also,A number of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
l1'. 11. RANDALL, on the premises,
or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall &
Woodbury’s,
*
Commercial St.
Aug. 20—dtf.

For Sale.
Dwelling Home and Lot of L'tnd No. 3 Mont
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 n 50 feet.
House two stories, in good repair. Inquire ot
S. L. CARLETON, Attorney at Law,
x

THE

No. SO I diddle Street.

nov2dtf

A Desirable Souse <£ Lot for Sale.
The House and Lot on Frai'Alin SL, resl■I dence of the late Edward Femalil. The house
Jvis two-story, roomy, and in good repair, with
good Stable. Lot about 50x120 feet.

fA
■

a

C. C.

HINE,

OLIVER A.

Secretary.

DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
Fore Street* Portland* Me*

X Co.,
Agents.

Munger

oot&lly

Bonny-Eagle,

Newfleld,
Parsonsfiold and O^sipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.1865—dlf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

ton.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at l P. M.
Stages connect with traius at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this line.

Inquire of

JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, Nov. 11th—dSw

LIFE INSURANCE.

Waterville, June 22,1865.

Ot

11: quire ol

JAMES E. CARTER
4 Portl!u*l
Pier,
Second National Bank.

STEPHENSON,-

Equitable
Of

Life Assurance
the

United

Society

Staten*

(Located in New YoTk City, Organized July 25, 1859,)
WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.j
GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

in Six

Years.)

First.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies declared non

forfeitable after three

For Sale.
valuable Family Horse; to he sold

AVERY
fault, hut because the owner has
H.
Call
Nov 28—dtf

As a remedy for kidney complaints, the White l’ine
Compound stands unrivalled. It was not originated
fur thit purpose; but a person iu using it for auough.
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured
of a kidney difficulty oi teu years’ standing. Hince
that accidental discovery many thousands have used
it lor the same coinplaiut, and Iiave been completely
was

RAILWAY,

Canada.

above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,

no use

m

not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personunless
notice
is
al)
given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $60;) additional value.
C. J. BRYDQES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 1,1866novfrltf
are

Grand Trunk Railway.

the virtue oi the White Pine Compound. It has
an unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very
of the Whife Pint Compound have
been sold and used with the happiest effects.
It
■peaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the people where it
been

in its praise.
is prepared are
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient
to remove a bad cough, and frequently I have known
a cold entirely removed in two days,
persons to have
by using'ess than half a bottle. From one to two
teaspoonfuls is a large dose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on golug to bod.
confine myself in
The limits to which I
this circular will not allow of that full expression
which I would like to give iu favor of the White Pine
Compound It is universally admired by all who use
it,—it has attained to such a popularity among those
whose opiuion is valuable indeed, that vanity may
possibly in part prompt me to record more here than
hurried peop'e will have patience to read; so I will
stop, by merely recommending fo kll who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the

high

purposely

White Pink Compound.

years, for

a pro

rata

General Western Ticket Office,

Exchange Street.

137“ Fares from *4 to *7 lower via. tlio Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
BEACH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS.
Broadway, New York. | Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

E. P.
27C

E.
90

August

PRINGLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

10—dfim

Important to Travelers

fcr

tggSaSjjji

THB

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

D.

LITTLE

all the great Leading Routes to ChicaCleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, Bt, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fro., and is prepared to furnish Through Tiokets
from Portland te all the principal Citlos and Towns
in the l.yal States and the Canadas, at the

Agent
IS go,
Cincinnati,
for

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful talormation cheerfully furnished.
TnavBLLEu. will find it graatly to their advantage
to proouie Through Ticket, at the
Portland Railway Ticket Offioe. ,31 ExW. D.

by early application at this offioe.
March

no

for him.

ft,

18U.

traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits

!•*

-tjj

OOMPOTTND,
Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after having been proved by the test of eleven years,
in the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.
THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generallv. It is a remarkable remedy
for fcidnev Complaints, Diabetes. Difficulty ol Voiding Urine, Bleed-

from the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Tiles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.

White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
ur columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
The

many

who know

him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. His experience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.—Botton
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor ot the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

Compound.
“The White PineJCoropound is advertised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for it is ineioasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very boBt medicine ior Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once

from our own
used it will be without it. We
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
sure.
The greatest inventions come by accident, and
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
tov Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so It is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not counclertenance what is wrong. For years a
gyman. studying medicine to find remedies for his
a
delicate
with
consumptive
look,
ailments,
standing
with one foot upon the grave, he made he discovery
which has saved himself, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never
knew' a more conscientious, honest, upright man,
and are glad to state that we believe whatever ho
says about his White Pine Compound.”

speak

Baptist

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

BOSTON PASTOR

FROM A

Boston, Jane ary 16,1*>62.
Rev. J. W Poland M 1)
Dear Sir:—Vour White Pine Compound has lieen

used in my family, and 1 know of ethers who have used
it, always with a good effect, and 1 feel fully justified,
and it is with pleasure that 1 say that 1 regard it (unlike most preparations of the day,) as wholly deser*
ingof the enure conUdenee of the public. Not only
dof consider it a sale, but
diseases of the throat.

au

*

„

LETTER FROM REF. L. C.

of Baptist

STFFENS,
Church^QqJstoum Centre, N. 11.

Dr J. W. Poland—My Dear Sir:—You asked me
what 1 think of your White Pine Compound. 1 never
before put pen to paper to tall auy man what I
thought ol a patent medicine. My lather, a physician of the o d school, early led me to serious suspic ions of all nostrums of whatever kind not
the stamp of that fraternity. But these suspicions I
have parted with by degrees, as I have carefully acof liymyself with the leading
rop&thy, Homoeopathy, Thouipsonia ism, Eclecticism, and other systems which have claimed public
favor within the last twenty-live y ears ; so that I
feel at liberty on this ground to speak iuy' convictions.
Then tho
which 1 feel for you, as a former
Baptist pastor-obliged to relinquish the ministry
merely on account of illheu 1th, l»u still cherishing
all »he ardor of your early years for this blotted
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other ways to
iued me, as ^matproclaim the g orious
ter of
to comply with your request.
In 1863 luecame acquainted with Deacon Holmes
Boardinan, of Maine, bro her of the lata George Dana Boardumn, formerly missionary in Burmali, and
from him lor the flrst time learned the wonderful
be had a
medicinal qualities of white
hark
few years before been brought to the borders of the
grave by what the best of phy sicians pronounced
consumption, and was given up to die,
but was nevertheless entirely cured by' a preparation
made by his own hands from this bark.
Since that
time, until 1 became acquainted with your ar icle, I
have been surprised that no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

hearing

principles

3uainted

Gospel—inc

pine

pine.

your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention ? and I have not failed
to acquaint myself w*tha sufficient number of facts
to produce a settled judgment as to i s va ue. Homo
of
my own family have triod it with signal benefit.—
I believe it one at the best cough medicines ever prepared. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine, I have
reason to believe it to be all it claims, as a remey for kidney diseases and diabetes
Yours truly,
L C. STEVENS.
soon os

5ood

Hass

app'y

eight

Compound.

Compound:

“Tho White lMne Compound is advertised at much
our columns, and we are
happy to learn
that the demand for it is increasing beyond all previmr
ous expectations.
It is the very best medicine
coughs and colds we know of, and no family
We
once used i will ever be without it.
our own know edge, it is sure tokil• a cold, anV
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Shawls!

assortment of hand made SHA WLS,

to

wrong

be

284 Congress St.,

Agent,
cor,

pursues one system of treatment, in nijst cast-'
ing an indiscriminate use of that anti,mated
an
1
gerou* weapon, the Mercury.
HAVE CONFIDENCE.

All who have committed an except
ol an)
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth or the
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in inalurcr
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN
SEASt

The Pain* and Ache*, and Lassitude and Ni
Prostration that may follow Impure t'oilion,
the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure
low: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcer*, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Los* of Beauti
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIH
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE*
Young men troubled with emissions in sh**
complaint generally the result of a had ha
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cur*
ranted or no charge made.

Hardly

a
passes but we are consulted 1
or more young man with the above disease, s*
whom are as weak and emaciated as though th*

of

day

the consumption, and by their friends
xuppi
liave it.
All such case* yield to the
proper am
correct course of treatment^ and in a snort til
made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
• There

many men at the age of thirty wli
troublc« 1 with too frequent evacuations from the
often
der,
accompanied by a slight smarting or
the system lii ani:
ing sensation, and
the patient cannot account for.
On examinin
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be Iand sometimes small particles of semen or alb
will appear, or the color will be of a thin mllkis)
changing to a dark and turbid appeal
There are many men who die of this difficulty, l
ant of the cause, which is the
are

again

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNI
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, t
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
orgai
Persons, who cannot personally consult the
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a descri
of their diseases, and the appropriate renu die

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and *
returned, if desired.

Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Midd
Street], Portland
tF" Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electric Medical
TO

For years
to

a

bup-

^l(l tem^fes

fVrh ! .^nfSnia foot saved
upon the g ave, he made the
him-elf and ca' cd out
Sui'lf1?/."which has
discovery
testimonials
i.thers tho
no,HU,b c
"
ever

strongest

Po'.ncffor y ears, and

we imve know I)r.

knew a “lore

I

conscientious, honest, upright

and wrarog a.1 tostute
he says about his W bite

Centre

THE

Infirm a

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly n rites all I Julies
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms.
Temple Street, which they will find arranged ibi
accommodation.
I>r. U.*h Elec tic Renovating Medicines are un
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulaii
Female Irregularities. Their action is speciti
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will tinu it invaluable in au«na*eH <
structions after all other remedies have Men 11
vain, it is
vegetable, containing noth
the least injurious to the health, and may lie
at ail times.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with full dirw
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner
Porth

especial

purely
safety

ofMiddle),

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of
A lady of experience in constant at
Janl .186&1& w 1

own sex.
ance.

HBLMBOLD’S

Fluid

Buch

Extract

F\)R Weakness arising from Indiscretion. Th»
I1 hausted powers of Nature, which are aceom
led by m many aiamii| tynploni, mod«i w
will he foumi Indisposition to Exertion, Loss ol
ory. Wakefulness, Horror of Disease, or Forebis
of Evil; in fact Universal Lassitude Frostra
and inability to enter into the enjov meats of voc
The Constitution once affected with Organic h
nr**, requires the nid o! medicine to strengthen
invigorate the System, which Hentboltl'a Extract
chu iu variably does. If no treatment is subnntu
Consumption or Insanity ensues.

Hembold’s Fluid ExtractBuchu
afTec'ions peculiar to “Females” is uneuualli
auy other preparation, as in Chlorosis or Ketci
PalnfulnesA or Suppression of Customary Evi
in

ions L Icerated or Xch rrous State of the U ter u s;
all complaiuts incident to the sex, whether ar
from habits of
imprudence in, or th
o iue or change of life.

dissipation,

EXT. BUC

FLUID

HEMBOLD’S

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,
Will

exterminate from the system
radically
at littc
from habits of

arising

little or

dissipation,

Disc
exp<

no change in diet.no inconvenience or ex

ure; complete y superseding tiiose unpleasant
dange ous remedies, C'opaiva and Mercury ii

these diseases.

Use
FL UJD

Helmbold's

T
EXTRAC
*

B UCH V

In all diseases of these organs, whether txistin
Male or Female, from whatever cause original
It is peasur
and no matter how longstanding
taste and iAor,immediaieiu action.and intro stiAliof
of
the
than
any
ening
preparations bark or iro»
Tims? sutlerinv from Broken Down or Delicate •
at once.
stitutions, procure the
The render must l»e aware that however slight
be the attack of the above diseases, it is certaiu t<
feet his bodily heal h, mental powers and happii
Ail the above diseases require the aid of a diurc

HELMBOLD'S EXTRACT BUCL
I* the

Helmbold’s

that wo he ieve whatPine Compound.

Great

Diuretic.

Concentratec

Highly

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARU.
For purifylns tli® blood, removing nil chronic eoi
tutional diseases arising from an impure state of
blood,and the only reliable and effectual known >
edy for the cure of Scrofula, Scald Head,Salt Rhe
Pains and Swelling of the Bones. Ulceration of
Throat and Legs, Blotches. Pimples on the race,
of the sk
and all

Scaly Eruptions

ter, Erysipelas,

AND BEAUTIFYING

THE

COMPLEXION

Not a few of the worst disorders that affect muni

arise from the corruption that accumulates in
Of all the discoveries that hare licen mat
purge it out. noueoan equal in effect HELMBOI
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and renovate* the Mood, instils the vigi
health into the system, and purges out the hui
winch make disease. It stimulates the healthy ft
tions of the body,and expells the disorders that g
and rankle in the blood. Such a roimdy that co
be rolled on, has long beeu sought for, and now,
the first time, the pub ic have one on which they
depend Our space here does not admit of certitie
to show its effects, but the 1 rial of a single bottle
show t he sick that it has virtues surpassing any tl
they have ever taken.
Two i&blespooufullsofthe Extract ef Sarsapai
added to a pint ot water Is equal to the Lisbon
Drink, and one bottle is folly equal to a gallon o|
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoction as usu
made.
These Extracts have been wtmitted to use i„
Untted States Army, and are also in very general
iu all the State Uospf als and Public Sanitary lust
tions throughout the laud, as well as in private p
tices, and are considered as invaluable remedies.

blood

See Medical

com.iumptive look,

Properties of Buchu,
of the UNITED ST AT

FROM DISPENSATORY

See Prof. Dkweb’s valuable works on the Prucl
of Physic
See remarks made by the late celebrated Dr. Ph
of Philadelphia.
8ee remarks made by Dr Ephraim M’Dowel
celebrated Physician and Member of the Royal t
and published in the Tri
lege of
a tions of the King and Queen s Journal.
See Medio Chirurgical Review, pub ishfd by f
• I Surge*.i
jam in Travers, Fellow ot Royal
See most of the’at« Standard Works of Meuicii

Surgeons,Ireland,

TheWhite Pine Compounds

College

EXTRACT BUCHU,
**
SARSAPARILLA.

Proprietor,

Sold by all Druggists.
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J.

W.

POLAND, M

Medicine
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Retail Dealers

in

everywhere.

J. W. PERKIHS, W y. PHILLIPS, uhU h.
HAY lieneral Agents for I he Slate or M nine.

Nowr-eodieowJiu.

DRUG AND CHEMICAL WAREHOU,
504

D.

DR. SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders 3hould be addressed.

Sold by Wholesale and

Principal Depot-

HELMBOLD’S

PAINE'S,
No. 13 Market Square.

Perfect Piano Forte!
Only Patent
Isolated Piano. Call and

oc3eoIseow3m

known.

-XK

Under the supervision of

of

convinced.
PABMELEE’S
A. M. McKENNEY,

JH**"*•

strength,

106 llanover Street, Boston,

Maine.
General Agrnti for
Oct S—d&w3m ___

The

preparatory studies tits him for all the duties
tulnll. yet the country is flooded with j»oor n,
and cure-alls,
purporting to be tlie best iu tbe
are not only
useless, but always injurious. 'J
fortunate should be 1’Agi tuLAlt iu select'
physician, as It is a lamentable yet incont
syphilitic pilients an
UK* mine,) constitutions
miserable with
hy inoitr,
from Inexperienced
hi general pi
physicians
lor it is a point
conceded by the Vest
generally
ographers, that the studv and management o
complaints should engross the whole Ume »l
who would he competent and successful
iu tb, ii
meut and core.
The Inexperienced general I
loner, having nettlier opportunity nor Ume h
ldnisell acquainted with their
patholecv con

remedy

March 19, 1863.

Dr. Poland:—I fee’ it my duty to inform you of
the very gieat beueflt which I have received from the
In August, 1861,
use of your White Pine Compound.
I tOi-l|a very severe co d. which continued to afllict
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very severe c?jugli,nii ht sweats and some h eeding, proha
bly from the throat. Through the fall and winter my
cough was very distressing, reducing my Uesa and
I tried
and rendering me unlit for labor
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, howIn March, 1862,
ever valuable, gave me any re lef.
as you may remember, 1 wrote to you stating my difficulties and asking ad vicea* You seut me some of the
White Pine Compound. I commenced taking it, and
immediate y began to amend. At tho time of writing to you my weight was only 135 pounds. In five
weeks I was out iu active labor, and in a few mouths
gained up to 165 pounds. 1 know that it was tho
White Pine Compound which did all this for me. I
soon began to have persons
to me for the medicine, and as you s now, I ordered it for sale. In
mouths, though without much exertion, 1 disposed of
hA'J bottles of tho Compound here on the Cape.
I would add that several persons of my acquaintance, whose condition was as hopeless as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine
The White Fine compound, advertiser! at leuzth In
our co’uran?, is not only as to its uame inviting, but is
a highly approved medicine, Dr. J. *
Poland, tho
inven‘o% has the confidence of *he many who know
a
confidence
which
he
while
him,
laboring
enjoyed
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. His experience as a sufferer led lnm to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.
[Boston
watchman tmd Reflector.
The editor of tho Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Dal y, thus speaks of the

H. H. HAY,

hesold cheap at
Anoon
Nov! 3. d2w*

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person must
that remedies handed out for
general use sbou
their efficacy established by well tested expert
tlic hands of a
regularly educated physician1

pulmonary

As

r,n

Cess.

sympathy

duty,

recently contracted, entirely

perfect

New Eaglaid Botanic Depot*

W. F. PHILLIPS,

Shawl*, Shawls,

or

dregs of disease from the system, and ®a
and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention ol thcafliicfrd
tact of his long stauding and well-earned r* pu
““
furnishing sulficient assuranee of his »LU*
the

efficient remedy for all

Will be manufactured in (Vitureat the

J. W. PERKINS,

50 cent* per bottle.

thousands of the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a immanent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
cure.
For sale by all Druggist*. 50 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
noviodew
Boston, Sole Agent* tor New England.

who is a practicing physior West Randolph, Vt
cian, as well asa preacher, iu a letter to l>r. P, dated
May 21, 863, says: “1 And it an excellent medicine
in kidney disease.”

GEORGE W SWETT, M. D„

Lungs.

GOODWIN & CO« 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Solo Agents tor New England.

REF. H. D. HODGE.

Brewster,

W. POLANDS Mi

the inventor, has the confidence of

colds I

coughs, and in some cases of serious kiuney difficulties, with excolleut results. Several of our friends
have also received much beueAt from the Compound.
We intend to keep it always on hand
and

FROM ELERY E- CAHOON.

AVHITE PINE

*

D8.SmcKUNlVS MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is war an ted to cure Cough*,Cold*. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

Jo*
■•'5® ky Druggist*.
QEO C.

by members of my family, for several years, for

so

England Remedy. ^

•** Dr. J.

divided among the

CrogMfort

New

&

efficacious and valuable thun

seeing au advertisement of your White line Compound, to give the medicine a trial. It has been u*ed

THE GREAT
*

Sept 27, 1865—d&wGm

Rev. J.K.Chrseof Kumney,N. H., write?:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Cominva uable remedy. I can truly say that

[Several other clergymen and physicians have alwritten o Dr. P., nigh y approving of his White
Pine Compound ]

marSOdfcwtf

aruount.’f

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured

PACKARD,
Np, 61 Exchange St,

LITTLE. Agent.

Passag. Tickets for California, by the Old Lins
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may he seonred

any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—Nd"other company ever organized either in Europe or America, has experienced such exare

ttamach and other kindred organs.”

Pastor

APPLY TO THE

JAS.

medlciU

■tauding

weakening

targe number of important testimonial
have already been received from Physician?, Clergymen, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes iu sospeaking in the most tia taring terms of the
ciety,
White Pine Compound.
Dr N ichols of Northfield, Vt ,says:
“I And the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections
but also in affections of tho kidneys, debility of the
A very

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

90

—

large quantities

m.

Temple Street,

he can be consulted private!/, #n,
the utmost confluence by iliu
hours uaily, ami from 8 A. M. to 1# p. M.
Dr. II. addresses those w bo are suiter ing und
affliction ol private diseases, whether arising
Impure connection or the terrible vice of seifs
Devoting his entire time to tliut parti, ular bnn1
profession, he leeis warrantt-,1 in o
the
KANi'hEiM* A Cube in all Oases, whether

on

810 a.
1 45 f,

From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
The Company

by Dr. Poland in I860
Manchester, the W'liite Piue Comwritten

as even more

m e

Third.—Its cash income is greator than that ol

a

Apply
IS, "1865.dtf

November

on

cheap.

1 have just taken the Compound for a cold, and
it works charmingly.”
Hon. P. H Swcctser of South Reading, writes-.
“Having long known something of the valuable
medical properties of tho White Pine, 1 was prepared

r^TfVHImriiri On and after Monday, Nov. 6<A,1865,
u llp^wwwtraina will run as follows
Morning Train for 8outh Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 A m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montre 11 and Quobfc at 1101» m
This train connects with Kxppess train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage oan be received or checked after the

W.

To Rent.

Or, WM. H.
Nov 18—dtf

by

ever.

WINTEK ARRANGEMENT.

•I

No. 46 Dantbrtb

and lungs. To tost the value of it in the com aduded
to, I compounded a small quantity of tin- niuuUine
that I had been planning, and gave it in t«iu<p.>,,nf .1
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. Within two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, ami a sjioedy cure was effected.
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had been suffering for some weeks from a
a sudden cold, and had
bad cough, occasioned
She soon found
raised mucus vtreaked with blood.
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces
of it and got well. J. B. CJark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
preparation iu the ease of a severe cold, and was
cured immediately. He was go highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of success attending its
sa esif placed before the public, that he finally persuaded me to give it a name and send it abroad to
benefit the suffering. In November, 1855, 1 first advertised it under the name of White Pine Compound.
In two years from that time there hod been wholesaled in Manchester alone our hundred dollar’* worth,
where it took the lead of all the cough remedies in
the market, and itstili maintains thatposiiion. There
is good reason for all this; it is very soothing and
healiug iu its nature, is warming to the stomach, and
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly

Founda^au
regard it

jbne*23tf

GRAND TRUNK

THE

To Let.
Twr»t.riva?'' ^u,7?tehed Rooms, centrally located, in
LARGE and convenient tenement, centrally loApply
cated. Also store, good stand tbr Millinery
req"ir^14dH A
at 371 Middle Street.
busin-ss.
a

MORSE, Supt.

PRIVATE MEDICAL R00
WHERE

early in the spring of 1855 that this comoriginated. A mcmbei of my family was
pouud
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. 1 liad for somo months
previous thought that & preparation having for its
basis the inside bark of whitc.piue might be so compounded as to I>e very useful in the cose of the throat

TESTIMONIALS.

COMMENCE MONDA Y, June 26tk
yjy»**<fi9pi865 Trains leave Portland, Grand
Trank Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1 25 l\ M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leavo Lew is toil at 6 20 A. SI and arrive In Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7.30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for BosTo

nrasrfffn

TO

A<1 TJT

‘uxo.q
^ uxoqtnog aiautf miojj [lav* V
; 98J2 &1QPX •«*/ tvapi .1 oytodnfj

Business.

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.

Sold by oil Druggists.

Bias joj

BARGAIN!

Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a nrst-claas Carriage Manufacturing

TAYLOR, President.

CHARLES

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

JtiVX‘8—f

‘saaHxoHa 3sthg

FOR

At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick,

Trunk

century.

’AON

okeat baKoain.

BKNJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf*

half

ful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
■most elegant head-dress.

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

particulars, enquire of

a

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

is for

quarter to

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

Dealers

generally, and by

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

THE
Street, at
For

Oil. cED LEAD,

etc.

For sale

New York Estimate of the International*
As an indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take tho City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named In the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
v
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
fkr behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.—.Veto. York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real rnerUs
and s illful management ol this stei ling corporal i<m,

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

and Refined.

store.

INSURANCE.

Mrs. S. A. Allen's World's
Hair Restorer and Dress-

}:,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled

Sails and Bigging top Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Bloeks oi the
new IJrig
THE
Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved in perfect order. The draft ot the
spars can be
lunelG—dtf

and in

We are prepared to issue policies on DweUing
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

PU\E WHITE

Manufacturers of

N. PERRY, at the ShemTs Otilce, PortInquire
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may he
seen.
maylStf

our

Lead.

of New Y-

House Lots for Sale.

at

?

and Linseed Oil Co.,

iinoly located House Lot* in Cape ElizSEVERAL
abeth, three minutes’ walk lrom 'lie Cape Bridge
oi E.

seen

Dollars !

Million

One

insured.
Sixth.—Its ra'io of disbursements to receipts is
lefts than that of any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
Reference*.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B* IIALL* Agent*
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

Atlantic V aite Lead

con talus

may25dtf

and Butter.

0/"\/~k BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and for sale by
G. W. SMITH,
Oct. 20.—dtl
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

term of Years.
occupied by Charles

two

The940
and 200 p. x. train* will be freight
train*, with passenger car* attached.
tOT"Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Brklgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H.

change Street, (np stairs.)

O""

story building thereon, 20 by 75.
ther particulars inquire of
a

-OF-

Considerations for Insuring in the Equitable Life Assurance Society*

TONS square Hack mo tack Timber.
ItJUU Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, tor sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oof 24—dtf

Store and Wharf
THE
H. Morrill, situated between
Merrill
now

Original [Capital

(Accumulated

,*^AA

ffeet oi
st. for
W. H. STEPHEN SON.

or

Tbi« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organized on this Continent, with an

Assets,—§1,500,000.00.

O /^k/'Y BARRELS Choice Eating Apples;
lOO Barrels Greenings;
200
Selected Baldwins;
44
lOO
Pure Cider;
44
50
Cape Cranberries:
For sale, at the Lowest Market Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 46,060
Land, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis

O. Bax 47!.
«-B*wdlt.r k Co, Mayn-

Apples!

For Sale.

toawfffjl&,dSgtrrfereDCe

«:

Meal.
Supplied to dealers in any quantity, at any place oi
business in the city, or by car load on any line of railroad by
EDW. H. BURGIN.
City Mills, No. 120 Commercial Street,
dim
November 14, 1865.

Meal,

1

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquiro of his Attorneys, Messrs.
Deblois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.

rtoua, GRAtN,

P

Yellow Com,
#
A prime quality lor mealing, now in store, for sale
by car load free on track, at the very lowest market
prices.

novadtm.

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

13 rooms,

Jai’y 1, 1865*

x.
A. x

Also,

landing
JUST
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

julylldtf

Valuable Beal Estate!

a

no

from Bclioouer James Brophy.

To be Let.

stories, containing

AhmIb

John W.

Prime High Mixed Corn,

FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale
Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or
oi’Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
The next. For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. K. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19th, I860.

A
two

$1,204,188,40

OFFICE, 1GG

6,100 BUSHELS

Portland, April 20,18C5.—dtf

warranted when properly applied to Doors
AREand
Windows to effectually exclude the
Wind,
I
Jt U lar

use.

Sept J3—d3m

FOR

in*

Surplus, 204,188,40

a

&r\ BBLS. EXTRA KENNEBEC CRANBERtHJ RIES for sale low by
J. M. BAKER,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets.

several

on

or

of

paid

which thus within two years takes the lead ol scores
of other Companies that have been established from

PORTLAND.

novl3dtf

Spring street,
ATgood Horses, suitable lor work
family

The

all

p

x, and 2 00

A.

>

Cranberries*

Horses lor Sale.

ner

House,

No. 63 Commercial St.,

Nov. 15—dtf

mHE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
X Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

8ale by
Strips!

J/U-st, wain, Snow and damp.

St.,

Store to Let.

HOUSE
House and Lot

and 5 30

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

44

RICE

oc6dlf

the Railroad Stable

$1,000,000

m.

p. x.

Iwave Portland for Saco River at 8 00

—

St.

or

Me.

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

No. 0

COMPOUND!

Since'hen, as in
pound has aneii the lead of a 1 cough remedies, a<
well as preparations for the cure of kidney difficul
ties, in every city, town, village and hamlet, throughout the New Engiaud States
The past year has given great opportunity to teat

Monday. Oct. 30. 1865,
a* follows, until farther

On and alter

*

CASH CAPITAL,

MARINE

No. 1 Rosin,
44
75
No. 2 Rosin,
630 Boxes Manufactured Tocaeeo,
46 Cases Manufactured Tobacco,

For Sale.

particulars apply

8

lOO
200
50

REEVES.

THE

room for

250 Barrels Choice Dried Apples,
44
500
Juckwoa Potatoes,
44
250
Coffee Crashed Sugar*,
44
lOO
Granulated Sugar,
“
850
No. 8 Sy ■‘up,
115
No. 1 Syrup.
44
50
Fancy Baltimore Flours,
44
50
Kerosene Oil,

nndersignod

desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
of Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable
thereon.

Portland,

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

England Remedy!

was
was

cured.”
The alwvc

xiygril5pptrains will leave

C. M.

Bargains!

be stold to make
LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.

situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street. The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 foot front on Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
families, and being in a good state of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN

and 2 30 r.

if.

ND&^OC HESTERR.

POR TLA

and 3 40

Merchandise.
Great

—

Freight trains leave Porlland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtf

I

INSURANCE COMFY

Dl{. J. B. HUGHES

PINE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

a

ton, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whart.
Aug. 29—dtl

THE

to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
121 Commercial

as

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

INTERNATIONAL

Wanted.

House and Laud for Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate of
Charles H. Place, Charles rl Kinsman, and
others, would offer for sale the desirable Real Estate

JOHN J. W.

Nov. 6, 1865, Prssenger
follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40 a. H. and 2 20 r.

On_nnd after
qgsgsgen
<6"Train.H leave

8. H. McALPINE,

Yemil. to load deal* at Bt. John, N.
B., tor English and Irish Porta, at high-

to

to the

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

or

PORTLAND

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

or

small genteel tenement, near the centra' part oi the city.
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,
aug5eodtf
a

For Sale.
The two-story house and lot comer ol Linjljjjlcoln and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
■HUlLrooma. It is finished for two families, with
abundance of hard aud soil water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.
Terms

at

P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11.30.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland.
Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central K. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the
first depot they arrive at lu
Portland, where ample time Is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as ahy otheb.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at
Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, South
China, East and North Vassalboro’ at
Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Keudall's
Mil’s.
W. HATCH. Trails Manager.
Nov. 61805_dtf

Wanted.

the main Ave-

144

at 5.30

M.

A--

Tenement,

rBumimun
Trains leave Portland dally (Sundays
Ww—■■ffiffiroxceptcd) for Bulb, Lewiston via Auuroncoggiu K- k.), Augusta, Wntcrvllle, Kendall's
Mdl-. Skowhegan, and interzaediate Stations, at

consideration of ail desiring Life insurance.

aug26'G5dly

TH K

DR, J. W. I'OIjAMD’S

“It

„■

State Agent for Maine*

Medical.

Commencing November, G, 1805.

Those facts in connection with its well-known character for integrity, commend this Company to the

Tenement Wanted.

Also,

laid out.

octl4dtf

CARE
Also in the Selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having been from 30 to TO
pr. ct. lent
than ofguuy other Co* of as long standing*

est rates of freight.

composed

KINSMAN, 53 Union Street;
406 Congress Street.

was

called for
weeks,
it will be sold, and the amount, alter paying charges,
held subject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
cluim thereto.
nov2 d4w

Oct

Stock and Fixtures of a Provision and Groa good run Toi trade.
Location
as any
city, both for buying and sell-

24—dtf

distinguishing feature

NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

as

For further particulars address P. O. Box No. 69.
novlOdow*
Portland, Nov. 8th, 1865.

Oct

IT

a

Company,

tenement suitable
two
small families, with good
WANTED
privileges.
Please address
1503.

THE
cery Store, with
in the

Apply

In the payment of losses is
01 this

Nov. 15.

a

of

RETURN*

Medical.

Great New
WHITE

Portland for Brunswick daily (Sundays excepted)

The advantages of this system over that of dividends pay a hie after a term qf yearn without interest,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in
this way.
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at deaths suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

CUTTER AND

a

For Sale.

easy.

IMMEDIATE

Street,
Portland, Maiuo.

PRESSMAN is wanted to take
A charge ot in this
Tailoring establishment in Hour

ern

Said lot is

an

130 Middle

of

improvements
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, Ac., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 8, 1865.—isif

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance
Company
dcclafes Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments
by

Tailor Wanted.

INo. 70,
three-story
THE
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modand is in excellent condition.
comer

Company.

if

in every

Nov 23—dtf

KENNEBEC R. R.

Portland to Skowhegan via WalervUle
and Kendall’s Mills.

PROMPTNESS

Remember that

Gentlemen.

or

&

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-06.

Wanted,

W M. GRACE &
CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and
others, than any other
house in the Eastern
States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.

THAT

Brick House

tons

Apply to

a

SALE !

FOR

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

firni

tills day di-solved by n,u.
All occounte to be settled by H. K.

of LOCKE & CO.

Valuable Beal Estate

on

Insurance

heretofore existing between II

copartnership
THE
F. Locke and Iloratio
is

name

W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.

XT
„„
...
Nov
23—dtf

For Sale aud to Let.

any

St
Shipment?,™^ j ect?v
iT
pL TlX* &n

favorable
mestic and foreign ports. Th„y
furni h Oak and Northern

sawn

*SrTS
n

Lost l
CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
Canal National
Bank, dated Oct. 26tb or 27tli,
for One Thousand Dollars
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the »ame. The tinder shall be
suitably rewarded by
returning it to

A

AN

OAK

PORTLAND

can

of

Wial.ly,

s OUT HE mr

Life Insurance

a

Oct 3—isdti

STATEMENT

FEW

Stock
Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37i Middle St. Apply to P. Commission
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS S.11HE
the premises,
at house No. 42 Middle
W.,

I

get the genuine

CONDENSED

Great

B„d

Cousuuplieu
‘be best known
af?Jr ’r12' an‘,.s,m
remedy for allaffections
of the Lunas

JL^
Chest.

For Sale.
mHE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
X MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Farrman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

01 the condition of the

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!

For

IF

For

Nov 27—d&w3w

hearing

undersigned have formed

not sold within ten days; a good House, five years
old. with eleven finished rooms. Lot 40 x 100 feet.
It is adapted tor two families, with a brick cistern ol
filtered water and a spring ol running water in the
cellar. At present prices for building said house and
lot w ould cost $4,500. J t will now be sold if applied
for immediately, for $2,800 cash; or part cash anil part
time for $3,000. Apply to
MOSES GOULD,
nov 24
(12w
74 Middle Street.

Railroads.

CHARTER

single gentlemen
be accommodated
board at 54 Cumberland Street.
AMov.with27.—dlw*

Let,

the Secre-

none.

General

to

or

Nov 4—dtf

Sworn (o before
ROBERT E. DAY,
J ustice of the Peace.

Little,

Great Bargain

a

and is very handsomely
Box 596 P. O.

CAPITAL. STOCK, Paid Up, in
$250,000.00
$ IS 1,3*10.04
SURPLUS,
ASSETS AS FOLLOWS, VIZ:
Bank Stocks, valued at
$182,558.00
City and Rail Bonds, valued at
79,030.00
United States and State, valued at
44,906.00
Loans secured by Bank and other Stocks,
18,9/1.60
Loans secured by mortgage of Real Estate, 74,625.44
Cash on hand and in Banks,
5,C56.80
Accrued interest cn Investments,
3,121.94
Balance duo from Agents and in transit,
21,222.0!)
Office Furniture and Library,
1,095.37

GEO. W.

Portland, September 18,1865.

For Sale at

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery,

HARTFORD, CONN.,

ONtary

JOS. ILSLEY.

November 11, 1865.—dtf

OP THE

Stock Notes or Premium Notes,
Losses unadjusted and not due,
WM. E. BAKER, President.

as

nearly so.
It* original estimated cost was §177.000. exclusive
ol the land; ot this sum about §110.000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
ami it is l»eiieved that notwithstanding the jircscut
enhanced prices, it can be completed lor occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price* terms oi sale and other particulars, enquire of

as

$431,346.64

offer

City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
tlio Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and In port to
the underslgnod. Is offered ior sale and can be purchaser at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot
land, with an aggregate frontage of five hundred and
seventy-five feet. It Is Fioe. Stories Lliyh. and contains about tiro hundred taut fifteen apartment* fot
thexisrqf ifuests, besides tour capacious stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Win. W ahiibi kn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges to be fully equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in jail respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other parti

good
ing.

BRYAN BROS. & CO.,
58

Silver Sis**

On Middle* Willow and

Rooms to let, flimished
board, at the first class

Hoarders Wanted.

HOTEL,

in the

nue.

Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Dr Humphreys i scon suited daily at his ©dice,
or by letter, as above, lor all forms of

tfc.,

[fjjB,1!

CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO., A
address

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC

DAY, Agent, Portland.

by map,

HB L E

House lor Sale.

warding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must he enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for |1; 12 for $2; 30 for #5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cent1) on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
eithorin Cash or Postage S.arops.

or

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED
A

Insurance.

Hoard.

and Suits ol
SINGLE
uirfurnished, with
House IT

Free Street.
Nov 27—dlw*

FOK SALE!

25 Cent* for Certificate*

Seud

STATEMENT

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
1 UO
Single Vials, with directions,
J5f“Tliese Remedies by the Case or single Box,
are ueut to
of
he
Mail
or Excountry, by
any part
press, flreo of charge on reoeiptof the price. Address,

it*
Sersonaily
li. II.

8
0

4 to
2.50 to
10
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20
3000
2 to
8 (i
Crosses, 4ic,
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4'to
10
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.50 to
10
6000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 “
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
10
7600 Sets Ladles, Jewelrv—Jet and
5 to
15
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 u
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
10
4 to
10000 Gobi Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 u
Holders,
6000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
25
Holders,
5000 Ladies’Gilt and Jet Buckles,
15
5 to
5000
Hair Bars
"
and Balls,
10
5 to
Certificates of the various articles aie first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
On receipt of
by mail, thus giving all a fail chance.
♦be certificate, you will see what you arc to have,
and then It w at your option to send the J >olfc»r and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

SPECIFICS.

MEDICINE

8
C
10
8
10

3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
10000 Minature Lockets,

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book'
$10 00
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00
5 00
large Vials, plain case, and Book.
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
3 00

HOMOEOPATHIC

0'“

4 to
Eardrops,
7600 Coral,! >pal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
4000Gdmbrnla DiamondKreagt-pins2.50 to
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to

35
20
20

VETERINARY

3

20doz.
MW
5000 Doz.n Silver Tea Spoons,
10000
TableSD^iosiTorksM to 40
260 Gents' GoUlHunt’s'-' escWatetie.oii to 100 each
260 Ladies’Golds Enameled Hunt05 W
70
ine-Coso Watches,
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver«•«>
70
to
Wfttoiies,
50 to 100
200 Diamond Kings,
Nock
4
to
30
and
Vent
Chains,
Bold
S000
8
4 to
%M»«old Oval Band Bracelet*,
10
6 to
5000 .Jet and Gold Bracelets,
20
rhatelaine OlMtJus&GtiiirdCliains,5 to
10
4 to
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
8
4 to
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine

CASES.

FAMILY

too
50
60

rVii1t,(SiTd*<akeBttskets30to

2«W

earl who dressed
Lord Calversham
in the country like a gamekeeper, and in town
like a butler. It is related of him that once,
at a battue in the neighborhood, a dandy,
mistaking him i'or the keeper, presented him
with a sovereign, which coin he gravely accepted, and at the dinner that night publicly
thanked the donor, saying “that the peerage
overwas a class which was in general sadly
looked by the charitable.”

**

30 to
Ctiaflng Dishes,
Ice Pi Chois,
iW to
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to

X ::

was an

“

Valuable Hotel Property

Without Regard to Value. Xot to he Paid
you are
for until you know tvhut
*

Thei with paeans sing God’s praises,
N ow, and through aU coming lime;
Lovj which manhood’s standard raises,
Merits gratitude sublime!
victorious
Hop,* and Trust at lengthand
ear,
Over trembling Doubt
Call f* rapture, holv, glorious,
Living faith and constant cheer.

lion.

OF AT

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

E’en the rock of Liberty!
Fdtile was our best endeavor,
Till we turned from wrong to right;
G1 .oiii had shrouded us forever,
But lor Heaven’s redeeming might!

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let.

Miscellaneous.

Poetry._

h.

l

Broadway.
yr

PRFSS! HAY PRESS tl—The
HAY
machli
HAY and COTTON PRESS.
portable
Side-p
This
and easily set up in a common barn fi«
will press one ton’of hay Into 80 cubic f#et in 30 n
Utus j no beating, rolling ov treading; no injury
the hay; size of bale 30 in. by .0 in. by 44 in.
other machine can press as cheap. The invent ic
to »o
one of those “happy Mis*’ acknowledged
the thing. Model ami Bale of Hay mug-bu
4 ire* u
for
Send
Blake & Jones', Commercial St.
er

Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Portland, Me,
Ott 21-«odlm

